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Purpose This manual explains the installation and initial configuration of BinGO! with the

Software Release 4.9.3. It is highly recommended that you read our Release

Note containing the latest information and instructions for the most current Soft—

ware Release — especially if you are performing a software update to a higher

level. The latest Release Note is always available at wwwbintecde.

Liability While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information in

this manual, BinTec Communications AG assumes no liability to any party for

any loss or damage caused by errors or omissions or by statements of any kind

in this document. BinTec Communications AG is only liable within the scope of

its terms of sales and delivery. '

The information in this manual is subject to change without notice. Additional

information, including changes and Release Notes for BinGO!, can be retrieved
from BinGO! at wwwbintecde. I

As an lSDN multiprotocol router, BinGO! establishes ISDN connections in ac-

cordance with the system's configuration. To prevent unintentional charges ac—

cu mulating, the product should be carefully monitored. BinTec Communications

AG accepts no liability for incidental or consequential loss of data, unintentional

connection costs and damages resulting from the unsupervised operation of the
product.

Trademark BinTec and the BinTec logo are registered trademarks of BinTec Communica-
tions AG.

All other product names and trademarks are the property of their respective
companies.

Copyright All rights are reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or trans—

mitted in any form or by any means — graphic, electronic, or mechanical — in-

cluding photocopying, recording in any medium, taping, or storage in

information retrieval systems, without the prior written permission of the copy-

right owner. Also, an adaptation, especially a translation, of the document is in-

admissable without the prior consent of BinTec Communications AG.

Guidelines and BinGO! adheres to the following guidelines and standards:
t

s andards I Voltage guidelines 73/23/EWG according to EN60950

I Adheres to German safety regulations standards
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How to reach BinTec

Interference resistance according to EN50082 -1/1.32

Class B interference emissions according to EN55022 l-8.94

Electromagnetic tolerance according to EU guideline 89/336/EWG

CE-symbol for all EC countries

Registration :

BZT D 133451J (CE and German registration)

BZT D 133457J (EG design test certificate)

BAKOM (registered)

CE 0188X (France adheres to the CE guideline)

EN50082, EN55022

I EN60950

In addition to the CE guideline, BinGO! satisfies the ISDN requirements in
France and may be connected to Euro-Numeris.

 

 
 

+49 911 9673 0

+49 911 688 07 25

BinTec Communications AG

Sfldwestpark 94

D-90449 NILirnberg

  
 
 

 
 

Copyright © 1999 BinTec Communications AG, all rights reserved.

Version 1.6

Document #71 0003

March 1999
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1 Welcome!

Congratulations on wisely choosing to buy a per-

sonal ISDN Internet access router. In doing so,

you have acquired a leading product from the

Personal Access range of BinTec Communica-

tions AG. This high-performance multiprotocol

router allows you affordable networking of small-

er networks. In future, your Bingo! will make it possible for you to connect either

your individual workstation or small company to the Internet and to a corporate

network. Moreover, the entry-level router BinGO! will provide all the computers

on the network with up-to-the-minute means of office communication (commu-

nications applications, such as tax, file transfer, terminal emulation).

 

Where do we go from here?

What your Bingo gives what BinGO! means for you and exactly what Bingo can do are questions
you... addressed in the following pages.

Getting BinGO! up and ...is concisely described in chapter 3. page 83. There we will show you how to

running... connect BinGOI; how, within minutes, and with the help of a configuration as-

sistant, the Configuration Wizard, configuring is made quick and easy; how to

install other useful online assistants; and, if necessary, how to configure your

computer. At the end of that chapter, you will be in a position to surf the Internet,

send or receive e—mails or faxes and connect with and exchange data to and

from HQ from your computer — indeed, from any computer in your small net-
work.

And on top of all that, you will find extensive explanations in chapter 6, page H7. There you will be
shown all the configurations in detail. Even if you do not have a Windows com-

puter, you will find fast ways to configure your BinGO!.

If you have already ...or have general experience with configuration, and you want to get started

configured BinTec right away, all you really need to know is the preset user name and password.
routers...
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5 Welcome! 

 
00 Remember, however, to change your user name and password when you log

in to your BinGO! for the first time. All BinTec routers are supplied with the

same passwords. Thus, they are only protected against unauthorized access

once you change the access information.

 

Otherwise... ...BinTec Communications AG wishes you lots of fun with your new product.

14 "an BinGO! User’s Guide
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What Do you Need BinGO! For? n

1.1 What Do you Need BinGO! For?

internet

     

 Router of your
Internet Provider

 
Network of your
Internet Provider

 
Your BinGO!

 

4 Router of your
,,,,,,,,, Company’s

Head Office

 
Your Local Area Network

   
Network of your
Company’s
Head Office

Figure 1—1: Basic scenario

Why BinGO!? Routers are used to connect networks with one another, to exchange informa-

tion between networks and to make common use of services. Thus, via your

router, as shown above, you can connect with the network of your Internet pro-

vider and thus avail of the usual services of the Internet, such as the World Wide

Web (WWW) or e—maii. By connecting to your company's head office from your

BinGO! User's Guide u... 15
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Welcome!

home or branch office, you can conveniently access any information you may

need from the headquarters, even if this is hundreds of kilometers away. The

connection of these local networks takes place via ISDN. When these small,

single networks, the so—called LANs (Local Area Networks), are connected to-

gether the result is a Wide Area Network (WAN). The size of the single network

alone — whether it consists of several computers or just one home office — is ir-
relevant.

As shown in the previous illustration, your BinGO! is the essential component

for a connection of the networks: it is your link to the outside world. All the rout—

ers in the illustration are linked by ISBN lines to lSDN and thus serve as a con-

nection between the single local networks. Within each single LAN, the router

is connected to the network like a normal computer. It is designed to transmit

information from its own network to an external network (egg. to the network of

your provider or your head office). In order to do so, it must determine the most

suitable routes for that transmission. Conversely, it receives information and
routes it into its own network.

What can your BinGO! do that a modem or lSDN—card cannot do? Your BinGO

can do considerably more.

One router for If you have a local network with several computers, you only need one single
everyone router to allow all computers in the network access to the Internet or the head

office. Thus, as a result of lower costs for equipment and maintenance, the

more computers in the network, the more you save. When using modems or

lSDN—cards, on the other hand, every workplace would have to be separately
equipped.

Communications The same applies to communications applications (telematic services such as

applications answering machine, fax G3 and G4, file transfer and eurofile transfer) on your

computer. All LAN users can avail of these services via an interface designed

by BinTec, the Remote CAPI, while the BinGO!, however, needs just one single

lSDN connection. The only precondition is that all users have the corresponding
application software installed which suports the so-called CAPl interface. This

standard interface is, however, supported, by most communications applica-

tions. The telematic software RVS-COM Lite that covers the spectrum of all the

usual telecommunications services is included in the scope of supply of your
BinGO!.

16 unit! BinGO! User's Guide
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What Do you Need BinGO! For? n

Automatic dialing and Additionally, a significant advantage of your BinGO! is the means by which ac-

disconnection cess to networks is achieved. When using a modem/ISDN-card, you must ex-

pressly dial your Internet provider in order to send an e-mail, for example. On

the other hand, the router decides independently (once configured, that is) if

and how a connection to the Internet provider is established. It you submit an

external WWW-address with your browser, for example, your BinGO! realizes

that the requested address lies outside your own LAN, thus automatically es~

tablishes a connection with your provider and the Internet. This procedure is

particularly economical as your router disconnects you after a predefined time

subsequent to a cessation in external data exchange.

The same principle is applicable for conveniently accessing data from your

home office. While running Windows, for example, you can connect a network

drive with the server of your home office. Simply click the link in Windows Ex-

plorer and "surf" the server’s directories and files, just as you would your own

hard disc. BinGO! takes care of dialing your home office.

Security Similarly, with regard to security, BinGO! has a lotto offer. Your router contains

integrated firewall mechanisms, and easily and economically fulfills all require-

ments concerning access security. it protects your network from unauthorized

external access. This is made possible by BinGO!'s SAFERNET mechanisms,

such as encoding, filtering and monitoring.

Configuration and A range of options is available for the configuration of your BinGO!. Most methv

maintenance ods of configuration are independent of the operating system of your PC.

The simplest method running Windows is with the help of the Configuration Wiz—

ard. The configuration assistant leads you step by step through the configura-

tion and supports you with the most important settings on your router. in just a

few minutes your BinGO! is ready to be used.

A range of other possibilities is available to refine the configuration, such as the

Setup Tool, for example. This can be used independently of the operating sys-
tern.

BinGO! can be remotely configured and administrated. As soon as your router

is connected to the lSDN — even in its state of delivery, configuration settings

can be carried out from a distant location (eg. by the administrator of your head
office).

BII'IGO! USGI’IS Guide I I I I I 17
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n Welcome!

You can thus leave the complete configuration of the system to be carried out

by someone at HQ.

In summary The main advantages of your BinGO! can thus be summarized as follows:

I A connection with the Internet allowing all users in your LAN to avail of the

usual Internet services (eg. e-mail, WWW, file transfer)

I Connection to a head office, for example, (LAN-LAN connection) from a

teleworking station or branch office allowing the easy exchange of data to
and from HQ

I Common use of communications applications in the LAN (e.g. fax, answer~
ing machine)

I Simple configuration for you and remote administration from head office

I Independence from the operating system of your PC

On top of all that, you need not do without security, convenience and economy.

18 .uuu- BinGO! User's Guide
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Scope of Supply

1.2 Scope of Supply

BinGO! is shipped with the following:

I Cable sets/mains unit:

— one cable (Rd-45) each for LAN and lSDN connection

— serial cable

— adaptor for serial cable

— mains unit

BinTeo Companion CD

Documentation:

— user's guide

— Release Note, if required

I Additional information

— Quick install Guide (English and German)
— license card

— registration card

BinGO! User's Guide III-I 19
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1.3 BinTec Companion CD

You will find all the programs you need for the installation, configuration and ad-

ministration of BinGO! on your BinTec Companion CD.

BRICKware I DIME Tools serve to monitor and administrate your BinGO!.

I The Configuration Wizard leads you step by step through the basic config-
uration of BinGO!.

I Using the terminal program BRICK at COM1 or BRICK at COM2, you gain
access to BinGO! via the serial interface.

I The DIME browser allows you to configure and administrate all BinTec rout-

ers in the network via a graphic window. Here you can view all SNMP tables

and make adjustments to the variables.

I The Java Status Monitor allows you to request all systems information over
an Internet browser.

I Remote CAPI Client:

The Remote CAPI Client allows you to use communications applications on

the standard CAPI interface (e.g. RVS—COM Lite).

I Token Authentication Firewall (TAF) program:

This software package is required if you are using the security system from
Security Dynamics.

More detailed descriptions can be found in our online handbook BRtCKware for
Windcws.

RVs-COM Life In addition to BRICKware, your BinTec Companion CD contains RVS—COM

Lite, communications software that allows you to avail of all the usual commu-

nications applications on your PC, such as an answering service facility, fax or

data transfer. We explain how in chapter 3.6, page 60.

What else? If you scan through the Companion CD, you will find a range of other useful di-

rectories in which you can find the following, for example:

I The documentation in electronic form (see chapter 1,4. pageQQ)

I A copy of the router software (in its unconfigured state)

20 - u n- - - BinGO! User's Guide
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BinTec Companion CD

I UNIX-Tools

I Adobe’s Acrobat Reader

I Configuration examples

BinGO! User's Guide . - - . . 21
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Welcome! 

1.4 BinTec Documentation

Together with BinGOl, you will have received documentation partially in printed

form and completely in electronic form (PDF, HTML). The electronic versions of

the different documents are included on the BinTec Companion CD. In addition

to your CD documentation, you can download all the very latest BinTec docu-

mentation from our WWW server at the address wwwbinteode. Here is a list of

the available documentation:

I User's guide (English and German, PDF or printed).

This manual. The German version is only available in electronic form (PDF)

and can, of course, be printed out if required.

I Leaflets to get BinGO! operational in just a few minutes (PDF and printed):

— Quick install Guide (English)

— Kurzanleitung (deutsch)

I Reference manuals (English, PDF/HTML)

-— Software reference (PDF)

Online reference with detailed information on functions described here,

a reference for the internal SNMP table structures and the operation of
the SNMP shell.

— Extended Features Reference (PDF)

Online reference for extra functions only available with a separate li-
cense (e.g. VPN).

— MIB reference

HTML document with short descriptions about all BinGO!’s SNMP ta-
bles and variables.

I BRICKware for Windows (English, PDF)

User’s guide for Windows utility programs (BRICKware)

I Release Notes (English, PDF and /or printed)

Up-to—the-minute information and instructions concerning the latest software re-

lease, description of all changes undertaken since the previous release. in the

Release Note Logic, you will find instructions to help you upgrade BOOTmonitor

and/or Firmware Logic.

22 u u u a - BinGO! User's Guide
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BinTec Documentation n

I UK info (English, PDF)

Instructions for the operation of BinTec routers in Great Britain.

BinGO! User’s Guide - u - . . 23
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1.5 System Requirements

BinGO! can be configured from all conventional platforms. As a stand alone de-

vice, BinGO! is independent of a connected PC or its operating system. The

router communicates with the PC over a LAN interface (10mbps) or a serial

connection. Therefore, your router can be used in many and varied, operating-

system environments, such as DOS, Windows, UNIX, AS/400, Mackintosh or
Novell.

If you want to use the Configuration Wizard, however, you will require the fol—
lowing:

fl PC with serial interface (v.24)

I Windows 95 or 98 or Windows NT 4.0 or higher

I An installed network card (10 mbps Ethernet)

I An installed Microsoft TCP/IP protocol

Before we start with the configuration, we will explain how you determine

whether the required settings have been made on your PC or, if necessary,
how you make these settings yourself.

I High Color Monitor (at least 32000 colors) for the correct display of graph-
ics.

24 - .- - - :- BinGO! User’s Guide
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' Warranty I

1.6 Warranty

BinGO! is covered by a warranty period of 36 months from the date of pur—

chase. For any warranty claims, consult your specialist dealer.

BinGO! USGFIS Guide II... 25
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Welcome! 

1.7 About this Manual

1.7.1 Contents

The manual is structured in the following way:

 
 

 
 
 

1: Welcome! General introduction, scope of supply, war-

. ranty, table of contents

2: General Safety Precau- General safety precautions
Hons

3: Getting Started Directions to get BinGO! operational in a few

minutes with the Configuration Wizard, and

how to install and configure useful software

4: An Overview Fundamental information concerning routers
and networks

5: Connecting BinGO! A basis for working with Setup Tool

6: Basic Configuration How to get BinGO! working with Setup Tool

with Setup Tool (parallel with Configuration Wizard)

7: Advanced Configura- How to perform the more advanced settings of
tion Setup Tool

8: Security Mechanisms How to configure security mechanisms using

SAFEFtNET, e. g. NAT (Network Address

Translation) or CLID (Calling Line Identification)

   

  
 

 

  
  
    

   

  
 

9: Configuration Manage- How to administrate configuration files and how

ment to perform software updates

10: Troubleshooting Important tips concerning fault detection

11: Technical Data BinGO!'s technical data

12: Important Commands A brief overview of the most important com-
mands of the SNMP shell and BRICKtools for

Unix
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; About this Manual n

13: General Safety Pre- General safety precautions in 15 different

cautions in 15 Different national languages

Languages
 
1.7.2 Conventions Used in this Guide

To help you locate and interpret information easily, this manual uses the follow-

ing visual aids:

Predicts potential pitfalls and explains how to
avoid them

Brings to your attention general and important

points

Explains required fundamental information
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Brings your attention to important safety pre-

cautions. Levels ot danger are in accordance
with ANSI:

I Caution (indicates possible danger that, if

unheeded, could cause material damage)

I Warning (indicates possible danger that, if

unheeded, could cause bodily harm)

Danger (indicates danger that, if unheeded,

could lead to serious bodily harm or death)
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I About this Manual >-

In order to help you find and interpret the information in this manual, the follow-

ing typographical elements are used:

Here you are requested to do something

Lists including two levels

Non—proportional

g.

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Indicates menus and submenus in Setup Tool. 
 
 

 Indicates commands (e. g. in the SNMP

shell) that you must enter as shown  (Courier), e.
  

 
 

ping 192 . 168 . 1 . 254 I Used for drawings of the Setup Tool 
  

 

bold, italics, e. g. Indicates example terms.
BigBoss
 

 
 

 

 Indicates terms that you can find in the glos-

sary. (For online texts, click the double arrow)
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

  
 
 

bold, e. g.

biboAdmLoginTable,

Windows Start menu

Indicates fields in Setup Tool and MIB ta-
bles/variables

   Indicates keys/key combinations and Win-
dows terms 

 

 

  

 

Indicates values that can be entered or set in

Setup Tool or MIB variables

Indicates links

italics, e. g.

 
none

Online: underlined
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2 General Safety Precautions

The following section includes safety precautions you are strongly advised to

heed when working with your router.

Transport and I Only transport and store BinGO! in its original packaging or use other ap-

storage propriate packaging to prevent against knocking and shaking.

Placement and I Before setting up this product for operation, please bear in mind the instruc-

operation tions for the most appropriate ambient conditions (cf. technical data). Place
on a firm and level surface.

I Condensation may occur externally or internally if this equipment is moved

from a colder room to a warmer room. When moving the product under

such conditions, allow ample time for the equipment to reach room temper~

ature and to dry completely before operating.

I Make sure the power rating on the label of the mains unit complies with the

local power source. BinGO! may only be operated with the original BinTec

Communications mains unit (5 V DC). BinTec Communications AG ac-

cepts no liability for damages caused by the use of other mains units.

I Make sure to follow the correct cabling sequence, as described in the man-

ual. Firstly, connect the LAN, lSDN and serial cables, then connect to the

mains, and finally, turn on your BinGO!.

I Make doubly sure the cabling is correct — especially the lSDN and LAN ca-

bles — before you turn on BinGOl. BinGOl's lSDN connection must not be

connected with the Ethernet connection of your PC or hub, and neither

should BinG0!'s LAN connection be connected with the lSDN connection.

I Use only the supplied cables. If you use other cables. BinTec Communica-

tions AG can not accept liability for any resulting damage.

I Arrange the cables so as they are not in the way, can not be tripped over

and can not be damaged.

I Avoid connecting or disconnecting data lines during lightning storms.
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Ea General Safety Precautions

Operate according to I BinGO! is intended for use in offices. As an ISDN multiprotocoi router, Bin-

the regulations GO! establishes ISDN connections depending on the system configuration.

To avoid extra charges, you should carefully monitor the product.

I BinGO! corresponds to the relevant safety standards for the use of infor-

mation technology equipment in offices.

I Operation of the system according to IE0 950/EN 60950 is only guaran-

teed when the roof of the housing is fitted (cooling, fire-protection, noise
suppression)

Ambient temperature should not exceed 500.

I Make sure no foreign objects (e.g. paper clips) or liquids get into the device

(electric shock, short circuit).

I In an emergency (e. 9. damaged housing or operating elements, liquid

spills or the entry of foreign bodies), immediately remove the AC/DC adap-

tor and notify customer service.

Cleaning and I The device should only be opened by trained personnel. Only service cen-

repair ters authorized by BinTec should carry out any repairs to the device. Your

dealer will tell you where the service centers are situated. As a result of un-

authorized opening and improper repairs, serious danger can result for the

user (e. 9. electric shock). in the event of such non—permissible opening of

the device, the terms of the guarantee are suspended and BinTec Commu-

nications AG accepts no liability.

I Never use water to clean this device. Water spillage can result in serious

danger for the user (electric shock) and cause considerable damage to the
device.

I Never use scouring or abrasive alkaline cleaning agents on this device.
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3 Getting Started

This chapter will help you to configure the most impor- ~~

tant applications for your local network or your single-

user system as quickly as possible. To ensure the

simplification of your configuration, the

Configuration Wizard, a configuration assistant will

support you. With its help, you will configure BinGO!
in a matter of minutes.

 
At the end of this chapter you will be able to:

I Reach BinGO! in the LAN

Surf the Internet

Send and receive faxes

If necessary, establish a connection with a remote network (LAN—LAN con-

nection, eg. to your head office), and access corporate data from the com—

fort of your home office.

 

In oder to set up these applications, you must:

I Firstly, set up and connect your BinGO! (chapter Lit. page 35)

I Collect some important data (chapter 32, page 88)

I Install Windows software

— install BRICKware for Windows (chapter 3.3. page 43)

— configure BinGO! with the Wizard (chapter 8.4. page 45)

— configure the Remote CAPl interface (chapter 3.5. page 58)

I Possibly perform additional settings on your PC (chapter 38. page 60)

I Install RVS-COM Lite (chapter 3.7, page 64)

At the end of this configuration, we will explain to you how to test the configura-
tion.
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a Getting Started

\ l / After finishing the basic configuration with the Wizard, you can explore further

\9, configuration possibilities in chapter 7, page 181.\g If you would like to know how to carry out the basic configuration without the

Configuration Wizard (eg. if you are not using a Windows operating system),

read chapter 8, page 227.

\ l / This chapter is designed to facilitate quick and easy initial configuration with a
\ , minimum of technical details. If, however, you want a little more background,

9 then read chapter 4. page 75.g2
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Setting up and Connecting a

3.1 Setting up and Connecting

(1) POWER SERIAL lSDN-S/T 1OBASE-T ll LAN X

  
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 t Power switch ‘4 ‘ So port

2 Power supply L'H5 toBase-T interface (LAN)

3 L ‘ “Serial port \ V 5 6 LAN switcht

Figure 3-1: BinGO! rear view

Alternatively, you can connect BinGO! to the network card of your PC or, if you

belong to a small network, to a hub. For the latter, you must merely set the LAN

switch (6) at the rear of the device accordingly. How to set the switch is

explained below.

Connect BinGO! to the lSDN over the lSDN-S/T connection. It makes no dif-

ference for BinGO! whether you use an ISDN socket, an >> NTBA adaptor

or a PBX system as a distant terminal. If, however, you want to use functions

specific to a PBX system, connect BinGO! to the PBX system. it is thus possi-

ble to block phone numbers or to check charges of phone numbers assigned to
BinGO!.
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 3 Getting Started

Caution!

Use of the wrong mains adaptor can cause your router to malfunction! 
> Only use the included mains unit (SVDC).

> Make sure that the rated voltage marked on the mains unit matches that of

the local voltage supply.

)* Never exchange the mains adaptor from BinGO! with that of BinGO! Plus/
Professional.

Caufion!

Faulty cabling of ISBN or LAN interfaces can cause your router to malfunction! 
> Only connect BinGOl's LAN interface with the LAN interface of your PC/

hub, and BinG0!'s lSDN interface with the lSDN connection.

For connections, follow the following sequence:

)~ Place BinGO! on a firm level surface.

> Set the LAN switch at the rear of the device to:

M if you connect BinGO! to your LAN—hub (cf. figure 84, page 35).

if you do not connect BinGO! to a LAN (because you have no hub),

but directly to the network card of your PC (single user system).
By using the node/hub switch (6), you can use the included 1 to 1 wired ca-

ble. A twisted pair (cross-over cable) LAN cable is not necessary.

> Connect the serial port of your PC (COM1 or COM2) with the serial inter-

face ot your router (3). Use the serial cable included in the scope of supply

and if necessary the adaptor (9-pin on 25-pin).

)> Connect BinGO! to your hub or to the network card of your PC (single user

system). Connect one of the included cables (Rd-45) to the toBase-T inter-

face (5).

> Connect the second cable (Rd-45, also included) to BinGO!'s So interface
and your lSDN outlet.

> Connect BinGO!’s mains connection to the power supply with the included
mains adaptor.
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Setting up and Connecting a

> Switch the router on with the power switch (1).

BinGO! performs a self-test. If all cables are correctly connected, the red

LED ERR expires at the end of the test; and the green LED PWR (operating

display) lights up.
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Getting Started

3.2 In Advance of Configuration

3.2.1 Gathering Information

Before you start your configuration, you should keep at hand data for the follow-

ing purposes — depending on what you want to do with BinGO!:

I Basic configuration with licensing (obligatory)

I Internet access (optional)

I Connecting to a corporate network (optional)

In the following table, we have included examples of what the values could look

like. You should supplement the table with your personal data under the head-

ing "your values". Then you can refer to the values later when needed.

Basic configuration For the basic configuration of your BinGO!, you need information concerning

your >> lSDN connection and your network environment:

 
lSDN telephone numbers (MSNs 967310

You received the lSDN numbers with 967311

your lSDN connection. 967312

BinGO! IP Address 192.168.1254

BinGO! Netmask 255.255.2550

n, The following will be a description of the settings required for a connection of

BinGO! to an >> NTBA adaptor. if you are connecting to a PBX system,

make sure to take into account the special characteristics of your connections

and if necessary, refer back to the documentation of your PBX system.
 

\ | / If you are not in a network or do not know how to assign IP addresses in a new
\ , network, then simply use our values. Otherwise, consult your system adminis-

@ trator.x2
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In Advance of Configuration a

License cards

Internet access

 

For the ISDN numbers, it is sufficient to enter the final digits that distinguishes

each number. If your dial numbers (>> MSNs) are, for example, the follow-

ing: 967310, 967311 and 967312, you need only consider the numbers 10, 11,
and 12.

All you need now for the basic configuration is your license card. You should

have received this together with your BinGO!. On the card you will find a serial

number, mask and key which you will need to validate the functions of your Bin-

GO!. You will also find the license number for the communications program
RVS—COM Lite.

If you want to access the Internet, you will need an Internet Service Provider

(ISP). If you still haven’t got one, you can not continue with the configuration for

Internet access. If you have your ISP, you will also have received your personal

access data. The terms of the required access data may vary slightly from pro-

vider to provider. Basically, however, the kind of information required to estab-

lish your personal access remains the same. In the following table, the access

data which your BinGO! also needs for a connection to the Internet is compiled.

  
 

 
  

Provider name

Dial number

Golnternet

The number with which you call your

1234567

provider.
 

  
 

 
 

If BinGO! is connected to a PBX system for which a leading zero is required

for external calls, this leading zero must be considered when entering the dial
number.
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T-Online number 081512345678

Mitbenutzerkennung (other user 007

code)

Connecting to a In order to connect with a WAN partner (e.g. corporate head office), you will

corporate network need some pieces of information about the remote terminal that should take

your call. Likewise, the remote terminal must know information about you. This

data must be commonly agreed upon by the equipment on both sides of the
connection.

 

Before every connection, BinGO! and the router at HQ check the incoming data

to see if they should take the call. In order to protect the network against unau-

thorized access, acceptance of the call only takes place after correct authenti-

cation. This authentication is based on a common password and two codes that

you and your partner use for the connection.

 
 
 
 Partner name
 

  Code of head office   
  Dial number

   Number of head office’s router

  
 
  

 

Local name

 Your own code. Your partner (at

head office) must enter this name as

a WAN partner name on his router. 
 Password 

  

 
 

 
 

Secret

tion

Network address of your head office 10.1.1.0

Netmask of your head office 255.255.2550

Littlemdlan -
Common password for this connec- -
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In Advance of Configuration 3

   

 

 

  

How to use other security mechanisms, e.g. authentication by means of the

calling number (CLID) or the concealing of your own network to the outside

(NAT) is explained in chapter 8, page 227.

If BinGO! is connected to a PBX system for which a leading "O" is required for

external calls, this leading zero must be considered when entering the dial
number.

You only need network addresses and netmasks of the WAN partner (head

office) if, in addition to a LAN—LAN connection, you are configuring for Internet

access. If you are not configuring for Internet access, BinGO! will be config-

ured so that all data not destined for your own local network will be automati-

cally forwarded to the WAN partner (default route).

3.2.2 What to Do in Your Windows Network

Now that you have gathered the information that BinGO! needs to know, you

must ensure that your PCs in the network are properly configured. If not, you

will need to adjust some settings.

In order that the PCs in your network can communicate with each other, it is

necessary that they all speak the same "language". The TCP/IP protocol is just

such a language in which PCs in a LAN or on the Internet exchange information.

Therefore, you should ensure that this protocol is installed on your PC before

beginning configuration.

Checking the TCP/IP Protocol

To check if either TCP/IP is already installed or to install TCP/IP now, proceed
as follows:

> Click the Windows Start button and point to Settings in» Control Panel.

> Double-click Network.

Windows 95/98 )> Look for TCP/IP in the list of network components.
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42

>

Windows NT )*

)

If you can't find the entry, install the TCP/IP protocol, as explained below.

Select the Protocols tab and look for TCP/IP Protocol in the list of network

components.

If you can't find the entry, install the TCP/IP protocol, as explained below.

Installing the TCP/IP Protocol

Windows 95/98 >

Windows NT

In conclusion

)>

>

Y

YYYYYYYVY

Click Add in the dialog box Network.

Select Protocol from the list of network components and click Add.

Select Microsoft as the producer and TCP/IP as the network protocol, click
OK.

If you have an existing network, you may have to undertake further settings

at this point. Consult your system administrator.

If you are setting up a new network, click OK.

Follow the on-screen instructions and then restart your PC.

Repeat the installation for all PCs in the network.

Click the Protocols tab in the dialog box Network. Click Add.

Select TCP/IP protocol from the list network protocols. Click OK.

It setting up a new network, click Yes to the question.

Consult your system administrator if you have an existing network.

Follow the on-screen instructions and then restart your PC.

Repeat the installation for all PCs on the network where the LAN—LAN con-

nection, Internet access or communications programs should be used over
BinGO!.
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Installing BRICKware Under Windows n

3.3 Installing BRICKware Under Windows

)> Close all Windows programs on your PC.

)> Place your BinTec Companion CD in the CD-ROM drive of your PC.

After a short time, the start window will automatically appear.

) If the start window does not automatically appear, click your CD—ROM drive

in Windows Explorer and double-click setup.exe.

Y Click BRICKware in the start window.

The setup program starts.

Specify the directory in which BRICKware should be installed.

Click Next.

Select your router: in this case, BinGO!.

Click Next.YVYVV
Select the software components you wish to install. Simply choose from the

preset list. Be careful not to lift the marking of Configuration Wizard in the

Administration Tools group. Otherwise, you will not be able to carry out

basic configuration with the assistance of the Wizard.

> Click Next.

The files are copied. After a short time, a message window appears saying
your old autoexecbat has been saved.

> Click OK

If you have installed DIME Tools, a window appears asking if you want

DIME Tools to start automatically. ‘

> Here you can click No, as this is not necessary for the basic configuration
of BinGO!.

A window appears in which you choose how to configure BinGO!.

1‘ Click Initial BRICK configuration with the Wizard and then Next.

Another window appears saying you must restart the PC in order to use the
Java Status Monitor.

> Click OK

A message appears heralding the Wizard.
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i Getting Started

> Click OK.

The Configuration Wizard starts.
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\I/

Q

\l/

 

Starting the Wizard

3.4 Configuring BinGO! Under Windows

In chapter 3, page 33, you started the Configuration Wizard, now you can con-

figure BinGO! with it.

The following configuration options are available:

I Basic Configuration of the Router

I Internet Access

I Connection to a Corporate Network

If, during configuration. you have any questions, an extensive online Help

Assistant is available. To activate our context-sensitive online Help Assistant:

> Press F1 or click Help.

If you have already used the Wizard to create an existing configuration, the Wiz-

ard can adopt the preset values. At the end, the Wizard transfers the existing

configuration to the router and, in addition, saves it to your PC.

Furthermore, you can save the existing configuration file from BinGO! at the

end of the configuration on the router (under old_cfg), as long as you have not

forgotten the password.

If you are operating BinGO! behind a PBX system with a system conneCtlon,

an entry must be made in Setup Tool in addition to the settings under Wizard.
In the CM-1BRI, ISDN 80 » INCOMING CALL ANSWERING menu, select left to

right. The Wizard does not make these settings automatically as this is not the

default setting. See also chapter 6.1.4, page 128.

If the Configuration Wizard has not yet been started, proceed as follows:

> Click the Windows Start menu, point to Program ) BRICKware b Con-
figuration Wizard.

The Start window of the Configuration Wizard opens:
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KWARE
tier-i Wizard

liopuright Q; 1951'? ElirtT-Lu: |I~:urnmunic:tim.rrs M} 
Figure 3-2: Start window of the Configuration Wizard

> Click Next.

Setting the in the following window, choose between Quick and Expert Mode.

0 ' ' d .. . . . .
c nflguratlon mo 9 > if you are not very familiar With networking technologies, choose Quick.

The following is an explanation of how to configure using the Quick Mode.

)’ if you are already familiar with networking technologies and the configura-
tion of routers, you could choose Expert.

In this mode, you could:

— configure your router as a DHCP server

— configure different users for communications applications

— assign different lSDN numbers to different services (e.g. fax)
— define more extensive filters

)I Click Next.

)r Click Next.

A message appears saying the router must be restarted for a serial connec-
tion.
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Making a serial
connection

Selecting configura-

» tion points

) Click Next.

The Wizard establishes a connection to BinGO!. After that the router is re-

started and the type of router identified: in your case, BinGO!.

If the Configuration Wizard can not establish a connection or an error message

appears:

>

).

>

Y

Make sure BinGO! is correctly connected.

If it is, check to see there is a terminal program (6. g. Hyperterminai) running

and occupying the serial interface. If there is, close the program.

Check if BinGO!’s Baud rate has changed. The product is shipped set with

9600 bit/s. If you have altered the Baud rate, reset to 9600 Baud.

Before you start the Wizard, BinGO! has to be restarted. If this did not hap-

pen, disconnect from the mains, wait a moment until the LEDs stop blink-

ing.and then reconnect to the mains.

Click Next.

Click OK and then Next.

Select one or more of the following options:

— Basic Router Settings, (chapter 8.4.1, page 48)

— Internet Access, (chapter 3.4.2, page 52)

— Connection to a Corporate Network, (chapter 3.4.8, page 53)

The basic router settings will have to be performed in every case.

Click Next.
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 z Getting Started

3.4.1 Basic Router Settings

 

 
 

192168.11 I310, 111 12

w , u. ,\ ISDN
W I I YourBinGO!
192168.12 ? 192.168.1254

 
192168.13

Your Local Area Network

Figure 3-3: BinGO!'s basic configuration

Caution!

All BinTec routers are shipped with the same user names and passwords. As

long as the password remains unchanged, they are unprotected against unau—
thorized use.

 

> It is thus essential that you change your password when requested to do so.

> Firstly, enter your license data. You will find this on the license information
card. Click Next.

The Wizard checks the settings of the PC and thus derives proposed val-

ues for the configuration.

An unconfigured ) if your PC is still unconfigured and does not have an IP address and is con-

network figured as a DHCP client, the Wizard will ask you if BinGO! should be con-

figured as a DHCP server and if you wish to retain the settings.

> Click Next.

Your BinGO! receives the lP address 192.168.1254 and automatically as—

signs all PCs in the network an IP address beginning with 192.168.1.1.
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An already configured
network

If you are familiar with networking technologies and do not want to configure a

DHCP server or you want to configure the settings for a DHCP server and lP

addresses yourself, proceed as follows:

).

>

)

Deactivate the field Use this Configuration.

Next, enter BinG0!'s IP address and the corresponding netmask,

e.g.192.168.1.254 and 255.255.2550. Click Next.

State whether you want to configure BinGO! as a DHCP server. If you do,

enter the IP address range for your PCs and define the number of iP ad—

dresses to be assigned by BinGO!.

After configuration, remember to assign your PCs with fixed IP addresses if no

DHCP server is configured (cfchapter (3,4,8, page 53).

)>

YYYY

In a network where fixed IP addresses have already been configured, the

Wizard asks you in the Router IP Address window for BinGO!'s lP ad-

dress and the corresponding netmask. Enter the values, e.g.
192.168.1254 and 255.255.2550.

Click Next.

Enter a new password for your access authorization.

Click Next.

Enter the phone numbers of your ISDN port that you want to use with Bin-

GO!: enter a phone number in the field Phone numbers and click ADD.

Repeat the entry for all other numbers (cf. figure 34 page 50).
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Purpose This manual explains the installation and initial configuration of BinGO! with the

Software Release 4.9.3. It is highly recommended that you read our Release

Note containing the latest information and instructions for the most current Soft-

ware Release — especially if you are performing a software update to a higher

level. The latest Release Note is always available at wwwbéeteede.

Liability While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information in

this manual, BinTec Communications AG assumes no liability to any party for

any loss or damage caused by errors or omissions or by statements of any kind

in this document. BinTec Communications AG is only liable within the scope of

its terms of sales and delivery.

The information in this manual is subject to change without notice. Additional

information, including changes and Release Notes for BinGO!, can be retrieved
from BinGO! at wwwblntecde.

As an ISDN multiprotocol router, BinGO! establishes ISDN connections in ac-

cordance with the system's configuration. To prevent unintentional charges ac-

cumulating, the product should be carefully monitored. BinTec Communications

AG accepts no liability for incidental or consequential loss of data, unintentional

connection costs and damages resulting from the unsupervised operation of the
product.

Trademark BinTec and the BinTec logo are registered trademarks of BinTec Communica-
tions AG.

All other product names and trademarks are the property of their respective
companies.

Copyright All rights are reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or trans-

mitted in any form or by any means — graphic, electronic, or mechanical — in-

cluding photocopying, recording in any medium, taping, or storage in

information retrieval systems, without the prior written permission of the copy-

right owner. Also, an adaptation, especially a translation, of the document is in-

admissable without the prior consent of BinTec Communications AG.

Guidelines and BinGO! adheres to the following guidelines and standards:
t

s andards I Voltage guidelines 73/23/EWG according to EN60950

I Adheres to German safety regulations standards
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I Interference resistance according to EN50082 -1/1.32

I Class B interference emissions according to EN55022 /-8.94

I EIectro-magnetic tolerance according to EU guideline 89/336/EWG

I CE-symbol for all EC countries

Registration:

BZT D 133451J (CE and German registration)

BZT D 133457J (EG design test certificate)

BAKOM (registered)

CE 0188X (France adheres to the CE guideline)

EN50082, EN55022

I EN60950

in addition to the CE guideline, BinGO! satisfies the ISDN requirements in

France and may be connected to Euro-Numeris.

How to reach BinTec

  

Telephone +49 911 96 73 0
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if"; Configuration Wizard: Local Phone Numbers

"Phone Number: " ' ”WWW ~WM'W' »
l Please enter the phone numbersyour ISDN port which you

ant to use with your router.

I 11 , The numbers wlll be assrgned to

I 12 Change I I diluent servrces later.1

I I Delete I:, ”I

  

g I m 10
I II“ « y—I I; I—- lSDN

Phone Numbers

 

 _ (flack, I Mei-it) I Cancel I Help

Figure 3-4: Entering dial numbers in the Configuration Wizard

> Click Next.

The Wizard automatically assigns the numbers to certain services (more on

services and users in chapter 43, page 80. This allocation can only be

changed in the Expert Mode (figure 343, page 54).
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 3?“ Configuration Wizard: Assign Phone Numbers to Telemalic Services

 CAPI (default)
1 1 CAPI [deiauk] EDP! [default]
12 CAPl [default] CAPI [defauk]

 
incoming salts will be answered by different Service: as shown above. The incoming
phone number and type of the call [data or voice] will be evaluated.

 Y
5

l @ Phone Numbers3

‘. Cancel I Help I

Figure 3-5: Allocation of dial numbers in the Configuration Wizard

  

> Click Next.

The basic configuration is now complete. A summary of the values set in the

previous steps appears.

Additionally, the following options are available in the Expert Mode:

Changing the system data, eg. contact, name and location of BinGO!

Specifying the IP address of a DNS server

Receiving system time from a source other than iSDN

Enabling isdniogin

Defining different system passwords

Assigning communications applications to different users and different

phone numbers

Setting more extensive filters (NetBlOS, CAPI and TAPI clients)

Recording of system messages
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3 Getting Started

3.4.2 To the Internet with BinGO!

Internet

  
    

‘3‘ 1234567
Golnternet
MyName

i TopSecret

ISDN

Your Local Network of our
Area Network Your BinGO! Router of your Internet Ser¥lice

Internet Service ProviderProvider

Figure 3-6: BinGO! and its Internet provider

) Click Next.

A message window appears.

> Click Next, after reading the information in the window.

> Firstly, define your Internet provider. Choose between the following:
— Compuserve

— T—Online

— Spacenet

— another provider

> Click Next.

> Enter the name of the provider (if your provider's name is not listed) and its
corresponding dial number, e. g. Golnternet and 1234567.

)> Click Next.
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Configuring BinGO! Under Windows a

)‘ Type in your user name and corresponding password, e. g MyName and
TopSecret.

If your provider is T-Online, also enter the T-Online password and number,

as well as the ”Mitbenutzerkennung" (other user name) and the "An-

schluBkennung" (connection code), e. g. 081512345678 and 0001.

I Click Next.

The configuration of your Internet connection is complete. A summary of the

previous points you have set appears.

Additionally, the following points are covered in Expert Mode:

I Logging IP connection data

I Enabling data compression

I Defining when you receive lSDN charging information and thereby specify-

ing exactly when a connection is terminated (dynamic and static Short

Hold)

3.4.3 Connecting BinGO! to a Corporate Network

Router of your

   
 

Company's
Head Office

*~ ' lSDN

Ml h Your BinGO!

[V 21234567
10.1.1.0 *’  

 
 
 

255.255.2550
BigBoss

‘ . Littlelndian \

Secret {
‘ ‘ Network of your

Company’s
Your Local Area Network Head Office

   
Figure 3-7: BinGO! and your head office
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> Click Next.

A message window appears

Y
Click Next, after reading the information in the window.

> Firstly, enter the name of your WAN partner (e. 9. your head office) and the
corresponding dial number e.g. BigBoss and 0911987654321.

The name of your WAN partner must be the same name as your partner
uses as a local name.

> Click Next.

> Enter your local name and your common password, e. g. Littlelndian and
Secret.

Your local name must be the same name as your partner uses for you as

a WAN partner.

) Click Next.

)- Add a route to your head office:

If you have not configured Internet access, choose Use Default Route.

If you have configured Internet access, then enter the route yourself:

Click Add. Enter the network address and netmask, e. g. 10.1.1.0 and

255.255.2550. By setting the route, you are fixing the path connecting you

to your WAN partner. (e. 9. head office) (of. figure 8-8, page 55).
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'5" ' Configuration Wizard: WAN Partner's lP Addresses

 
 
 

  

 
rmFloutes tom'WAN Partner: MW m M The'router select: a route depending
i , " ' on the destination at an iP packet

and the routing entities. if there is
i already a default route to your
i Internet Service Provider configured,r you will have to enter routes to each
i network at your WAN partner.
‘ Use 'Add‘ to enter a new route,

Add... Dhange,.. ! Remove F

g ”2468.1.4 Destination 10.1.1.2 .3 30.1 1 0

l - Netmask a!i ...~_ W. m 3552552556 ,
7 3 lSDN “n" Warm1:“. VVVVVV W

V a ‘ filmed ENE ' ”iii a

l\

 
 

  

255. 255. 255. U

  
 

 
Figure 3-8: Route to the WAN partner in the Configuration Wizard

Each route represents a network or subnet of your WAN partner. A route is
fixed by lP addresses/network addresses and netmasks.

Instead of the network address, you can choose and enter any IP address from

your partner’s network. By means of the corresponding netmask, Configura-
tion Wizard automatically finds out the network address.

)’ Click OK.

> If the network of your head office comprises several smaller networks (sub-
nets) and you want access to each of these subnets, you must enter a route

for each one of them. (cf. chapter 4—8. page 93’).

> Click Next.

The configuration of your WAN partner is complete. A summary of the previous
points you have set appears.

Additionally, the following points are covered in Expert Mode:

I Configuration of an automatic callback function, so that only one of the two
partners takes the telephone charges.

I Checking the number of the caller: Calling Line Identification (CLID)
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 Getting Started

Keeping a record of IP connection data

Activating Back Route Verify for the prevention of the import of manipulated

data packets

Data compression, encryption and channel bundling

. Defining when or if you receive ISDN charging information, and specifying

exactly when a connection is terminated (dynamic and static Short Hold)

3.4.4 Completing Configuration

) Click Next.

)r Select Save the former configuration on the router to save an existing
configuration before overwriting.

> Click Finish to conclude configuration.

The Wizard logs onto BinGO!. An existing configuration is saved on the

router as old_cfg. The new configuration is transferred to BinGO! and ad-

ditionally saved on your PC under the name brick.cfg in the BRICK direc-

tory. After a short time, a message appears saying the configuration is com—
plete.

II. If an error message appears saying the Wizard could not log onto the router,

because the password has changed:

> If you know the password of the existing configuration, enter it and click OK.

The Wizard will try to login to BinGO!.

> If this fails, enter the password again or if you click Unknown, the old con-
figuration will be overwritten, the new one saved on the router.

)> If you do not know the password, click Unknown and then 0K.

The old configuration will be overwritten and the new one saved on the rout-
er.

\ l / In any case, the Wizard saves your new configuration on the PC, even if errors
\ , have occurred during transmission to the router.

The configuration file saved on your PC can be further configured with the Wiz-
1’ ard.
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Configuring BinGO! Under Windows a

)‘ Click OK.

If you have configured BinGO! as a DHCP server and your PCs as DHCP

clients (the usual case), then BinGO! will now assign the PCs their IP ad—

dresses. This happens automatically when running Windows NT (program

IPCONFIG), you must confirm the assignment under Windows 95 (program
WINIPCFG).

I Click Yes to start WINIPCFG. Click Renew and then OK

A message window opens inquiring if you want to install the CAPlfTAPI
server.

)> Click Yes.

The Remote Clients Configuration window opens:

11-. Remote Clients Configuration
 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 

m. T elephmy and lSDN‘ Configuration 

he"??? CAPl ifidvanced'

,’ ERICK ll? address or host name: , i Q” 'r '~ TCP port of Remote CAPI server: i {
119215312541 'l’, 32552

, User: ’ V Password

ldefault ' a

I Lise these values I
3 Info , , , , Wm ”a." , H W ”MW , m

32-bit CAPI: CAPl2032.DLL uses old settings [host " port 2862].
Close all MP1 applications and press button Use these values'

18bit CAPl: NUT ready. CAPIZWSAEXE not initialized.

 
Figure 3-9: Remote clients configuration
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3.5 Configuring the Remote CAPI Interface

Enter BinGO! as CAPI server in the Remote CAPI configuration program.

The BinGO! CAPI server makes the following possible:

I Operating communications applications on every PC in the network (fax
services with RVS—COM Life)

I From several PCs simultaneous ISDN access over communications appli-
cations.

To enable CAPI applications on all PCs in the network, you must configure the
Remote CAPI interface for all PCs.

You have already installed BRICKware on the first PC and have opened the

configuration window for the Remote CAPI configuration (cf. figure 39

page 57). You can proceed with chapter 3.55.2. page 58. For all PCs in the net—

work, you will have to install the CAPI configuration program, as described in

chapter 351. page 58.

3.5.1 Installing the CAPI Configuration Program

)> If you haven’t already done so, install BRICKware as described in

Chapter 3.3, page 43 up to the window Configure your BRICK and this
PC.

> In the window Configure your BRICK and this PC, click Keep old BRICK
configuration.

> Click Next.

The Remote CAPI configuration window appears (of. figure 39 page 5?)

3.5.2 Configuring Remote CAPI

)> Enter BinGOI's IP address, e.g. 192.168.1254 in the Remote CAPI tab.

)> If you have used Quick Mode in Configuration Wizard, retain the entry de—
fault in the User field.
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> If you have configured several users in the Expert Mode of the Configura-
tion Wizard, then enter your user name and password. The rights you have

set for these users during configuration are thereby valid on the current PC.

> Click Use these values.

A message appears "Remote CAPI is ready".

If, after clicking Use these values, an error message appears, make sure that:

I BinGO!’s IP address is correct

You have entered a valid user name

The right port number 2662 has been entered

Your PC has been configured but perhaps has no IP address (see

chapter 4.4, page 84)

Y
if no error message appears, click OK

)r Repeat the Remote CAPl installation on all PCs in the network on which

you want to enable communications applications (e.g. fax)

You can find a more detailed description of the Remote CAPI configuration in
BRICKware for Windows. An explanation of Multibrick for Windows NT is also

included there, which allows you to define several BRICKS in the network as
CAPI servers.
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3.6 Configuring a PC

To ensure that your network and its connection to the outside works properly,

you may have to change some additional settings on your PC:

I If you have not configured BinGO! as a DCHP server with the Wizard, and

the PC has not yet got an IP address, you will have to (according to
chapter 3.6.1, page 60):

— fix the IP addresses now

— show the PC "the way out" (Gateway, DNS server)

if you have assumed the Wizard's standard settings and have configured

your PCs as DHCP clients, you can disregard chapter 8.6K, page 80. In

this case, BinGO! automatically supplies the necessary information.

I if you have configured a connection to a corporate network, you will certain—

ly want to reach PCs from the partner LAN (e.g. head office) via Windows.

To do this, you must proceed as described in chapter 8.6.2. page 63?.

3.6.1 Telling the PC IP Addresses, Gateway and DNS
Server

If you have not configured BinGO! as a DHCP server and your PCs have not

yet got an IP address, you must now tell the PCs at which IP address they can

be reached. Furthermore, you must tell the PCs the way out, how to get to the
lnternet. Proceed as follows:

)* Click the Windows Start button, and then point to Settings D Control Pa-
nel.

> Doubleclick Network

Windows 95/98 > Click TCP/IP b Properties.

> Enter the unique lP address of your PC and the netmask in the IP address
tab, e. g. 192.168.1.1 and 255.255.2550.

> Enter BinGO!’s IP address in the Gateway tab, e. g. 192.168.1254. Click
Add.
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> If you do not have your own DNS sewer, enter BinGO!'s lP address in the

DNS Configuration tab under DNS Server Search Order, 9. 9.
192.168. 1.254.

Windows NT > Select the Protocol tab. Click TCP/IP Protocol D Properties.

Y
Click the IP Address tab and Specify an IP Address, then type in the lP

address, netmask and default gateway, e. g. 192.168.1254,

255.255.2550 and 192. 168.1.1. As default gateway, type BinGO!'s lP ad—
dress.

) In the DNS tab, click Add in the DNS Server Search Order and type in
BinGO!'s IP address, 9. g. 192.168.1254.

And finally, )> Confirm all entries and restart your PC.

) Repeat the procedure for all the PCs in your network.

3.6.2 Finding PCs on your Partner's Network

By this stage, you have done all you need to on your BinGO! to connect with

your partner's network. Now you may want to establish contact with a PC from

your partner's network, let's say with BossPC.

First, a little background. Every PC in your LAN or in the network of your partner
requires a unique address, the IP address. in addition to the use of IP address-

es, an alternative means of addressing PCs is by computer or host names (such

as BossPC). Computer names are used especially in Windows networks. PCs,

however, only understand lP addresses and not names. Thus, it is necessary

for the names to be translated (resolved) into their corresponding IP addresses.

(chapter 4.5, page 87) Typical examples of services capable of such name res-

olution are the DNS or the WINS servers. As you normally do not want to set up

your own DNS server in a small network, there is an alternative way of resolving
host names into their IP addresses: the LMHOSTS file.

 

In the LMHOSTS file, IP addresses are arranged with their computer names in

tabular form. If, for example, you are looking for BossPC, a PC located in your

partner’s network (e.g. HQ), your PC asks its LMHOSTS file for the correspond-
ing lP address and in this way is able to find the PC.
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Caution!

 The following configuration can lead to increased connections and higher tele-

phone bills. The conditions that lead to establishing connections are largely de-

pendent on the respective network configuration. You should be aware that

when you connect a network drive, in particular, that regular requests will in-
crease the number of connections made.

> To avoid unintentional charges, it is essential that you monitor BinGO!.

The following process can only be applied it you have not configured extensive

NetBlOS filtering in the Expert Mode of the Configuration Wizard. Otherwise

certain Windows functions, such as network drive connections, can not be
used. 
if you require access to the partner network for several PCs in your network,

you must save the arrangement of IP address to name on each of these PCs.

Additionally, bear in mind:

I that you and your WAN partner are in the same domain or working group

I that you receive the necessary admission to PCs in the network of your

partner from that WAN partner. If in doubt, ask your systems administrator.

\ l / You can also register with the Windows NT domain of a partner network. To
\ , test such a configuration, BinTec has made available a test access. You can

9 find out more about configuring this access in the FAQ section at wwwlcim
if tecde: BRICK/Test access "Router — Router".

By editing the LMHOSTS text file, tell your PC the IP address of BossPC as
follows:

)r Click the Windows Start button and then point to Find D Files or Fol-
ders....

)* Type in lmhosts . * .

> Click Find now.

> Double-click the file name, then open the file with a text editor.
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> Type in the IP address of the PC in the partner network, followed by a tab
or space, followed by the name of the PC, e. g. 10 . 1 . 1 . 1 BossPC. Save
and close the file.

> Repeat the procedure for each PC in the partner network that you want to
reach over Windows.

> Click the Windows Start button and then point to Find b Computer....

)> Type in the name of the PC, e. g. BossPC, and click Find now.

The name of the PC appears below after a moment.

Creating a shortcut on > So that you do not have to look for the PC every time you restart, right-click
the Desktop the PC icon in the Computer window and click Create Shortcut.

You are then asked if you want the shortcut to be placed on the desktop.

> Click Yes.

Now you can connect with the PC BossPC on your partner's network at

any time.

Connecting a network Alternatively, you could establish a network drive connection:
drive

)* Open Windows Explorer, click Tools, then Map network drive.

> Specify the drive and type in the path, e.g. llBossPC.

)~ Click Reconnect at Iogon.

> Click OK.
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3.7 Faxing and Answering Services with
RVS-COM Lite

Let's fax something. But how?

After you have successfully configured your PC and BinGO!, install RVS—COM

Lite. With RVs—COM Lite it is possible to:

I Send and receive faxes from your PC using BinGO! over the network.

I Configure an answering service.

I Data transfer services and eurotile transfer services.

In the following sections, we will describe how to teach your PC and BinGO!

how to fax with RVS—COM Lite (version 1.56) and how to set up an answering
service facility.

With BinGO! you have received just one license for RVS—COM Lite. If you want
to install RVS—COM Lite on more PCs, contact RVS Datentechnik GmbH. You

can retrieve the address from RVS-COM Lite’s online help. 
3.7.1 Installing RVs-COM Lite

> Place your BinTec Companion CD in the CD-ROM drive of your PC.
The start window should appear automatically.

> If the start window does not open automatically, click your CD-ROM drive

in Windows Explorer and double-click setup.exe.

r In the start window, click RVS-COM Lite.

The setup program starts.

> Enter your RVS-COM license number. The number is on your license card.

Y Click Install.

The start window opens.
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> Confirm the following windows and enter the directory in which FtVS-COM
Lite should be installed. Click Next.

The files are copied. After a moment a window appears saying the setup
program is finished:

> Click Finish.

The start window of the installation assistant is now started.

HVSACOM Installation

_ The lnstaltation Wizard configure: the components of FIVS~CDM Start it
a whenever you want to change the configuration settings.

Theiexpressmade establishes aibasic configuration with a minimum of
user input. ' _ -

.........m....................... E
9 Express configuration main line > =

 

Empress gorfli'gurationyrjf'flx .gyitemi)  
The user-defined mode offers you‘re; broader ranm‘ oi coniigutatimsettings. _ ‘

User-defined configuration ) '

Cancel Help ‘ 
Figure 3-10: Start window of the configuration assistant of RVS-COM Lite

w. Should an error message appear saying no CAPI interface has been installed:

> make sure BinGO! is connected to your lSDN connection.

> make sure your Remote CAPI configuration is configured as described in
chapter 3,5,2, page 58.

\ | / To manage faxes with a Windows e-mail system instead of with the RVS inbox

. \ , or to install RVS lSDN modems (also for dial-up networking), select the config-
uration mode User-Defined Configuration.
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> If BinGO! is connected to a main line (e.g. NTBA adaptor), click Express
configuration main line.

) If BinGO! is connected to a PBX system, click Express configuration
PBX system.

> Click Next.

A message appears saying you have configured RVS-COM for operation
with an ISDN adaptor with a CAPI interface.

V Click Next.

Y
It a message appears saying you should change the dialing properties (e.g.

area code, exchange number). Adjust the settings. (cf. figure 341,
page 65)

Dialing Properties fl [3

My Location: i I

J Where I am

i| arn dialihg from: iNuernberg 3W flew... l 4
The area godsis: 1811 .. i

i Lam lrt . iGermany [49] V; i
L.W.Wg.mw._,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,............

How I dial from this location:

To access an gutsidaline first dial: lfi— for local{3- lm long fiance

 

 

 

 
i
i

i

l'l',he phone systerrl at this location uses: 5' Ions riding I“ Eulse dialing 
 

 

  
Figure 3-11: Dialing properties

\ l / The area code must be given without a leading "0".

‘9’ You only need the exchange number if you are operating BinGO! on a PBXk.)
system. Normally, the exchange number for local and long—distance calls are

‘3' the same (see figure 341, page (:36), '
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> When you have adjusted the settings, click Apply, and then OK.

> if you selected Express configuration main line, enter the dial number of

your ISDN connection. Select one of the numbers you have already en-

tered with the Wizard. You can only enter one number with the configura~
tion assistant. Later, it is possible to add more.

> If you selected Express configuration PBX, enter in the next two windows

the extension and lSDN phone numbers (point to multipoint) and dial num-

ber and prefix of the extension number (point to point)..

if you are operating BinGO! on a PBX system, you must ensure the digit com-

parison is set properly in Setup Tool (these entries are not made automatically

by the Wizard). In CM-1 BRI, ISDN SO D Incoming Call Answering the

incoming number must be set to left to right (DDI) for the comparison of num-

bers, as this is not the default setting. See chapter chapter 6.1.4, page 328.

> Click Next.

)* Click Next in the following windows and finally Finish.

The configuration with the Wizard is now complete.

3.7.2 Configuring RVS-COM Lite

In the following section, the numbers which were set with the Wizard have to be

allocated to different services (tax, answering service). The following picture il-

lustrates which number in our configuration example is to be used for a certain

facility.
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w » 'L ISDN 
LAN

Figure 3-12: Scenario: 1 Telephone, 1 PC with tax and answering service facility

n, This is assuming that a telephone responds to one of the numbers (in example
11) you have entered with the Wizard.

 
> Click the Start button in the? Windows menu and point to Program 9 RVS-

COM Lite ) CommCenter.

)> Click Add in the Phone Numbers tab to enter more phone numbers. Enter

the numbers that you have already used with the Wizard (of. figure 343,
page 69)
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we CommCer-ter K!

SoftwareFax I Soflmadem i tSDN l Charges I General 1
Overview 3 Ports Phonernbus I PBXSyslam i Host Mode 1

Location“ , i Nuernbelg V L11;

 , gawk); code:

 
M5N2: 11
MSN3: 12

,1 «<73: ‘ Eropertiesm Ben'iove i

 anthem I

Figure 3-13: Phone number configuration in RVS-COM Lite

> Click Apply after you have entered all the numbers.

> Click Properties in the Ports tab to allocate the numbers to a service

(citigure 3H4 page 70)
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ISDN Properties m

 

Moonswer §Ewmws Port i .

17 liming galls automatically

Autoanswei for: Phone numbei [dgitaI]: , Phone number [analogt
i7 Eax {.7 w r; MSN1:10 v

in File transfer and e-mail 1— i '

i— Eyrolileiransler

137 yoice Answerphone... 1

Protocol for file hamster

 
 

 
Figure 3-14: Allocation of phone numbers to services in RVS-COM Lite

> Allocate the first phone number to the fax service, the second number to

voice (answering machine).

)* Leave the other services free (file transfer, eurofile transfer).

> To adjust the answering service facility, click Answerphone and change
the recorded message if necessary and the number of rings before the call
is taken. '

> Click OK.

> Click Apply and finally OK. in the list of connections, the message appears:
"ISDN: waiting for call." CommCenter is ready to take calls and taxes.
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3.8 Testing your Configuration

Your configuration is now complete! Now let’s make sure everything works.

3.8.1 Testing Internet Access

> Configure your browser if you have not done so already. if you have re—

ceived the IP address of a proxy server from your Internet provider, you can

enter the address. Make sure you configure a connection over your local

network (figure 84 ES, page 71).

Internet Options “a

Somali Security; Content COHHSDtiOl'I EProgramsj Advanced!
: Connect'on , r , , , .. M .t , , ,r. , 0, . t ,- ‘ ..

’ fig; Us: the connection wizard to connect your
», 5 computer to the internal. Connect... E

To change your settings directly; select one of these options:

 
 

 
 

g" Proxy server"'1 ,

 

 
3‘“ Access the internet using a proxy sewer

 

utomatic configuration ~

:2: Your network administrator may have given t' E£21 you the named a server that wit Configure Con rguie... Elntamot Explorer.

 

  

 
Figure 3-15: Browser configuration for an lnternet connection (example using Internet

Explorer)

> Try contacting us by typing in wwwbinteode in your browser.

The home page BinTec Communications AG appears.
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3.8.2 Sending and Receiving E—Mails

Open an account in the e—mail program if you have not already done so. You

should have received the servers for incoming and outgoing mail from your ln-

ternet provider. Make sure you configure a connection over your local network

(figure 346. page 72).

9"- Properties Ea

General] Server: Connecuon I Security] Advanced]

*2“: Please specify the type of connection you use for e'mai.
as

E“ Connectionr

t
i

 
  

 
 

‘ : f'“ E395!!! W29,
, i“ Connect usingmy phone line

1 1'” Qonnect using lntemet E xploier‘s or a 3rd party dialerkw. 1. W ”2.22,..Wammemmmm  

 
Figure 3—16: Configuration of the e-mail program (example from Microsoft Outlook Ex—

press)

> Just send an e-mail to a good friend or — if you like — send one to BinTec!

Use the e-mail address testmail@bintec.de and type in Test Mail as the
subject.

You will receive an immediate reply from us to reassure you that the mail
arrived successfully.
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3.8.3 Sending a Fax

Send a friend a test fax or by using your own new fax number as the recipient

number, send it to yourself.

> Click the Windows Start button and then point to Program 9 RVS-COM
Lite §Create new fax.

The window RVS fax: Recipients appears.

> Type in the name of the receiver and the call number, e.g. 9119673.

> Click Next.

> Type in a subject and a short message, e.g. Test Fax.

> Click Next.

> Select the cover page Normal.

> Click Next.

> If you want, you can attach a file to the fax.

> Click Next and finally Finish to send your tax.

The RVS Mail Spooler appears and informs you about the status of the fax

being sent.

If you have sent a fax to yourself, you should receive it right away

(figure 3.8.4. page 74). This is the best way to assure yourself your fax ap—
plication is working properly.

\ l / You can fax from a program of your choice (e.g. Word):

\9’ > Write your fax message.g1
> Print the document by using the printer driver RVS FAX from RVS-COM

Lite. Point to Print in the File menu and set the printer driver RVS Fax.

> Confirm the print request.

> Afterwards, the RVS Fax: Recipient window opens, which we have just
looked at.
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3.8.4 Receiving a Fax

As we are dealing with a softfax solution when faxing with BinGO! and RVS—

COM Lite, the tax software must always be started when you want to receive
faxes. On installing RVS—COM Lite, RVS-COM is stored in the Windows Task-

bar —- as long as you do not close the program, RVS—COM is available at all
times.

 
All incoming and outgoing taxes are displayed in the RVS-COM inbox; as are

voice messages you receive over your RVS—COM Answerphone.

> Click the Windows Start button and then point to Program Q RVS-COM
Lite 9 lnbox.

All faxes and voice messages received are listed in the inbox

 
 3Q HVS lnbox

3/20/99 8:13:13 PI

  
Press F1 for help. ; Eustl“ unread I ” W 

Figure 3-17: RVS lnbox

> Double-click the fax entry to open your received fax messages (including
the test message from RVS—COM).

The RVS FaxViewer opens. If you have sent yourself a fax, you should find
it in the inbox.
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4 An Overview

To help you understand some of BinGOl's functions and connections, we will

now explain some of the basic elements concerning BinGO! and networking

technology in general. 
If, in the course of the configuration in chapter 8. page 33, you asked yourself

the questions listed below or similar ones, you should read this chapter thor-

oughly. it will not only contribute to your understanding of the chapters to come,
but it will also help you to understand the wider context, as well as some of the

connections made in the last chapter.

What is ISDN?

What is compression?

What are services, what is the user?

How does routing work? What are routes and default routes?

What is a DHCP server?

How does name resolution work?

How do filters function, what is NetBlOS?

I What are MIB and SNMP’?

\ | / in case you want even more information than is described here, you should refer

\ , to our Software Reference. There you will find all the relevant technical connec-

9 tions described in detail.
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4.1 The Basics of ISDN

What is ISDN? iSDN means integrated Digital Services Network and describes a telecommu—

nications service which is supported worldwide.

In contrast to the analog transmission of data, ISDN makes possible — as the

name explains — the digital transmission of data. Data is forwarded over the ex—

isting lines as before, not, however, in the form of continuously varying analog

signals, but digitally. Data that you send digitally from your PC (e. 9. e-mail)

over ISDN does not have to be converted to the analog medium by a modem.

To transmit data over ISDN, most frequently, the so-called >> PPP protocol

is used, (Point-to—Point Protocol).

Every ISDN basic connection (So connection) consists of three channels:

I 2 B-channels

I 1 D-channel

B-channel Data transmission takes place over the B-channels (voice, text, data). Each B-

channel bundling channel has a data transmission rate of 64 kbps. Since you have two B-chan-

nels, you can, as you probably know, make telephone calls simultaneously from

two different telephones. BinGO! can also use both B-channels at the same

time in order to exchange data with two different opposite terminals. You can

even combine both B-channels in order to transmit data to just one opposite ter-

minal using the collective capacity of both B-channels. Naturally, you must pay

for the use of both channels; your data transmission, however, takes half the

time it would need using just one channel. You can do this with BinGO! by using

the function channel bundling. You can only configure Channel bundling with

Setup Tool. (of. chapter 7.2.2. page 194)

D-channel The D-channel transfers control data with a data transmission rate of 16 kbit/s.

Such information includes, e. g. the identification of the caller (Calling Party’s

Number) and the party called (Called Party’s Number) by the dial numbers. For

example, you can configure your router to accept only calls from certain part-
ners. If the dial number being transmitted over the D-channel does not match a

pre-defined number, the call is not taken. This security mechanism is known as

Calling Line Identification — or CLID. Other authentication mechanisms check
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the user name and password of the opposite terminal. The latter checks take

place by means of >> PAP/CHAP authentication.

CLID can only be set in the Expert Mode of the Wizard or in the Setup Tool.

PAP/CHAP authentication, however, has already been set in the Quick Mode
of the Wizard.

The advantage of this security mechanism is that authentication takes place

early over the D-channel and thus provides increased security.

Charging information Many lSDN connections make available charging information. Mostly, you re-

and Short Hold ceive this information at the end of a connection, some lSDN connections, how—

ever, provide the information even during the connection (AOCD: often it is

necessary to apply for this function). BinGO! is able to evaluate this information

allowing you to save money.

Normally, (in Quick Mode) BinGO! is configured so that after a certain time (the

standard time is 20 seconds) the connection is ended, if there is no more data

exchange. After this fixed time in which there is no further data transfer, BinGO!

cuts the connection — even if a new charging unit has just begun (static Short
Hold).

If you now know for sure that you receive charging impulses during a connec-

tion, you can optimize further the automatic disconnection of calls by using to

the full charging units which have already begun. Provided BinGO! receives

regular charging impulses from the lSDN, you can tell your router to disconnect

just shortly before the beginning of the next charging unit (dynamic Short Hold).

The time range is not calculated here in seconds, but in the form of a percent-

age value, the reference of which is a charging unit (e. g. the connection should

be out after 80% of the charging unit is used up). Dynamic Short Hold can only
be set in the Expert Mode of the Wizard or in Setup Tool.

If you want to use dynamic Short Hold in addition to static Short Hold, static

Short Hold should always be set longer than a charging unit, otherwise dynamic

Short Hold is ineffectual. (of. chapter 6.2.1. page M4)

Dial numbers Normally, you receive three dial numbers with an lSDN basic connection (in

MSN Germany), the so—called MSNs (Multiple Subscriber Number). The MSN is a

complete telephone number without a prefix. if three dial numbers are not
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enough for you, you can usually request more MSNS from your telephone pro-
vider.

You have already entered the dial numbers in the Quick Mode of the Wizard.

Only the digits were entered that suffice to distinguish between the dial numbers

(Le. usually the last two digits). BinGO! begins checking the dial numbers from

the back (left to right mode). As soon as the configured number matches the in-

coming number, the number can be identified and assigned to a service. Thus,

it is not necessary to enter the complete MSN every time.

Matters are complicated slightly if you are using extension systems. Normally,

an extension system uses a main number and several extension numbers. in

this case you should be informed about any special characteristics of your con—

nection. It could be the case that internal dial numbers (So-Bus) are registered

differently with different extension systems. Since you must always enter the

dial number to which BinGO! (or also RVS-COM Lite) should react, you should

know this registered dial number. If you do not know how your extension system

forwards dial numbers, you can find that out using BinGO! (see chapter 61.4.,

page 126).
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4.2 Speeding Things up Even More...

Compression systems help you to achieve a higher throughput rate in the same

amount of time. When using compression processes, you must always ensure

that the opposite terminal also supports the compression process. Otherwise,

no connection can be made. No compression was activated in the Quick Mode

of the Wizard. To do so, you need to use the Expert Mode or the Setup Tool.

(of. chapter 7.2.7, page 2955)

BinGO! supports:

I Van Jacobsen Header Compression (VJHC)

Compression of the head of an IP packet

I STAC Data Compression

Compression of the total IP packet
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4.3 Services and Users

Management of a call All routers use an algorithm in order to react to incoming calls from the lSDN.

BinGO! can distribute the incoming calls to the following services:

I PPP (routing)

I isdnlogin

I CAPI

What do these services PPP is BinGO!’s general routing service. This enables incoming data calls from

do? WAN partners to be connected within your LAN. Thus, partners outside your lo-

cal network can access PCs in your LAN.

The isdnlogin service allows incoming data calls to access BinGO!'s SNMP

shell. This is how BinGO! can be remotely configured and administrated, for ex-

ample.

The CAPl service allows incoming data and voice calls a connection with com-

munications applications on hosts in the LAN that access BinGO!’s Remote

CAPI interface. In this way, connected hosts can receive faxes with BinGO!, for

example.

CAPI and Remote CAPI Most applications programs that allow communications applications on a PC

use the standardized CAPI interface. This makes possible services, such as an-

swering service, fax G3 and G4, file transfer and eurofile transfer via lSDN. On

its own, the CAPI interface allows only one PC to use the services over the

lSDN connection. With the support of BinTec’s own Remote CAPI, it is possible

for all users in the network to use the services, providing, of course, all users

have installed the required software. All users share just one single lSDN con-
nection.

What have you In the Quick Mode of Wizard, you have activated the services PPP (routing) and

configured? CAPI. You can only activate isdnlogin in the Expert Mode or in Setup Tool. As
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Voice or data?

Who is faster?

a standard, the Wizard allocates the numbers to the services as follows (the ar-

rangement can only be changed in the Expert Mode):

PPP((routing
CAPI

Theoretically, a WAN partner could call you at the number 10 to access data

from your network — as long as you have specified him as a WAN partner.

 
At the numbers 11 and 12, you can set up data and voice services in RVS-COM
Lite.

in our example configuration (of. figure CM 22, page 68), we used the number 10

as a fax number and the number 11 for an answering service. As you may have

noticed, the number 10 was assigned twice: for PPP and CAPI.

Since on acceptance of the call, besides the dial number, data and voice calls

are also distinguished, this doubling of services presents no problem for Bin-

GOL The router realises that an incoming fax with the number 10 must be a

voice data and forwards the information to the CAPl service. On the other hand,

if a WAN partner dials into your network, it must be digital information (data) and
BinGO! fonNards the data to the PPP service.

Data is:

I Digital data exchange (PPP routing)

I Fax G4 (digital fax)

Voice is:

I Voice (telephone)

' I Fax G3 (conventional fax)

I Modem

Moreover, we also presumed that you can be reached by telephone connected

to the same SO bus as BinGO! at the number 11. All devices connected to the

same 80 bus and that can be reached at the same dial number also react to
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calls. This means that while your telephone rings on an incoming call at the

number 11, at the same time RVS—COM Lite receives the signal. As you have

set the number of ringing tones before the call is taken on RVS-COM Lite, RVS—

COM Lite initially waits. if you first lift the handset, you are quicker and take the

call. if you do not lift the handset before the number of "rings" of RVS-COM Lite
is reached, RVS-COM Lite is faster and takes the call.

Several users One dial number is not occupied: the 12. If you have a network with two PCs in

the LAN, you could assign each of these two PCs its own fax number. in Com—

mCenter of PC 1, you would leave the number 11 as dial number, in Com-

mCenter of PC 2, you would enter the number 12 as dial number for fax (cf.
figure 44, page 82).

‘5‘10

ISDN  
LAN

Figure 4-1: Scenario: 2 PCs, 2 fax numbers, 1 telephone

So far, so good. But what if one of either of the two users of PC 1 or PC 2_chang-
es the dial number! Both CommCenters could, for example, react to an incom-

ing call at number 11. Whoever is faster, gets the fax...

This is a bit of a nuisance, but not necessarily a security problem. Perhaps you

have data that nobody but you should be privy to?

More security If, from the outset, you want to make sure that certain data/voice calls do not

arrive at one of the two CommCenters of RVS-COM Lite, you can prevent ac-
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cess by using a user name and password. The CAPlvuser concept thus helps
you out of this pickle.

Default user account In Quick Mode, you set the so-called default user account. This is an easy way

to configure. All users in the network can use the communications applications

via the Remote CAPI interface. A default user without a password is entered in

the CAPI configuration program and on the router. All users in the network have

equal rights.

Several user accounts Every user who should be allowed certain communications applications re-

ceives his own user name and password. The settings for name and password

must be made on the router (e. g. with the Wizard in Expert Mode or Setup Tool

chapter 742, page €84) and on the respective PC (Remote CAPI configura-

tion). Additionally, you allocate a dial number to each user on the router. (e. 9.

fax number). The communications application of the PC, on which the corre-

sponding user is also entered in the CAPI configuration, only reacts to that num—
ber.
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84

What do we need

IP addresses for?

How do I know

who I am?

4.4 BinGO! as a DHCP Server

LAN

 7 $5166.14

ISDN

 
 

 - __ 192165.13

Figure 4-2: Scenario: BinGO! as a DHCP server

Every PC in your LAN requires its own IP address, just as BinGO! does. Oth-

erwise the devices could not communicate together. When you send a letter by

"snail mail", you also have to write the receiver's and your own address. If you
don’t, the letter neither arrives at its destination nor returns to sender.

lP addresses are used for such purposes in a TCP/IP network. in other net-

works, such as IPX or X25 networks, the principle is the same. You can find out

more about iP addresses in the Software Reference.

These IP addresses can be fixed on PCs. The disadvantage is that if you are

newly configuring or reconfiguring your network, you have to assign each PC

individually with its own lP address. This can involve quite a lot of work depend-

ing on the number of PCs you have on your network.

You can save yourself all this work with a >> DHCP server (DHCP=Dynamic

Host Configuration Protocol). Automatically, a DHCP server allocates IP ad-

dresses to all the PCs on the LAN. The PCs are then DHCP clients. All you have

to do is to define a pool of IP addresses that the DHCP server may allocate to

computers on the network. in addition, you must tell the PCs that they should
request their lP addresses from the server.
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BinGO! can not be configured as a DHCP client. It must always have a fixed IP
address. it is possible, however, to assign BinGO! an IP address over a BootP

server. (of. chapter 6.1.2, page 122) 
Moreover, there can not be several DHCP servers with the same address

pools in each network.

BinGO! as You can use BinGO! as a DHCP server if you do not have another DHCP serv-

DHCP server er. (cf. chapter 8.? .53. page me) it assigns IP addresses to all PCs in your own

network. Perhaps you have already configured BinGO! as a DHCP server in

the Quick Mode with the Wizard. If you accepted the values suggested, your
PCs will receive IP addresses from 192.168.1.1 to 192168.13.

When are IP addresses Every PC that newly enters the network — after booting, for example ~ sends out

allocated? an address request and in reply receives its IP address. Usually, the PC retains

this address for a specified period of time (you can set the length of time in Set~

up Tool). Aftenrvards the address is reassigned, maybe to the same or maybe

to another PC. You can also explicitly tell your PC to request an IP address. The

Wizard may have done this for you in Quick Mode, if you wanted to configure
BinGO! as a DHCP server.

If you are running Windows 95, call up the program WINIPCFG to check lP ad-

dresses or to reassign them. Running Windows NT, you can use the program
IPCONFIG.

Calling up WINIPCFG

> Click the Windows Start button and then click Run.

)> Type in winipcfg.

A window appears in which you can see the IP address of your PC and oth-
er network information.

)* To reassign an IP address, click Renew.

Calling up IPCONFIG

> Click the Windows Start button and then point to Programs I Command
Prompt.
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> Type in ipconfig or ipconfig/all to request the iP address of your PC
and other network information.

Y
Type in ipconfig/renew to reassign an IP address.

Y Type in ipconfig/release to release an IP address.
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4.5 How Does Name Resolution Work?

Now you have heard quite a bit about why you need an IP address. What about

if you want to communicate or access data by simply using the name and not

the number (IP address), for example, if you want to talk with the PC BossPC

or you want to see the Internet pages www.bintec.de? BossPC and www.bin-

feeds are clearly not IP addresses, but names. As computers only understand

IP addresses and not names, it is necessary for the names to be translated (re-

solved) into their corresponding IP addresses.

Name resolution The following options are available for name resolution:

I A DNS server (in the LAN, at an ISP or In a partner’s network)

I BinGO! as a DNS proxy server.

— BinGOI’S IP address is entered as a DNS server on the PC

— BinGOI is configured as a DHCP server, your PCs as DHCP clients

and automatically receive their IP addresses from BinGO! which is

then also used as an intermediary for DNS requests

I WINS server

I HOSTS and LMHOSTS file

>> DNS translates the host names or computer names into their IP address

equivalents. A DNS contains tables with lists of computer/host names and their

corresponding IP addresses, these can be amended and made known.

DNS servers are structured hierarchically. As soon as the primary DNS re-

ceives a request, it tries to translate the name. If it is not able to translate the

name, it refers the request to the next higher DNS.

BinGO! as DNS proxy If you use BinGO! as a DNS proxy (usual case), your router forwards all DNS

requests to a DNS server (usually the server here is at your ISP).

WINS A similar service called WINS exists in Windows networks. With WINS you can
only translate computer names or NetBIOS names, but not host names. Net— .

BIOS is used analogous with the transport protocol TCP/IP. Generally, comput~
er and host names are identical in Windows networks.
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HOSTS and LMHOSTS You may have already met the LMHOSTS file in the previous chapter. A table

files containing computer names and corresponding IP addresses is laid in the LM—

HOSTS file. The HOSTS file is similarly structured. Instead of computer names,
the HOSTS file translates host names into IP addresses.

How does name resolution function in practice?

Internet access If you have configured Internet access with the Wizard and you do not have

your own DNS server, you can obtain the IP address of your provider’s DNS

server. The router is known as the DNS proxy by the PCs in the LAN. When a

request is made for a name resolution (e. g. for www.bintec.de), the PC asks

the router, and the router in turn refers to the provider's DNS server. Translation

of the address can then take place there.

So far, so good. What, however, if, in addition, you configure a corporate net-
work connection?

lnternet access and If, in addition to an Internet connection, you have configured a corporate net-

corporate network work connection, entered BinGO! as a DNS proxy server, and the DNS settings

connection of your router lead to the Internet provider (a standard setting of the Wizard), all

requests for name translation would be sent to your provider. If you want to

reach a PC in your partner's network (BossPC), BinGO! establishes a connec-

tion to the provider and asks for the IP address of BossPC. Unlike "names"

such as www.bintec.de, computer names are not known on the internet. They

are only used within a corporate network (domain, working group), The DNS

server of the provider is thus usually unable to translate the name. This connec-

tion to your provider has been a waste of time, not to mention money. And you
still have not reached BossPC.

In order that such unintentional and useless connections are not established,

you must prevent such requests about computers in your partner's network tak-

ing place in the first place. This task is carried out by the NetBIOS filter you con-

figured with the Wizard. (see chapter 4.7. page 98). This, however, has not

solved your problem. You still want to have the name BossPC translated into
its IP address.

One possibility would be to set up your own Domain Name Server in which all

the names of the PCs in your partner's network and their corresponding lP ad-

dresses that you want to reach are listed. As it is not always worth the trouble
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setting up your own server, if you only have one or two such entries to make,
there is a second alternative:

You save the lP address to name arrangements on your PC. This must be

done, however, on all PCs that require the information. You can use the LM-

HOSTS file for such purposes.

How to add an entry to the LMHOSTS file has already been explained in

Chapter 3.62, page 6?.

To ensure the success of our solution, you should bear in mind the following
points:

I Domain and working group names must be identical on both sides. Your

opposite terminal should have an NT domain where you can register.

I You must be known on the far end as a user.

I You must not have set extensive NetBlOS filtering with the Wizard, other—
wise certain Windows functions such as a network drive connection could
not be used.

\ | / The subject "Connections of Windows Networks" is extensive and complex. A
\ , range of factors determine the success of such a project. As a more detailed

@ treatment of the subject would exceed the scope of this manual, we can onlyK.)

2 refer you at this point to related teChnical literature: 9.9. "Windows NT Connec-

tivity Guide" by Richard Grace (ISBN 0-7645.3160-3)
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4.6 What Are Routes and Default Routes?

Routing To be able to send IP packets to

a partner network or an Internet

provider, BinGO! must know

which packets should be for- BigBoss
warded and to where.

This is why we define the routes
to those destinations. The

routes lead to a certain network

with a defined >> network

address and >> netmask.

You must specify the route to

every network you want to ac-

cess. You could define, for example, the route to your WAN partner (e. g. head

office). All packets whose IP addresses belong to the netmask and network ad-

dress are sent to the partner network.

 
But where do all the other IP packets go?

Default route By means of a so-called default route, you can decide that all packets whose

destination is unknown to BinGO! be sent to a certain network. Generally, the

route to the Internet provider is used as the default route, because most un-

known packets are bound for the Internet anyway (e. g. www.bintec.de). The

Wizard automatically enters the route to your provider as the default route, as

long as you have configured for Internet access. If you have only configured a

partner network and not an Internet provider, the Wizard simply uses the route
to your partner's network as a default route.

\ | / If you have not configured Internet access, but your head office has an Internet

\ , Service Provider, you can access the Internet via the provider of your WAN
@ partner.v

3" Due to the fact that your default route leads all unknown packets to your head
office, and there another default route in turn sends all unknown packets to its

Internet provider, you can access the Internet via your partner's network.
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Several routes for the Your corporate network can consist of several LANs with different network ad—

one WAN partner dresses and netmasks (subnets). In this case, you must specify the route to

each subnet you want to reach. (of. figure 443. page 91).

 
T 1234567

10.1.2.0 :
255.255.2550 ‘-
BigBoss :’ ’ ‘Littlelndian ' ‘
Secret

 

 
Subnet 2 of

your Company’s
Head Office

    

‘11 W.. lSDN      
. Router of

Your BlnGO! your Company’s
Head Office

E 1234567
10.1 .1.0
255.255.2550

BigBoss
Littlelndian
Secret

Your Local Area Netwark @ ~~

   
Subnet 1 of

your Company’s
Head Office

Figure 4-3: Scenario: WAN partner with two subnets

Routes, Not only does BinGOl avail of a default route, your PC also has one: the gate-

name resolution and way. All packets whose destinations are not within the local network are sent by

Gateways your PC to this gateway. BinGO! serves as this gateway. As soon as your rout-

er receives such a packet, it forwards it in turn to one of its known routers (e.g.

to the provider or to another partner's network).

Let’s assume your default route leads to an Internet provider, your PCs are

DCHP clients and are assigned their lP addresses from BinGO!. In such a

case, the PCs also get their IP addresses after name resolution from BinGO!
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acting as a DNS proxy server and gateway. (The example also applies if your

PCs are not DHCP clients, but are configured in such a way that BinGO!'s IP

address is entered as the DNS server and gateway.)

As soon as you enter www.bintec.de, for example, in the browser, the PC

sends a DNS request to BinGO! — as BinGO! is known as a DNS proxy server.

BinGO! can not translate the name itself and sends the packet with the DNS

request along the default route to the provider. There the name www.bintec.de

can be resolved. The DNS request is successful and in reply the PC receives

the IP address for the name www.bintec.de. Now the packet can be sent on its

actual journey to www.bintec.de. As BinGO! is entered as a gateway, and the

packet has an IP address whose destination is an external LAN, the packet is

sent out via the. gateway (BinGO!). Since no route is entered for the IP address

for www.bintec.de, BinGO! uses the default route.
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4.7 Filters and NetBlOS

You have just learned a fair bit about names resolution and routing. This is all
very practical, but...

Why Filters? All Windows networks use computer names, e. 9. one could be called Winnetou

in the network, another Old Shatterhand. These computer names are not known

on the Internet as they are only used within a corporate network (as opposed to

"names" such as www.bintec.de). These computer names are resolved in all

Windows networks via the service NetBIOS. NetBIOS in turn tries to have these

computer names resolved by your provider. As they are only known in your net-

work (domain, working group), BinGO! would constantly establish unnecessary

connections with your provider (the requests are approximately every 12 to 15

minutes and thus quite frequent!) who would not be able to resolve the WINS
names.

This is where filters come in.

Simple filters If you have activated the simple NetBIOS filter with the Wizard, all IP packets
that are sent to BinGO! to have their names resolved are discarded. The Wiz—

ard always configures a simple filter in the Quick Mode.

Extensive filters Extensive filtering can only be set in the Expert Mode or with Setup Tool. With

the extensive filter, all NetBlOS data traffic (NetBIOS broadcasts) is filtered —

that means not just requests for name resolution. The only disadvantage is that

as soon as several WAN partners (e. 9. Internet and corporate network connec—

tions) are configured, all NetBIOS services such as the common use of drives

and printers can not be used.

CAPI filter Additionally, you can configure a CAPI filter in Expert Mode with the Wizard.

Let's assume that instead of BinGO!’s IP address, you unintentionally entered

an incorrect IP address in the CAPI configuration. Your PC would always send

CAPI requests to the wrong address. As the wrong lP address could lie outside

your network, BinGO! would try to forward the packet in question to your pro-

vider. Yet another unnecessary connection. The CAPI filter causes CAPI re-

quests that do not remain within the LAN of origin to be discarded.
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\ i / Not only are unintentional connections prevented with filter mechanisms, the

\ , primary function of filtering is the security of the internal network against intru-

@ sion from outside. (cf. chapter 828, page 250)\J
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4.8 MIB and SNMP

What is SNMP? SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is a protocol which belongs to

the TCP/IP protocol suite. With the help of SNMP, management information of

network components (e. g. routers, printers, PCs) is transported in a network. It

is used to monitor and to administrate the components in a network. Monitoring

takes place from a central location via an SNMP Manager. This SNMP Manager

is a program that can request data from the components over SNMP. An ad-

ministrator who operates this SNMP Manager can monitor all devices in his net—

work from one central location. As a protocol, SNMP defines the rules with

which the management program communicates with the clients (e. g. BinGOI).

There is one such SNMP manager on your BinTec Companion CD, the DIME

Browser (for Windows operating systems). Instead of the DIME Browser, you

can use other SNMP Managers for the administration of your network, e. 9.

HP OpenView. Instead of a graphically oriented program, you can also work di-

rectly on the level of command lines (SNMP shell).

What is MIB? We have just explained that management information is exchanged in a net

work over SNMP. But what exactly is this management information? The name

MIB is an acronym for Management Information Base and is thus directly relat-

ed to this management information.

Objects (Information Base) that can be requested, changed or created over

SNMP (Management) are stored in an MIB. The objects themselves are infor-

mation containers in which information about the states and values of the object

is stored. An object you have changed while configuring the router with the Wiz-

ard could be, for example, an object in which your access authorization to Bin-

GDI is contained. In its shipped state, the value was defined as bintec, now your
own entry is stored there as a password.

Each of these objects is unique and has a name, in the example of access auv

thorization: bintecsec. An object is also referred to as a table. Each table has,

in turn, a number of variables which define certain properties, e. g. the variable

biboAdmAdminCommunity in which the value of your password is, now
stored.
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, 5 Connecting BinGO!

This chapter includes explanations about the different access and configuration
methods.

You will learn:

I how to access BinGO!

I how to log on

I which methods of configuration are available to you

I how the )> Setup Tool is constructed
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5.1 Connection Methods

In order to configure your >> router, you must firstly connect it. There are

three ways to do this.

I Over a serial connection

I Over your >> LAN

I Over an >> ISDN connection

 
Serial

Connection

 
lSDN wgages

isdnlogin LAN

Figure 5-1: Possible connections to BinGOl

initially, we will present the various methods to you, then you can choose the

way you feel most suits your needs. Regardless of the method of access you

choose, the >> SNMP shell of your BinGO!, a window in which you will con-

figure your router via the Setup Tool, will appear on your monitor screen.
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5.1.1 Connecting over the Serial Port

Initial configuration A serial port connection is the most appropriate method if you are configuring

your BinGO! for the first time. To access the router over the serial port, proceed

as explained in chapter 3t page 35.

Windows it you are using a Windows PC, you will need a terminal program, e.g. Hyper-

Terminal, for the serial connection. You will have installed this assistant already

together with BRICKware for Windows in chapter 3.8. page 43.

)* Click the Windows Start button and then Programs 0 BRICKware 0

Brick at COM1 (or $ Brick at COM2, if you are using the PC's COM2 in-
terface), to start HyperTerminal.

> Press Return (at least once), after the HyperTerminaI window opens.
A window with the login prompt appears. You are now in BinGO!’s SNMP

shell. Continue with chapter 52, page “£03.

. 3-3 If the login prompt does not appear after several attempts pressing Return, the
connection to BinGO! has not been successful. Check the settings of COM1 or

H COM2.

> Click File 3» Properties

> Click Configure in the Phone Numbers registry...
The following parameters are necessary

— Bits per second: 9600

— Data bits: 8

— Parity: none

— Stop bits: 1

— Flow control: none

> Enter the values and click OK.

> Set in the Settings registry:
Emulation: auto detect

)» Click OK.
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/ You can use any other terminal program that can be adjusted to 9600 bit/s,

\ , 8N1 (8data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit), software handshake (XON, XOFF) and

g VT100 emulation.

Unix If you are using a Unix PC, you can not use HyperTerminal. You will require a

terminal program such as cu (under system V) or tip (under BSD) or minicom

(under Linux). The parameters for these programs are the same as listed
above.

5.1.2 Connecting over a LAN

u, You can reach BinGO! over the >> telnet service from a LAN. Telnet is nor-

mally available on all PCs. To be able to reach your router over the LAN, it

should already have an >> lP address and >> netmask. If this is not the

case and BinGO! has not yet been configured, you have two options:

      
  

 

I If you are working with Windows, you can assign an lP address before you

start telnet. To do this, you will need the assistant, >> DIME Tools. If you

have not yet installed DIME Tools with BRICKware for Windows, proceed

as explained in chapter 3.3, page 43.

I If you are not working with Windows, use an alternative access method

(over a serial connection or ISDN).

) Connect BinGO! with your LAN as explained in chapter 3.1, page 35.

Assigning IP ad- To assign your BinGO! an IP address (if necessary), proceed as follows:

dresses > Click the Windows Start button and then Programs D BRICKware o
DIME Tools.

A >> bootP server window will appear after a short time if BinGO! is un-

configured.

> Enter the name and IP address of your BinGO! in the window under BRICK

Parameter (if you are unsure, refer to chapter ‘32 page 38).

> Click OK.

Close DIME Tools.V
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Running telnet Now establish a connection to BinGO! with telnet:

Windows > Click Run in the Windows Start menu.

> Type telnet <IP address of your BinGO!>,

)> Click OK.

A window with the login prompt will appear. You are now in BinGO!'s

SNMP shell. Continue with chapter 5.2. page 103.

Unix )> Type telnet <IP address of your BinGO!> in the Terminal win-
dow.

A window with the login prompt will appear. You are now in BinGO!’s

SNMP shell. Continue with chapter 5.2. page 103.

5.1.3 Accessing over lSDN

Remote configuration Access over >> lSDN with >> isdnlogin is particularly useful when Bin-

G0! is situated at a different location and you want to configure it and adminis—

trate it from a distance. This is also possible when BinGO! has not even been

initially configured. You must have, however, an already configured BinTec

router at your disposal (in LAN 1), you must also know the telephone number of

your (new) router (in LAN 2). It is thus possible for the administrator of a head

office to configure the router of a colleague in a home office who is hundreds of

kilometers away. The BinGO! in the home office merely has to be connected to
an lSDN outlet and turned on.

\ | / Access over lSDN costs money. It BinGO!, router and PC are in the same

\9, LAN, it is cheaper to access BinGO! over the LAN or the serial port.

)> Connect BinGO! to the lSDN as explained in chapter 31. page 35.

To reach BinGO! over isdnlogin, proceed as follows:

> Login to your other BinTec router (in LAN 1) in the usual way.
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> Type in isdnlogin <telephone number of your BinGO!>in the
SNMP shell.

The login prompt will appear in the window. You are now in the SNMP shell

of your BinGO!. Continue with Chapter 5.2? page 103.
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5.2 Logging in

Regardless of how you access BinG0!, the >> SNMP shell with the login

prompt is always the first thing to appear:

 

 

 
 

 

g} Telnet - ulanus
yerbinden gearbeiten IWMI 2

 

Welcome to BinGlJ! uersion u.u.9 Rev. 3 From 98/12/10 00:00:00
systemname is MyBinGD!, location Germany

Login: I

 
Figure 5-2: Login prompt

In order to login, you need to know the user name and password. in its uncon—

figured state, BinGO! is provided with the foiiowing user names and passwords.
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    Read and change system variables,

save configurations, use the Setup
 

admin bintec

_ Tool

write public Read system variables (changes are

lost when BinGO! is turned off)

call up BinGO!,s HTTP Status page

and Java Status Monitor, read sys—

Table 5—1: User names and passwords as when shipped

 

tern variables, no login 

As you can see, it is only possible to change and save configurations when you
login with the user name admin.

For security reasons, it is only possible to read access data by logging in with

the user name admin. With the user name read, for example, it is possible to

read all system variables, but no access data. Thus, it is impossible to login with

read, read the password of the admin user and subsequently login with the ad-

min user name and password and effect changes to the configuration.

This is how you login:

> Type in your user name (e.g. admin) and press Return.

)* Type in your password (e.g. bintec) and press Return.

Your router then issues an input prompt (e.g. brick:>). The login was
successful.

Caution!

To prevent unauthorized access to BinGO!, you should change the passwords

right away, in case you did not do this during the basic configuration with the

Configuration Wizard.

 

> Change the passwords as described in chapter 612. page “322.

Close the SNMP shell To leave the SNMP shell after concluding configuration, enter exit and press
Return.
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5.3 Configuration Options

Before you set to work with the configuration, you must select a method. For this

reason, we would first like to give you an overview of the different configuration

methods, as well as an introduction to the use of the Setup Tool. This manual

explains how to configure BinGO! by means of the Setup Tool.

5.3.1 Methods of Configuration

The following are BinGO!’s configuration methods:

Configuration Wizard

Setup Tool

>> SNMP shell commands

>> DIME browser

Other SNMP managers

Configuration Wizard You have already met the Configuration Wizard in chapter 3.4. page 45. It is

useful for quick, initial configuration and can be used if you have a Windows PC.

This usually covers most cases. If, however, you require further settings, you

can avail of the other aforementioned options. You could firstly configure Bin-

G0! with the Configuration Wizard and subsequently extend or change these

initial configurations with one of the other tools. In many cases, though, the

Configuration Wizard will be entirely sufficient!

Setup Tool The Setup Tool is a menu-driven tool for the configuration and administration of

BinGO!. Configuration with Setup Tool is considerably easier and clearer than

configuration with SNMP commands, although not all settings can be per—

formed with Setup Tool. Besides the assistance of the Configuration Wizard,

this manual only explains how to configure with Setup Tool. Setup Tool is inde-

pendent of the operating system on your PC. If, as in a few isolated cases, a

configuration step is only possible with the help of an SNMP command, the pro-

cedure will be additionally explained.

SNMP >> SNMP(Simple Network Management) is a >> protocol over which you

can access the configuration settings. All configuration settings are located in
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>> MIB (Management Information Base) in the form of MIB tables and MIB

variables. You can access these directly via the SNMP shell.

DIME Browser and BinTec Communications AG makes available DIME Browser, an SNMP man-

other SNMP managers ager for Windows PCs. A surface based on the Microsoft Explorer, you can ac-
cess all BinGO!'s MIB tables and variables. You can use other SNMP

managers, such as SNM, HP-Open View or Transview to access and modify

the MIB tables and variables. However, more detailed knowledge of the struc-

ture and interrelations of BinGO! would be a prerequisite: this is thus a method

suitable for more experienced users. This manual does not go into the subject

of MIB tables and variables, if you want more information on the subject, refer
to the Software Reference and Mitt Reference.

5.3.2 Setup Tool

If you have logged into BinGO!, you can call up Setup Tool:

> Type setup after the input prompt and press Return.

The main menu of the Setup Tool appears,

Main menu

BinGOi Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG
MyBinGO!

Licenses System

LAN Interface: CM—BNC/TP, Ethernet
WAN Interface: CM—lBRI, ISDN SO

WAN Partner
IP IPX PPP ISDN CAPI

Configuration Management
Monitoring and Debugging

Exit

Press <Ctrl—n>, <Ctrl-p> to scroll through menu items, <Return> to
enter
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II. To use Setup Tool, you must login with the user name admin! If you don't know

the corresponding password, you can not open Setup Tool (see chapter 52
page K33).

Setup Tool, you will find, is easy to use. After a few minutes, you will have no

problem finding your way around. Nevertheless, by way of introduction, we

would first like to point out a few things you should be aware of when using Set-
up Tool.

Menu layout Every Setup Tool menu consists of three parts: the menu line, on the top; the

main configuration window, in the middle; and the help line, on the bottom.

 
 
 

Menu Line
BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

MyBinGO!

Licenses System

 
  

 

 
 LAN Interface: CM—BNC/TP, Ethernet

WAN Interface: CM—lBRI, ISDN SO
 

  
WAN Partner

Configuration Window IP 1px PPP ISDN CAPI
   
 
   
 

Configuration Management
Monitoring and Debugging
 

Exit

‘ Press <Ctrl—n>, <Ctrl—p> to scroll through menu items, <Return> to enter

Figure 5-3: Setup Tool menu layout

 Help Line

In the menu line a navigation aid shows you where you currently are in the Set-

up Tool menu system. In addition, BinGO!’s system name is displayed. This is

especially helpful if you are using several BinTec routers with different system
names.

The configuration window is where the actual entries are made or where the re-

spective settings are displayed. The cursor marks the entire field it is on.

The help line at the bottom of the window gives you command options and tells

you how to move around or how to change entries in the configuration window
currently being displayed.
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Menu navigation While using the Setup Tool, the following keys or key combinations can be used

to navigate the various menus:

 

 

  
 

dittiimi . ».

Tabulator To move to the next field.

To open a submenu or to activate a menu com-

mand (e.g. SAVE).

up or down To move towards or backwards among menu
fields.

left or right To scroll backwards or forwards on the same

field to reveal a list of possible entries.

hEsc twice In succession: to return to the previ-

marked D. By pressing Space again, the tag-

ging is lifted.

ous menu. Aborts any changes made.

Ctrl - I To redraw the screen.

To jump to the next item in a list.

Ctrl - p To jump to the previous item in a list.

Ctrl -f To scroll forward a page in a long list. At the
bottom right edge of the list there will be either

Ctrl - b

(top of list) or a "A" (more to come).

a "=" (bottom of list) or a "v" (more to come).

Table 5-2: Navigation in the Setup Tool

 
 

 
 

  
  

 

 
To toggle the delete flag for special entries that

may be deleted. Entries thus tagged are 
  

 
 

  
  

  To scroll back a page in a long list. At the top

right edge of the list there will be either a "="

 
 

 

 
 

 

Menu commands When you start moving around in Setup Tool, you will notice that some menus

have different command options in the help line (lower portion of the menu)
such as the DELETE, SAVE and CANCEL commands shown below. There are
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a few slight differences between these commands which you should be aware
of.

 

 
‘ll

To create or add an item to a list. A submenu

appears where you can enter the item.  
 

 
 
 
 

CANCEL

DELETE

EXIT

Table 5-3: Menu commands in Setup Tool

To discard all changes made within the current
menu. Note: ONLY the current menu.

 
 

 
 

 To delete all entries tagged with the space-bar

for deletion from a list. Changes are saved to

memory and become effective immediately.
 
 

   
 
 

The changes made in the current menu are

marked, but are only saved to memory after a

SAVE is activated in the next memory. 
 All variables set in the current menu, as well as

its submenus, are saved to memory. These

changes become effective immediately.

  
 
 

 To leave the current menu and to return to the

previous menu. If entries have been made, they
are lost.

 

 

  

Searching lists Several Setup Tool menus contain lists of items, e.g. the WAN Partner menu

lists all the >> WAN partners which are currently configured.
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN]: WAN Partners MyBinGOl

Current WAN Partner Configuration

Partnername Protocol State

BigBoss ppp dormant
T_ONLINE ppp dormant
Partnerl ppp dormant
PartnerZ ppp dormant
PROVIDER ppp dormant

DELETE

Press <Ctrl—n>, <Ctrl—p> to scroll, <Space> tag/untag DELETE, <Return>
to edit

Search: p

 
These lists are in alphabetical order according to the contents of the first field.

There is a search function which allows you to search long lists for an item.

Proceed as follows:

)' Enter the first letter (upper or lowercase) of the item you are looking for.

> As long as the search is active, you can enter more characters to refine the
search.

> The Backspace key (and possibly Delete depending on terminal settings)
can be used to edit the search string.

The cursor automatically jumps to the first match it finds in the list.

The characters entered for the search are displayed in the help line.

Avoid invisible entries, such as Tabulator or Space, they cause the search to

be discontinued and could lead to a key-related function being initiated.

n. Note also that a search can only be performed when the cursor is in a list field

(and not when in an ADD, DELETE, EXIT, CANCEL or SAVE field).

Example:
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Convention

Using the menu WAN PARTNER menu shown above, the following entries would

yield the following search results:

 
 

at?” V a

pr, Pr,pR, PR PROVIDER

Partner1, on entering 2 to Partner2

Table 5—4: Search results

  
  

To ensure you always know which Setup Tool menu we are talking about in this

manual or how you get there, we have devised the following convention (the

starting point is always the main menu):

MENU D SUBMENU D SUBMENU

For example:

U "Go to the submenu Routing from the menu lP" is represented as follows:
[P D ROUTING D

I "Go to the submenu Advanced Settings from the submenu WAN Numbers.

To do this you must press ADD in both submenus WAN Partner and WAN

Numbers." This is represented as follows: '

WAN PARTNER D ADD D WAN NUMBERS D ADD D ADVANCED

SETTINGS D

I "Go to the submenu WAN Numbers of an entered WAN partner to change
an existing entry. Mark the relevant WAN partner and press Return." This

is shown thus: WAN PARTNER D EDIT D WAN NUMBERS
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Menu structure The menu structure of Setup Tool looks like this:
 

   

  

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Licences Config. Management

System Routing Monitoring a. Debugging

External Sytem Logging Static Settings ISDN Monitor

Network Adr. Translatio lSDN Credits CM-BNC/TP, Ethernet

I: Advanced Settings   Access Lists Interfaces
 

 
  

 

 

Dynamic IP Addresses

CM-1BRI. lSDN SO DHCP Server TCP/lP

tincoming Call Answering SNMp —*—~———
Advanced Settings

IPX

Messages
 

 

  

 

  
      
  

  PPP

 
 

 
WAN Numbers

Advanced Settings VPN
PPP

   
 

  
 

Advanced Settings

[:1 Provider Configuration
 

Settings    
   

  
 
    

IP lPX

l—l Advanced Settings J ISDN
Lr‘éfilPX Credits

CAPl

Ufi—User

  
 

Figure 5-4: Setup Tool menu structure

figure 54 page 11.? illustrates all menus of the Setup Tool available to BinGO!.

Not all functions are available on all routers (e.g. VPN). To use them, an addi-

tional license you can acquire from BinTec Communications AG is required.

When you activate the necessary license, BinGO! recognizes it and displays

the corresponding menus (to enter licenses see chapter 6.1.1, page lZO).

Summary As an appendix to the above depiction of the menu structure and to help you

find your bearings prior to configuration, here are some brief explanatory re-
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marks about the items in the main menu. A more detailed account of each in

terms of the configuration steps necessary for the required settings is given in

the following chapters.

 

 
 

Here you type the licensing Information that is on your license card. This is
LICENSES

also where the extra licenses are activated.

SYSTEM Here you enter BinGO!'s basic settings, such as system name and pass-
words.

CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET

CM-1BHI, ISDN 50

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 In this menu, BinGO!’s >> LAN interface is configured. Here you enter the

IP address and netmask of your router, for example. 

 Here you configure BinGO!'s >> WAN interface by entering such infor-

mation as the kind of ISDN connection your BinGO! is connected to.

  In the submenu WAN INTERFACE D INCOMING CALL ANSWERING, you assign

certain services (e.g. >> PPP Routing, >> CAPI, isdnlogin) to the avail-
able ISDN numbers.

 
  
  

  WAN PARTNER Here you define all your WAN partners, e.g. your >> Internet Service Pro-

vider (>> lSP). You can include an unlimited number of WAN partners. All

these partners are displayed in a list that includes name of partner, protocol
used and the current status of each.
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III

Here you enter the settings that relate to the >> IP protocol.

lilli h?

It consists of several submenus:

IP 0 ROUTING includes BinGOI’S IP routing table, Here you enter routes to

your partners (e.g. default routes, network routes), which ensure that your

BinGO! sends all the >> data packets to the correct addresses.

In [P D STATIC SETTINGS, you enter some important settings, e.g. your do-

main name, the IP address of additional >> servers (e.g. Domain Name

Server), system time specifications.

In [P fl NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION, configure the interfaces to the

partners for which you want to use the function Network Address Translation

(>> NAT).

In [P O ACCESS LISTS, you define >> filters, in order to allow or prevent

access from or to the different hosts in closed networks. You can thus prevent

your BinGO! from establishing unintended connections to the ISDN.

In [P D DYNAMIC IP ADDRESSES, you can set up a pool of IP addresses that

your BinGO! as a dynamic IP address server can assign to partners who can
then dial in from a WAN.

In [P D DHCP SERVER, you configure BinGO! as a >> DHCP server. As

a DHCP server, BinGO! dynamically assigns the hosts in the LAN their IP ad-
dresses.

In IP v SNMP, you can change the basic >> SNMP settings.

Here you make the entries that concern the IPX protocol. >> IPX is used

especially in Novell networks.

Includes generally valid >> PPP settings, e.g. authentication protocol that

does notjust refer to particular partners. BinGO! can thus perform an authen-

tication procedure for incoming calls, even when the Calling Line Number can

not be identified (e.g. because the call is made from an analog line that does
not carry the Calling line Number).
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2 "l

Here the necessary settings for Virtual Private Networking (VPN) are made.

It only appears it you have entered the relevant valid license. To use the func—

tion, you need a VPN sewer from Security Dynamics. The license can be 0p-

tionally acquired. You will find more detailed explanations and instructions in
Extended Features Reference.

Here you administrate your BinGOl’s Credits Based Accounting System.

Includes the settings for the >> CAPl User Concept from BinTec. You can

thus assign user names and passwords to BinGO! users of the CAPl appli—

cations.This is how you can ensure that only authorized users can receive in-

coming calls and establish outgoing connections via CAPl.

CONFIGURATION MAN- Here you can manage your BinGO!’s configuration files. You can save them

AGEMENT either locally on BinGO! or on your PC, for example.

MONITORING AND DEBUG- Includes submenus that enable the location of problems in your network and

GING the monitoring of activities, eg. at BinGO!'s WAN interface.

With exit you leave Setup Tool.

With Exit D Save as boot configuration and exit, you save the configura-

tion file to the Flash memory, after BinGO! is restarted, this file is loaded.

With Exit D Exit without saving, all settings made since BinGO! was last
started are lost.

 
Table 5-5: Menus in the Setup Tool
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Initial configuration

Extending existing

configuration

6 Basic Configuration with Setup
Tool

This chapter explains the basic configuration of BinGO! with >> Setup Tool,

which covers the same subjects as were configured with the Configuration Wiz-

ard, explained in chapter 3.4, page 45. However, the Setup Tool is independent

of the operating system and, in addition, is capable of more settings.

The basic configuration of BinGO! includes:

I the basic >> router settings

I the configuring of a >> WAN partner(s)
— for Internet access

— for a LAN-LAN connection (e.g. connecting to a corporate network).

I saving the configuration file

The basic router settings are essential for the working of BinGO!. Depending

on your needs, you can configure for Internet access and or corporate access

right away or at a later time.

Even if your BinGO! has already been initially configured and you want to mod-

ify your existing configuration, you will find lots of useful tips in this chapter, for
example:

how to include additional >> WAN partners

how to change passwords

how to enter additional licenses

how to organize incoming Call Answering

how to setup BinGO! as a >> DHCP server

how to define a simple >> NetBlOS filter

how to make routing entries

How to supplement and improve your configuration after finishing the basic con-

figuration is explained in chapter ‘7‘ page 18l.
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How to configure the security mechanisms according to SAFERNET is ex-

plained in chapter 8», page 227. '
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6.1 Basic Router Settings

The configuration of the basic router settings concerns both your BinGO! and

your local network. The relevant detail from figure 64, page 119 is illustrated in

figure 64, page 119. There you will find, for example: names, >> lP addres-

ses, phone numbers, etc. If you are setting up a new Local Area Network (LAN)

together with your BinGOl and have not been assigned any IP addresses (e. g.

from the system administrator at your head office), simply use the IP addresses

given as examples. You can, of course, use any other relevant values you may
have.

  E10, 11, 12
, , ISDN

Your BinGO!
192.168.12 192.168.1254

192168.13

Your Local Area Network

Figures-1r Basic router settings

The following steps are necessary:

I enter a license

i enter system data (e. g. passwords)

configure the LAN interface

configure the >> WAN interface

configure BinGO! as a DHCP >> server (optional)

set >> filters (optional, extensively explained in chapteréseat
page 250)
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Let's go:

6.1.1 Entering a License

License card After logging in to your BinGO! with the user name admin and calling up Setup

Tool with setup, as described in chapter 52, page 103, you should now enter

the license information. This is written on the included license card. You thereby
activate all BinGO!'s functions.

)1» Go to LICENSES:

BinGOt Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[LICENSE]: Licenses MyBinGO!

Available Licenses:

IP (builtin), EXTENDLAN (not_valid), TUNNEL (not_valid), STAC (valid),
CAPI (valid), IPX (valid)

Serialnumber Mask Key State
101546 51 88PNUPZ 0k

ADD DELETE

Press <Ctrl—n>, <Ctrll—p> to scroll, <Space> tag/untag DELETE,
<Return>to edit

 
Listed under Available Licenses are all subsystems available to BinGO!, as well

as their current status (bui/tin - always available, va/id— activated, not_va/id— not

activated).

Beneath that, the license entries are shown (Seria/number, Mask, Key).

If you have not yet entered your license data, the subsystem list will be almost

empty. Only IP, i.e. >> lP routing, is available (builtin).
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Subsystems

To Do

The following subsystems can be activated on your BinGO!:

   
 

Izmir / '

EXTENDLAN An unlimited number of LAN partners (only with
an extra license)

TUNNEL Virtual Private Networking VPN (only with extra
license)

STAC >> STAC >> data compression

CAPI >> Remote CAPI interface makes possible

communications applications on your PC, e. g.

sending and receiving faxes.

Table 6-1: Subsystems

 
 

  
   
  

   )> lPX routing .

To enter your license, proceed as follows:

)> Press ADD.

Another window menu opens.

Type in the Serial Number.

Type in the Mask.

Type in the Key.

Press SAVE.

You have returned to the LICENSES menu. The subsystems activated by
your license data are now listed. Your license has been entered, its current

Status 0k is displayed under State.

YVYY

If you have entered a valid license, 0k appears under State. If your license was

invalid (due to a typing error, perhaps):

> Try again.
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,1; - Basic Configuration with Setup Tool

6.1.2 Entering System Data

Passwords, Next you should enter the basic system data for the identification of your Bin-
System names 60!.

> Go to SYSTEM:
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[SYSTEM]: Change System Parameters MyBinGO!

System Name MyBinGO!
Local PPP ID (default) LittleIndian
Location 3rd floor ,
Contact admin@BigBoss.com

admin Login Password/SNMP Community secret
read Login Password/SNMP Community secretl
write Login Password/SNMP Community secretZ

HTTP Server Password secret3
Syslog output on serial console no
Message level for the syslog table info
Maximum Number of Syslog Entries 20

External System Logging>

SAVE CANCEL

Enter string, max length = 34 chars

 
The following parts of the menu are relevant for the entry of system data:

  
  

  
tn

Defines BinGO!'s system name; is also used

as a PPP host name; is also used as login

prompt. If no system name is registered, a

warning message appears on logging in with
the user name admin.

 

  

.1 ~.
«« a, V x 6‘ V

System Name

Local PPP ID

 
 

  
  
 if a non-partner—specific >> PPP authentica-

tion is being performed (e.g. >> PAP or

>> CHAP), this entry is necessary for the

identification of your BinGO!. (see

chapter 7.4.1, page 219)

Contact (optional) States the contact responsible. If the

person can be reached from BinGO!’s HTTP

status page, a valid e-mail address must be
entered here.

admin Login Password Password for user name admin
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) Enter the location of your BinGO!.
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W531

Mb

read Login Password Password for user name read

write Login Password Password for user name write

HTTP Server Password Password for BinGO!’s HTTP status page

Table 6—2: SYSTEM

  
  
   

Caufion!

All BinTec routers are supplied with the same user names and passwords. Con-

sequently, they are not protected against unauthorized access.

 
> To prevent unauthorized access to BinGO!, you must change your pass-

words.

The permission attached to the various user names and passwords allowed

(read, write) can be found in chapter 52. page 103.

To Do To enter the relevant system data, proceed as follows:

Type in the System Name of your BinGO!, e. 9. your MyBingo.

Type in the Local PPP ID. The entry can be identical to the System Name.

Type in the Location, e. 9. Europe.

Type in your Contact, e. g. SysAdmin.

Type in the admin Login Password.

Type in the read Login Password.

Type in the write Login Password.

Type in the HTTP Server Password.

V‘VV’Y‘1V“V‘fY
Press SAVE.

You have returned to the main menu, and the entries have been saved.
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>> IP addresses

>> Netmasks

>> Encapsulation

6.1.3 Configuring the LAN Interface

The next step is to configure your BinGOl's LAN interface. The LAN interface

is the physical interface to the local network. in the following menu, enter your

BinGOl's address where it can be reached in the LAN. As long as BinGO!

does not have this entry, it can not be recognized by other hosts as a part of the
LAN.

You may have already assigned your BinGO! its lP address and netmask

before the basic configuration, 9. g. with the help of the >> BootP server of

>> DIME Tools. If you have, check the entries in the following menu anyway.

> Go to CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET.

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[LAN]: Configure Ethernet Interface MyBinGO!

IP—Configuration
local IP—Number 192.168.1.254
local Netmask 255.255.255.0
Encapsulation Ethernet II

IPX—Configuration
local IPX—Netnumber
Encapsulation

Advanced Settings>

SAVE CANCEL

Enter IP address (a.b.c.d or resolvable hostname)

 
Entries for IP configuration and >> IPX configuration are possible in the

menu. This chapter will only explain the configuration of >> IP.

Retain the preset values under IPX configuration. If you wish to use the IPX

>> protocol, you can find an explanation of how to configure the LAN inter-
face under IPX in chapter 7.4., page 219.
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The following parts of the menu are relevant for this configuration step:

local lP-Number BinGO!'s IP address in the LAN .

local Netmask Netmask of the network where BinGO! is
located

Encapsulation Defines the kind of header added to the IP

packets which run over this LAN interface.
Possible values:

I Ethernet ll (conforms with lEEE 802.3)

I Ethernet SNAP.

In general, you can retain the preset value
Ethernet ll. With Ethernet II the LAN interface is

called en 1, with Ethernet SNAP: eni-snap

 
Table 6-3: CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET

To Do To configure your BinGO!'s LAN interface, proceed as follows:

)> Type in BinGO!’s local lP-Number, e. g. 192.168.1254.

Type in the local Netmask, e. g. 255.255.2550.

Select Encapsulation, e. 9. Ethernet ll.

Press SAVE.

You have returned to the main menu, and the entries have been saved.

YVY

6.1.4 Configuring the WAN Interface

Interface to ISDN I The next step involves configuring your BinGO!'s >> WAN interface.

The WAN interface is the physical interface to the >> lSDN. lts configu-

ration entails taking two steps:

I Enter the settings of your ISDN connection:

Here, just the most important parameters of your lSDN connection are set.
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I Configuring Incoming Call Answering:

Here, you tell the >> router how it should react to incoming calls from the
WAN.

Autoconfiguration, Firstly, enter the settings for your ISDN connection.

ISDN SW'tCh Type > Go to CM-1BRI, ISDN so:
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BinGOl Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN]: WAN Interface MyBinGO!

Result of Autoconfiguration: Euro ISDN, point to multipoint

ISDN Switch Type autodetect on bootup

D—Channel dialup
B—Channel 1 dialup
B—Channel 2 dialup

Incoming Call Answering>
Advanced Settings>

SAVE CANCEL

Use <Space> to select

 
The menu contains the following fields:

Result ofAutoconfigura- Status of the lSDN autoconfiguration. Auto-

tion matic >> D-channel recognition runs until a

setting has been found or until the lSDN proto-

col has been entered manually under lSDN

switch type.

lSDN Switch Type Defines the lSDN protocol that your lSDN pro-

vider has made available. The following proto-

cols are supported:

I Euro lSDN

1TR6

National lSDN 1 AT&T Nl1, EWSD N|1

AT&T SESS Custom lSDN

National lSDN 1 Northern Telecom

DMSiOO

Japan NTT |N864
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II 7 M , 3‘ H V/ '

D-Channel D-channel configuration. The dialup value can

not be changed.

B—Channe/ 7 Configuring the first >) B-channel.

Possible settings:

I dialup (this is the standard setting)

I not used

B—Channel 2 Configuring the second B-channel.

possible settings:

I dialup (this is the standard setting),

I not used.

SPID B—Channe/ 1+2 Required for the AT&T protocol. Sets SPID

(Service Profile Identifier) for both B-channels.

SPID B-Channe/ 1 Required for the National ISDN 1 Northern

Telecom protocol. Sets the SPID (Service Pro-

file Identifier) for the first B-channel.

SPID B-Channel2 Required for the National ISDN 1 Northern

Telecom protocol. Sets the SPID (Service Pro—

file Identifier) for the second B-channel.

Incoming Call Answering Required for the National ISDN 1 Northern

B1 Telecom protocol. The settings for Incoming

Call Answering have to be set separately for
each B-channel.

Incoming Cal/Answering Required for the National ISDN 1 Northern

82 Telecom protocol. The settings for Incoming

Call Answering have to be set separately for
each B-channel.

 
Table 6—4: CM-TBRI, ISDN SO
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To Do To enter the settings of your lSDN connection, proceed as follows:

> Select ISDN Switch Type: autodetect on bootup.

This setting enables BinGO! to use its automatic D-channel recognition. As

long as the D—channel recognition is running, running appears next to Re-

sult of Autoconfiguration. Once the setting has been found, it is displayed,

e.g. Euro ISDN, point to multipoint.

3‘3 it the lSDN protocol is not recognized, it can be entered manually under ISDN
Switch Type. The automatic D—channel recognition is then switched off.

An incorrectly set ISDN protocol prevents successful ISDN data transmission.

> Select B-Channe/ 1: dialup.

)* Select B-Channel 2: dialup.

)> Press SAVE.

You have returned to the menu CM-1BRI, ISDN SO, and the entries have
been saved.

Incoming Call Now you must tell BinGO! how it should react to incoming calls from the ISDN.

Answering According to the settings in the following menus, BinGO! distributes the incom-

ing calls to the appropriate internal services.

BinGO! supports the following services:

I PPP (Routing):

The >> PPP service is BinGO!'s general routing service. Incoming data

calls from WAN partners are thus connected with your LAN. in this way,

partners outside your own LAN can access hosts within your local network.

I ISDN Login:

The >> isdnlogin service allows incoming data calls access to the

>> SNMP shell of your BinGO!. This is how BinGO! can, for example,

be remotely configured and administrated.

I CAPI:

The >> CAPl service allows incoming data and voice calls a connection

with communications applications on hosts within the LAN that access the

data via the >> Remote CAPI interface. This is how hosts connected to

BinGO! receive faxes, for example.

. . u u - BinGO! User's Guide
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When a call arrives, BinGO! firstly checks the Called Party Number (CPN) that

is transmitted by ISBN, and then the type of call (data or voice call). Finally, the

call is connected with the appropriate service.(see also figure 6—2. page 181).

ISBN

 

 
PPP

Internet

  
isdnlogin

Figure 6—2: Distribution of incoming calls to services

If your lSDN connection has three phone numbers, a sensible system of distri—
bution could look like this:

 

  
 

 

—_—

if you do not make any entries in the following menu, all incoming calls will be

taken by the service isdnlogin. To avoid this, be sure to make the necessary
entries here.

  

I.”
0|\

As soon as you have made one or more entries in this menu, the matching

incoming calls are distributed to the corresponding services.
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All incoming calls that do not match an entry are passed on to the CAPl ser-
vice.

30""
9P

Now set the entries for Incoming Call Answering:

> Go to CM-1BRI, ISDN so it INCOMING CALL ANSWERING:

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN][INCOMING]: Incoming Call Answering MyBinGO!

Item Number

CAPI 1.1 EAZ 1 Mapping 11
CAPI 1.1 EAZ 1 Mapping 11
ISDN Login 12
PPP (routing) 10

ADD DELETE

Press <Ctrl—n>,<Ctrl—p> to scroll,<Space> tag/untag DELETE,<Return> to
edit

 
In this menu the allocation of services to phone numbers is listed.

To make entries to the list, proceed as follows:

) Include a new entry with ADD or select an existing entry, and press RE-
TURN to change it.

Another menu window opens:
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN][INCOMING][ADD]:Incoming Call Answering MyBinGO!

PPP (routing)
10

right to left

data

CANCEL

Use <Space> to select

 
The menu includes the following fields

 

 
» w

A service to which a call should be allocated to

the Number below.  
  A dial number at which the above service (item)

can be reached.
 

 
 

 A mode with which BinGOl carries out the

numerical comparison Number with the Called

Party Number of the incoming call:  
 I right to left: this is standard.

I

  
  left to right (DDI): Always select, when Bin-

GO! is connected with a Point-to—Point con-

nection.
 
 

 
 

   CAPI user name. Only necessary if you want to

use the CAPI User Concept. (see

chapter 7.1.2, page t84)
 

 

Username
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Type of incoming call. Possible settings:

I data: data call

I voice: voice call

I any: data as well as voice calls

 
Table 6-5: CM-1BRI, ISDN so D INCOMING CALL ANSWERING . ADD

The Item field includes the following selection:

 

 
 
 

 
 

i 5

Standard setting for >> PPP routing. AlsoPPP (routing)

applicable for the PPP connections below.

ISDN Log/n Enables logging in with >> isdnlogin

PPP 64k Enables 64 kbps PPP data connections.

PPP 56k Enables 56 kbps PPP data connections.

PPP Modem unavailable on BinGO!

PPP DOVB Qata transmission Qver yoice Bearer - useful in

the USA, for example, where voice connections

are sometimes cheaper than data connections.

PPP V. 110 Enables PPP connections with V.11O with bit-

(1200...38400) rates of 1200 bps, 2400 bps,..., 38400 bps.

unavaiiabie on amaog

PPP Modem Profile 1...8 unavailable on BinGO!

CAPI 1.1 EAZ 0...9 Map- Enables connections with Remote CAPI appli-

ping cations. Required for CAPI 1.1 applications
only.

X.25 PAD unavailable on BinGO!

Table 6-6: Item
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To Do Make the following entries:

> Select Item, e. g. PPP (routing).

Select Number, e. g. 11.

Select Mode, e. 9. right to left.

Select Bearer, e. 9. data.
Press SAVE.

You have returned to the menu CM-1BRI, ISDN 80 D INCOMING CALL AN-

SWERING. The entries have been saved and are displayed in the list.

VYYY
You have thus assigned a service (PPP (routing)) to one of your phone

numbers (11). This means that when a data call is received by Called Party

Number 11, it is put through to the service PPP (routing).

\ | / Because BinGOl forwards to the >> CAPI service all incoming calls that do

\ , not match any entry in the menu, it is not entirely necessary to enter CAPI!

V (Except CAPI 1.1 applications.)

> Repeat these steps until all phone numbers are assigned to services which
can be reached at those numbers.

You have now finished configuring Incoming Call Answering, your BinGO!
will distribute the incoming calls to the internal services.

w. Make sure to enter the right Numberthat means the actual number that arrives

at BinGO!. if your BinGO! is connected to a >> PABX system, only the
extension number arrives at BinGO!.

If you are not sure of the number arriving ar BinGO!, proceed as follow:

> Call BinGO! with a conventional telephone using one of its numbers.

)* Go to MONITORING AND DEBUGGING 0» ISBN MONITOR.

in the menu, you can see the incdming call.

Y
Place the cursor on the call and type in d (details).

Under Local Number, you can see the part of the number that arrives at
BinGO!.

I Type in this part of the number in CM-1BFII, ISDN SO D INCOMING CALL
ANSWERING D ADD under Number.
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\ | / Using the CAPl User Concept (see chapter 7.1.2, page 184), you can reserve

\9, access to the CAPI services for certain users with their own passwords.5')

6.1.5 Configuring BinGO! as a DHCP Server

Every PC in your >> LAN, as well as your BinGO!, requires its own IP ad-

dress. lf you configure BinGO! as a >> DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration

Protocol) server, it automatically assigns those PCs in the LAN >> lP

addresses, out of a pre-defined IP address pool. A PC sends out an address

request and in turn receives its IP address from BinGO!. You do not have to

bother assigning PCs fixed IP addresses, you have, as a result, less configuring

to do in your network. To do this, you must set up a pool of lP addresses, from

which BinGO! assigns IP addresses to hosts in the LAN, albeit for a defined pe-
riod of time. A DHCP server also forwards the addresses of the Domain Name

Server ()> DNS), >> NetBlOS name servers (WINS) and the standard

>> Gateway.

> Go to IP D DHCP SERVER 0 ADD:
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BinGOl Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[IP][DHCP][ADD]: Add range of IP Addresses MyBinGO!

Interface enl
IP Address l92.168.1.l
Number of consecutive addresses 8
Lease Time (Minutes) 120
MAC Address

CANCEL

Use <Space> to select

The menu contains the following fields:

over Interface one of the addresses in the pool

Interface

is assigned.

IP Address First IP address in the address pool.

Number of consecutive Total number of IP addresses in the IP address
addresses

pool, including the first IP address.

Lease Time (Minutes)

MAC Address

Table 6-7: [F . DHCP SERVER ’ ADD

 
 
 

 

  
 

  
ls: PM . w -- s m a» . s :

An interface to which the address pool is

assigned. When an address request comes in

 

  

 
  

 Specifies the length of time an address from

the pool can be assigned to a host. After the

Lease Time (Minutes) expires, the address can

be reassigned elsewhere.

  
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

(optional) Only when Number of consecutive

addresses = 1: IP address is only assigned to a
device with a MAC Address

 
  

ToDo To set up BinGO! as a DHCP server, proceed as follows:

> Select Interface, 9. g. en1.

) Type in IP Address, e. g. 192168.11
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Type in Number of consecutive addresses, 9. g. 8.

Type in Lease Time (in minutes), e. g. 120.

Type in MAC Address (optional).VYYY
Press SAVE.

You have returned to IP ) DHCP SERVER, where the IP address pool is
listed. The entries have been saved.

\ l / By also creating several entries, you can define unconnected address ranges,

\9, eg. 192.168.1.20;192.168.1.29 and 192168.1.40 and so on.v

6.1.6 Setting Filters

NetBlOS filters if you are working with Windows in your local network, you should set the

>> NetBIOS filter, in order to reduce expenses. This prevents BinGO! estab-

lishing connections to your lnternet Service Provider (>> lSP), for example,

in order to forward WINS requests from PCs in your network. This means that

BinGO! asks your lSP which >> host name can be assigned an IP address.

Because the lSP can not resolve WINS names, these connections are unnec-

essary and cost money.

A more detailed explanation of the subject of >> filters can be found in

chapter 8.2.8. page 250.

To prevent these unnecessary connections, proceed as follows:

\ l / When configuring filters, make sure not to lock yourself out.

\" )' Use the serial interface or isdnlogin on BinGO! for filter configuration.g
> If you use telnet: In the IF b Access LISTS t INTERFACES b EDIT

menu, select First Rule: none.

> Go to [P k Accsss LISTS b FILTER ) ADD:
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[IP][ACCESS][FILTER][ADD]: Configure IP Access Filter MyBinGO!

Description wrong_dnsIndex 1

Protocol udp

Source Address
Source Mask

Source Port specify
Specify Port 137

Destination Address
Destination Mask

Destination Port specify
Specify Port 53

Enter string, max length = 48 chars

To Do Make the following entries:

 
> Type in Description: wrong_dns.

Select Protocol: udp.

Select Source Port: specify.

Select Specify Port: 137.

Select Destination Pon‘: specify.

Type in Specify Port: 53.

Press SAVE.

You have returned to IP I Accsss LISTS D FILTER. The entries have
been saved.

YVVYYY
Now define a second filter as follows:

Y Go back to IP b Access Lisrs i FILTER D ADD.

Type in Description: all.

Select Protocol: any.

Select Source Port: any.YYYY
Select Destination Port: any.
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> Press SAVE.

You have returned to IP . ACCESS LISTS D FILTER. The entries have

been saved, both filters are now listed.

To define rules for these filters, proceed as follows:

)> Go to IP » ACCESS LISTS D RULES b ADD:

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[IP][ACCESS][RULE][ADD]: Configure IP Access Rules MyBinGO!

Action deny M

Filter wrong_dns (l)

CANCEL

Use <Space> to select

ToDo Make the following entries:

 
)P Select Action: deny M.

)' Select Filter. wrong_dns (1).

)' Press SAVE.

You have returned to IP i ACCESS LISTS t RULES. The entries have
been saved.

Now define a second rule as follows:

)~ Return to IP fi ACCESS LISTS D RULES t ADD:

Select Insert behind Rule: RI 1 Fl 1 (wrong_dns).

Select Action: allow M.

Select Filter. all (2).

Press SAVE.

You have returned to IP D ACCESS LISTS S RULES. The entries have
been saved and listed.

YYYV
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BinGOl Setup Tool
[IP][ACCESS][RULE]: Configure IP Access Rules

Abbreviations:

BinTec Communications AG

MyBinGO!

RI (Rule Index) M (Action if filter matches)
FI (Filter Index)!M (Action if filter does not match)
NRI (Next Rule Index)

Action Filter Conditions

deny M wrong_dns udp, sp 137, dp 53allow M all

DELETE REORG

Press <Ctrl—n>,<Ctrl—p> to scroll,<Space> tag/untag DELETE,<Return> to
edit

 
> Go to IP § Access LISTS b INTERFACES:

BinGOl Setup Tool
. [IPHACCESSHINTERFACES]: Configure First Rule

Press <Ctrl—n>, <Ctrl—p> to scroll, <Return> to edit/select

Configure first rules for interfaces

Interface First Rule First Filter

enl 1 l (wrong_dns)
enl—snap l 1 (wronq_dns)

EXIT 
To Do Make the following entries:

>

VVY

VV

BinTec Communications AG

MyBinGO!

Select BinGO!'s LAN interface (en1 or eni—snap) and press Return.

Select First Flu/e: RI 1 F/ 1 (wrong_dns).

Press SAVE.

These entries ensure that all data traffic which passes from source

>> port 137 to destination port 53 will be discarded. This means, in turn,

that no unnecessary connections will be established to resolve WINS
nanies.

Leave IP ' ACCESS LISTS ’ INTERFACES via EXIT.

Leave IP D Accsss LISTS via EXIT.
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> Leave IP via EXIT.

You have returned to the main menu.

The basic configuration of the router settings is complete.

)* Leave the main menu via EXIT and save the configuration with Save as
boot configuration and exit.

The settings are thus saved to the Flash and will not be lost when BinGO!

is switched off (chapter 6.3. page t79).
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6.2 BinGO! and the WAN

If you have carried out the configuration steps in chapter 61 . page ME}, BinGO!

is set up for your >> LAN. If you also want to access hosts outside your LAN,

e.g. to surf the >> Internet, then this chapter will be of interest to you.

The following points will be considered:

I Configuring >> WAN partners:

To enable BinGO! to make connections to networks outside your LAN, you

must configure on your BinGO! those partners you want to connect with as

WAN partners. This applies for outgoing connections (BinGO! dials its

WAN partner), as well as for incoming connections (a WAN partner dials

the number of your BinGO!). Consequently, if you want to access the In—

ternet, you must set up your Internet Service Provider (>> ISP) as a

WAN partner. If you wish to establish a LAN-LAN connection, e.g. between

your LAN and the LAN of your head office (central site connection), you

have to configure the LAN of your head office as a WAN partner.

How to set up a WAN partner on your BinGO! is explained in general terms

in chapter 6.2.t, page 1453-.

I Configuring for Internet access by means of examples:

In chapter 6.2.2. page me, you will find examples of how to set up an ISP

as a WAN partner. If you want to access the Internet with one of the follow-

ing providers, you will find a convenient procedure to connect to the Internet
with BinGO!:

— T-Online

— Compuserve

I Connecting with a corporate network by means of an example:

In chapter 6.2.3. page WE}, you will find an example of how to establish a

corporate network connection with your BinGO!. In many cases, this fast

procedure should be entirely sufficient.

A basic scenario is illustrated in figure 643. page 144, giving an idea of how con-

nections to the WAN partners, ISP and corporate head office, could look!
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Internet

  
Router of your 1;
Internet Provider ,

  Network of your
Internet Provider

 
   
 

My ISDN

Your BinGO!

Router of your
Company’s
Head Office

Q

Q

Your Local Area Network   
Network of your
Company’s
Head Office

Figure 6-3: Basic scenario

6.2.1 Configuring a WAN partner

In general, establishing a WAN partner involves the following steps:

I Enter the WAN partner

— Determine a >> protocol
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Configuring a WAN

partner

-— Enter dial number(s)

— Determine )) PPP settings for authentication

— Define >> Short Hold

— Carry out IP configuration

I Create routing entry

I Activate Network Address Translation ()> NAT) (optional)

Off we go!:

Entering a WAN partner

Here you are going to establish access to your chosen WAN partner, e.g. your

Internet Service Provider (ISP). Before you get down to it, you should collect the

necessary access information that you received from your ISP or system ad-

ministrator (see chapter 32ft: page 38). The terms used may vary slightly from

provider to provider.

To enter a WAN partner, proceed as follows:

> Go to WAN PARTNER:

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN]: WAN Partners MyBinGO!

Current WAN Partner Configuration

Partnername Protocol State
BigBoss PPP dormant

DELETE

Press <Ctrl—n>,<Ctrl—p> to scroll,<Space> tag/untag DELETE,<Return> to
edit

 
This is where all WAN partners currently configured are listed with the corre—

sponding Partnername, Protocol and State. State can have the following val-
ues:

I up: connected
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dormant: not connected

blocked: not connected (on establishing a connection an error arose, a re-

newed attempt is only possible after a specified number of seconds, see

chapter 72,1, page 193)

I down: set to down by administration

To make an entry in the list, proceed as follows:

) Select ADD to create a new entry or select an existing entry and press Re-
turn to modify it.

Another menu window opens:
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN][ADD]:Configure WAN Partner MyBinGO!

Partner Name

Encapsulation
Compression
Encryption
Calling Line Identification

WAN Numbers >
PPP >

Advanced Settings >

IP >
IPX >

CANCEL

Enter string, max length = 25 chars

 
The menu contains the following fields:

> * £

Enter a name with which to identify the WAN

partner. 
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Encapsulation >> Encapsulation. Defines the type of head-

er added to the >> data packets that run to
this WAN-Partner over the interface.

I PPP

Multi~Protocol LAPB Framing

Mum-Protocol HDLC Framing

Async PPP over X. 75

Async PPP over X. 75/T. 70/8TX

X.25_PPP: not available on BinGO!

X25: not available on BinGO!

HDLC Framing (only IP)

LAPB Framing (only IP)

X31 B-Channel: not available on BinGO!

X.25 No Signalling: not available on Bin-
GO!

X.25 PAD: not available on BinGO!

X.25 No Configuration: not available on
BinGO!

Frame Relay: not available on BinGO!

X.25 No Configuration, No Signalling: not

available on BinGO!
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Compression Establishes the type of compression that should

be used for data traffic with the WAN partner.
Possible values:

I STAC: only when Encapsulation = PPP

I MS-STA C: only when Encapsulation = PPP

I MPPC: not available on BinGO!

I V.42bis: only with Muitiprotocol LAPB

Framing or LAPB framing (only iP) encap-
sulation

I none

Encryption Defines the type of encryption that should be

used for data traffic with the WAN partner. Only

possible it STAC compression is not activated

for the connection. Possible values:

I MPPE 40: only when Encapsulation = PPP

I MPPE 128: only when Encapsulation =
PPP and Authentication = MS—CHAP

I none:

Calling Line Identification Displays whether calls from this WAN partner

should be identified by means of the Calling

Party’s Number (>> CLID). The value of this

field is dependent on Direction in the submenu
WAN NUMBERS.

 
Table 6-8: WAN PARTNER Dr ADD
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The following table illustrates which encapsulations support procedures for

>> data compression:

 
 
 

 
  
 

__

Async PPP over X. 75/T. 70/BTX -_

it «in m

  
  

II——_
II—-_
I_—_
II———  
Table 6-9: Encapsulation and compression

To Do Make the following entries:

> Type in Partner Name, e. g. BigBoss.

)> Select Encapsulation, e. g. PPP.

> Select Compression, e.g. none.

> Select Encryption, e. 9. none.

> Select WAN PARTNER # ADD D WAN Numbers:
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Entering dial numbers

BinGOl Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN][ADD][WAN Numbers]: WAN Numbers (BigBoss) MyBinGO!

WAN Numbers for this partner:

WAN Number Direction

0911987654321 outgoing

DELETE

Press <Ctrl-n>,<Ctrl—p> to scroll,<Space> tag/untag DELETE,<Return> to
edit

 
This is where the phone numbers of all WAN partners currently listed are
shown.

To make an entry in the list, proceed as follows:

)> Select ADD to create a new entry or select an existing entry and press Re-
turn to modify it.

Another menu window opens:
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN][ADD][WAN NUMBERS][ADD]:Add or Change WAN Numbers(BigBoss)
MyBinGO!

Number 0911987654321

Direction outgoing

Advanced Settings > 
Enter string, max length = 40 chars

The menu contains the following fields:

 

 
’ iii, , a? ,

Number

Defines whether Number should be used for

incoming or for outgoing calls or for both.

Table 6—10: WAN PARTNER D ADD D WAN NUMBERS D ADD

 
  

The Direction field contains the following selection:

an V
A Q WW, 4h ii, iii” , a H » “V

outgoing For outgoing calls, where you dial your WAN
partner

both (CLID) For incoming and outgoing calls

incoming (CL/D) For incoming calls, where your WAN partner
dials in to your BinGO!

 
Table 6-1 1 : Direction
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. When BinGO! is connected to a PABX system for which a leading "O" is neces-

sary for an external call, this "0" must be considered when entering the dial
number.

Wildcards

you can replace single numbers or groups of numbers with wildcards.

When entering the Number, you can either enter the sequence digit for digit or

You can use the following Wildcards, which have different effects for incoming

and outgoing calls:

Matches none or

more digits.

Matches any sin-

gle digit.

Denotes a range

of possible digits
to match.

Specifies a range

of excluded dig-
its.

Optional

sequence to
match.

Table 6—12:

ls ignored. 123* 123, 1234,
123789

1234, 1238, 1231

123[5-9] 1235, 1237, 1239

Is replaced by 0.

The first digit of

the specified

range is used.

Thefirst digit after 123["0-5] 1236, 1238, 1239

the specified

range is used.

Sequenceis
used.

{00}1234 00123 and 123

Wildcards for incoming and outgoing calls
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u, if the Calling Party’s Number from the incoming call matches a WAN Number

entry with wildcards and a WAN Number entry without wildcards, the entry
without wildcards is always used.

 
   
 

To Do Make the following entries:

> Enter the Number, 9. g. 0911987654321.

)~ Select the Direction, e. g. outgoing.

) Press SAVE.

The entries have been saved and are listed.

> Leave WAN PARTNER D ADD D WAN NUMBERS with EXIT.

>> PPP au- Next enter the PPP settings of your WAN partner. They serve to authenticate
thentication your connecting partner.

When a call comes in, the Calling Line Number is always given over the lSDN

>> D-channet. This number allows BinGO! to identify the caller

(>> CLID), provided the caller is entered as a WAN partner. After identifica—

tion with CLID, BinGO! can additionally carry out PPP authentication with the

WAN partner before it takes the call. In order to do this, it needs the necessary

data that you should enter here. Firstly, establish the type of authentication pro-

cess that should be performed. Then enter a common password and two user

names. You will get this data from your WAN partners, eg. from your internet

Service Provider (ISP) or the system administrator at your head office. The call

is only taken if the data entered on the BinGO! matches the caller's data.

To set WAN partner PPP authentication. proceed as follows:

> Go to WAN partner fi ADD Ir PPP:
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BinGOi Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN][ADD][PPP]: PPP Settings (BigBoss) MyBinGOl

Authentication CHAP + PAP
Partner PPP ID BigBoss
Local PPP ID LittleIndian
PPP Password Secret

Keepalives off
Link Quality Monitoring off

OK

Use <Space> to select

 
The menu contains the following fields:

   

 

 
 
 

  

  
 
 
 

  

Authentication protocol

D of WAN partner

ID of BinGO!

Activates keepalive packets

Link Quality Monitoring PPP Link Quality Monitoring acc. to RFC 1989

«Him , l. at nth» it», ,

 

Table 6-13: WANPARTNER 0 ADD 0‘ PPP
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The Authentication field contains the following selection

 

 

  Only >> PAP (PPP Password Authentication-Protocol), password is transferred uncoded.  

  
-AP

Only >> CHAP (PPP Challenge Handshake

Authentication Protocol acc. to RFC 1994).

CHAP

password is transferred coded

CHAP + PAP Primarily CHAP, or else PAP

MS—CHAP Only MS-CHAP (MS Challenge Handshake

Authentication Protocol)

CHAP + PAP + MS- Primarily CHAP, on denial, the authentication

CHAP protocol required by the WAN partner

No PPP authentication protocol

Table 6-14: Authentication

  
 

 

   

  

To Do Make the following entries:

> Select Authentication, e. g. CHAP.

> Type in Partner PPP ID, e. g. BigBoss.

Type in Local PPP ID, e. g. Littielndian.

Type in PPP Password, e. 9. Secret.

Select Keepa/ives, e. 9. off.

Select Link Quality Monitoring, 9. 9, off.

Press OK.

You have returned to WAN PARTNER D ADD.

YYYYY
\ I / In some cases, the caller can not be identified with >> CLlD, although he

\ , has been entered as a WAN partner. In this case, your BinGO! does not know

9 which authentication protocol was set for this WAN partner. Nevertheless, in
order that the call can be taken, BinGO! refers back to general settings, which

you can change, if necessary (see chapter 7.1.4, page 190).
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Setting Short Hold Next you can save money by setting Short Hold. BinGO! cuts the ISDN con-

nection when there is no further data exchange. Either a static or dynamic Short

Hold setting tells BinGO! when to cut the ISDN connection.

Static The static >> Short Hold setting determines how much time should pass be-

tween the sending or receiving of the last >> data packet and the cutting of

the ISDN connection. You specify a fixed period of time in seconds.

Dynamic With the dynamic Short Hold setting, no fixed period of time is specified, in-

stead, the length of an ISDN charging unit is considered. Dynamic Short Hold

is guided by AOCD (advice of charge during the call).

When fixing dynamic Short Hold, you specify how much time should pass after

the last exchange of data before the connection is cut. A percentage that refers

to the last charging unit is given. Thus the value of Idle Timer can change, just

as the length of the charging unit changes (according to the time of day, week—

end, weekday etc.). if you specify 50%, then ldle Timer will take 60 seconds if

the previous charging unit was 120 seconds long and 300 seconds if the previ-

ous charging unit was 600 seconds long. The connection is ended after Idle

Timer runs out and shortly before the start of the next charging unit.

   

 
   
  
3'3 Bear in mind that you can only use dynamic Short Hold it, when connected,

you receive charging information. Ask your telephone company!

$7,— When using dynamic Short Hold, it is essential to additionally set static Short
Hold so that if AOCD fails, you do not get a permanent switched connection.  

  
 
 

  

You should be aware that static Short Hold engages later than dynamic. How—

ever, BinGO! always cuts the connection according to static Short Hold, leav-

ing dynamic without a chance to disconnect. In this case, specify a value for

static Short Hold more than the expected maximum dynamic inactivity interval.
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Bild 6-4:

;a Basic Configuration with Setup Tool

 
 

   

  
  

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

120 s 240 s 360 5

Dynamic and static Short Hold

Proceed as follows:

)> Select

. . .- n a BinGO! User's Guide
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BinGOl Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN][ADD][ADVANCED]: Advanced Settings (BigBoss) MyBinGOl

Callback

Static Short Hold (sec)
Idle for Dynamic Short Hold (%)
Delay after Connection Failure (sec)

Channel—Bundling no

Layer 1 Protocol ISDN 64 kbps

CANCEL

Use <Space> to select

The following parts of the menu are relevant for these configuration steps:

 
Static Short Hold (sec) Inactivity interval in seconds for static Short

Hold.

Example values for a long-distance call:

60, it charging information are transmitted dur-

ing the connection. (AOCD)
Otherwise 20.

Idle for Dynamic Short Inactivity interval as a percentage for static
Hold (%) Short Hold.

Only effective if charging impulses are transmit—

ted during the connection. (AOCD).

 
Table 6-15: WAN Partner § ADD ’ Advanced Settings

To Do Make the following entries:

)> Type in seconds in Static Short Hold, e. g. 20.

)* Type in % in Idle for Dynamic Short Hold, e. g. 0.

> Press OK.

You have returned to WAN PARTNER t ADD.
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/ Tips for the entry of Idle for dynamic Short Hold %:

\g’ I For interactive connections (e.g. >> telnet, specify a high value (e.g.
:4 80...90)to avoid connection cuts during short phases without data ex-

change.

I For Internet connections (e.g. WWW, http, etc), specify a middle to high vai-

ue (e.g. 50...80) to avoid connection cuts while waiting.

I For data connections (e.g. >> ftp), specify a low value (e.g. 10...40) to
avoid the unnecessary continuation of a connection after data has been
transferred.

You will find a more detailed explanation about static and dynamic Short hold
in the Software Reference.

IP configuration Now we'll move on to the IP configuration of your WAN partner. Here you will

enter the )> lP address and >> netmask of your partner.

Proceed as follows:

> Select WAN PARTNER $ ADD D IP
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[WAN][ADD][IP]: 1? Configuration (BigBoss) MyBinGO!

IP Transit Network

Partner’s LAN IP Address 10.1.1.0
Partner’s LAN Netmask 255.255.255.0

Advanced Settings >

SAVE CANCEL

Use <Space> to select

The menu contains the following fields:

 
t.

[P Transrt Network Determines if BinGOl establishes a transit net-

work to the WAN partner.

local ISDN IP Address ISDN IP address of BinGO! in the transit net-
work.

Partner’s ISDN IP ISDN IP address of WAN partner in the transit
Address network.

Partner’s LAN IP Address IP address of the LAN of the WAN partner.

Partner’s LAN Netmask Netmask of the LAN of the WAN partner. If no
entry is made, BinGO! enters a standard net—

mask for the netclass used under the partner’s
LAN IP address.

 
Table 6-16: WANPARTNER D ADD » IP

To Do Make the following entries (normally sufficient for a corporate network connec-
tion):

> Select IP Transit Network: e. 9. no.

)> Type in Partner’s LAN IP Address, e.g. 10.1.1.0.

> Enter Partner’s LAN Netmask, e.g. 255.255.2550.
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> Press SAVE.

> Press SAVE again.

You have returned to WAN PARTNER. Your entries have been saved.

\ l / if you are setting up access to the lnternet, you do not normally know the IP
~ , address of your internet Service Provider (lSP). Either your BinGO! is dynami—

@ caily (for the duration of the connection) assigned its local ISDN lP Address or
E” statically from the ,lSP. in such a case, make the following settings in the menu:

WAN PARTNER 5 ADD § IP:

)r iP address is dynamically assigned

— Select lP Transit Network: dynamic client.

> IP address is statically assigned:

— Select IP Transit Network: yes.

— Local ISDN IP address: BinGOl’s static lP address you get from your

ISP (often termed your Gateway or your router address).

— Partner’s lSDN IP address: Partner '3 lP address (if known) or else

BinG0!'s static IP address you get from your ISP.

— No entries for partner’s LAN lP address and partner’s LAN netmask.

If you want to know more about what a transit network actually is, for example,

and what you need it for, see chapter 7.2.4. page 197.

To be able to use the Domain Name Server of the ISP while connected, adjust

the following setting inthe menu: WAN PARTNER § ADD § [P D ADVANCED
SETTINGS:

//

«a—
\\

> Select Dynamic Name Server Negotiation: client (receive).

This setting is only necessary it you have not entered lP addresses for DNS

servers on the PCs of your LAN.

Creating Routing Entries

Routing entry You have just entered a WAN partner on your BinGO!. For every WAN partner

entered, a routing entry in the routing table of your BinGO! is automatically cre-

ated. You can edit existing IP routes and add new ones. For the connection to

your internet Service Provider, you should always configure the default route.
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Proceed as follows:

)> Go to IP D ROUTING:

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[1P] [ROUTING] : IP Routing MyBinGO!

The flags are: 0 (Up), D (Dormant), B (Blocked),
G (Gateway Route), I (Interface Route)
S (Subnet Route), H (Host Route)

Destination Gateway Mask Flags Met Interface Pro
192.168.1.1 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.0US 0 enl loc
10.1.1.0 255.255.255.0DI 0 BigBoss mgmt
default 0.0.0.0 DI 0 GoInternet mgmt

ADD DELETE EXIT

Press <Ctrl—n>,<ctrl-p> to scroll,<Space> tag/untag DELETE,<Return> to
edit

 
All IP routes entered are listed here. Under Flags the current status (Up, Dor—

mant, Blocked) and the type of route (Gateway Route, Interface Route, Subnet

Route, Host Route) are displayed. The protocol with which BinGO! has

"learned" the routing entry is displayed under Pro.

To define a route, proceed as follows:

> To add a new IP route select ADD or select an existing entry and press Re-
turn .

Another menu window opens:
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[1P] [ROUTING] [ADD]: IP Routing MyBinGO!

  
   

Route Type Network route
Network WAN without transit network 

 
  
 

Destination IP-Address 10.1.1.0
Netmask 255.255.255.0

Partner / Interface BigBoss
 

  

   
 

Metric l

 
  

S CANCELAVE

Use <Space> to select

The menu contains the following fields:

 

  
  
 

 
,. ,,na/a ant n

Type of route. Possible values:

till 2 M _ , l M. ‘

Route Type  
I Host route: Route to a single host  
 I Network route: Route to a network 

 I Default route: is only used when no other
suitable route is available

Specifies the type of connection (LAN, WAN).

Destination lP-Address IP address of the destination host or LAN.

(Netmask Netmask of the partner LAN only possible for

Route Type = Network route, if no entry is

made the router uses a standard netmask).

Partner/ Interface WAN partner (only possible for Network: WAN

without transit network).

Gateway IP-Address lP address of the host to which BinGO! should

forward the data packet.

Metric The lower the value, the higher the priority of

the route. (range of values 1...14)
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Table 6-17: IP D ROUTING b ADD

The Network field contains the following selection:

 

 
 

Route to a destination host or LAN which can

be reached via BinGO!'s LAN interface.

Route to a destination host or LAN which can

be reached via a WAN partner without transit
network.

WAN without transit net-

work
   
  
 

 
 

 WAN with transit network Route to a destination host or LAN which can

be reached via a WAN partner with transit net—
work.

 
  

 
 BinGO! discards data packets using this route

and sends the sender a message saying the

destination of the packet is unreachable.

BinGO! discards data packets using this route

without sending a status message.

\ | / You can only configure one default route on your BinGO!. So, if you are setting

\gx up access to the lnternet, then set up the route to your ISP as a default route.
:2

  

   
Table 6-18: Network

 

if you are connecting to a corporate network, then set up the default route to

head office only if you are not setting up access to the Internet over the BinGO!.

If you are configuring Internet access as well as a connection to a corporate

head office, use the default route to your ISP and configure a network route to

your headquarters.

Default route > To set up a default route, proceed as follows:

> Select Route Type: Default Route.

> Select Network: WAN without transit network.

) Select Partner/ Interface: e. g. Golnternet.

> Enter Metric: e. g. 1.
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)* Press SAVE.

You have returned to IP I» ROUTING. The entries have been saved, the

newly entered or modified route is listed

The corporate network can consist of several LANs with different IP addresses

and netmasks (>> subnets). If you do not want to access your head office

as a default route (e. 9. because you set up your Internet access as a default

route), then, for all the networks you want to reach at the central site, a sepa-
rate routing entry must be made.

0’/ 9%

 
 

 
A,»llllllllllll

'3 1234567
10.1.2.0
255.255.2550

BigBoss
Littlelndian
Secret

  
Subnet 2 of

your Company’s
Head Office

ISDN  
. Router of

Your BInGO! your Company‘s
Head Office 

 
T 1234567
10.1 .1 .0
255.255.2550

BigBoss
Littlelndian
Secret   

Your Local Area Network Subnet 1 of
your Company’s
Head Office

Figure 6-5: Corporate network with several connected LANs
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Network route To establish a network route, e. g. for a corporate network connection (without

default route), proceed as follows:

> Select Route Type: network route.

)> Select Network: WAN without transit network.

Type in Destination IP-Address, e. g. 10.1.2.0.

Type in Netmask, e. g. 255.255.2550

Type in Partner/ interface, e. g. BigBoss.

Type in Metric, e. g. 1.

Press SAVE.

You have returned to IP 3 ROUTING. The entries have been saved, the

newly entered or modified routes are listed.

YYYYY
Repeat these steps if you have to enter several routes.

Activating Network Address Translation (NAT)

Activating NAT Here, you can activate Network Address Translation (>> NAT) for your WAN

partner. You thus present your whole network to the outside with just the one IP

address. It is most advisable do this for your connection to the Internet Service
Provider.

More information about Network Address Translation (NAT) can be found in

chapter 827. page 244.

To activate NAT, proceed as follows:

> Go to W D NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION:
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[IP][NAT]: NAT Configuration MyBinGOl

Select IP Interface to be configured for NAT

Golnternet

BigBoss
enl

enl—snap

EXIT

Press <Ctrl—n>, <Ctrl—p> to scroll, <Return> to edit/select

 
) Mark the interface or the WAN partner for which you want to activate NAT

(e. g. Golnternet) and press Return.

Another menu window opens:

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[IP][NAT][CONFIG]: NAT Configuration (GoInternet) MyBinGO!

Network Address Translation on

Configuration for sessions requested from outside

Service Destination Source Dep. Dest. Dep. Port Remap

DELETE CANCEL

Use <Space> to select

 
To Do Make the following entries:

)> Select Network Address Translation: on.

> Press SAVE.

Network Address Translation is activated for the selected interface or WAN

partner.

Y Leave IP $ NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION with EXIT.

V Leave IP with EXIT.

You have returned to the main menu, after configuring a WAN partner.
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Configuring a

WAN partner

Entering a
dial number

Setting PPP
authentication

6.2.2 Provider-Specific Internet Access

Subsequent to chapter 6.2.1, page M4 where general procedures applicable to

all Internet Service Providers (lSP) were described, here are a few concrete ex-

amples. Quickly and easily, they show you how to set up Internet access with

certain providers.

Example 1: T-Online

Example 2: Compuserve

Keep at hand the access information you received from your lSP (see

chapter 82.1, page 38). The terms may vary slightly from provider to provider.

Off we go:

Example 1: T-Online

If you want to access the lnternet with T-Online, proceed as follows:

>

YYYYYYYVV
YV

Go to WAN PARTNER t ADD.

Type in the Partner Name (= provider name): T_ONL/NE.

Select Encapsulation: PPP.

Select Compression: none.

Select Encryption: none.

Select WAN Numbers and press Return.

Add a new entry with ADD.

Type in the Number (= dial-in number): 0191011.

Select Direction: outgoing.

Press SAVE.

The dial number you use to call T-Online is now in the list.

Leave WAN PARTNER i» ADD n» WAN NUMBERS with EXIT.

Select PPP and press Return.

Select Authentication: CHAP + PAP.
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Y
Type in your Partner PPP ID (=provider name): T_ONLINE.

Y
Type in your Local PPP ID (=AnschluBkennung + T-Online number + Mit-'
benutzerkennung), e. g. 123456789012081512345678#0001.

Type in PPP Password.

Deactivate Keepa/ives: off.

Deactivate Link Quality Monitoring: off.

Press OK.

You have returned to WAN PARTNER‘. ADD.

YYVY
Setting Short Hold Select Advanced Settings and press Return.

Select Cal/back: no.

Type in Static Short Hold (sec), e. g. 60.

Type in Idle for Dynamic Short Hold (%), e. g. 0.

Type in Delay after Connection Failure (sec), e. g. 300.

Select Channel—Bundling: no.

Select Layer 1 Protocol: ISDN 64 kbps.

Press OK.

You have returned to WAN PARTNER b ADD.

YYYYYYYV
IP configuration Select IP and press Return.

Select IP Transit Network: dynamic client.

Select Advanced Settings and press Return.

Select RIP Send: none.

Select RIP Receive: none.

Activate Van Jacobson Header Compression: on.

Select Dynamic Name Server Negotiation: client (receive)

Deactivate lP Accounting: off.

Deactivate Back Route Verify: off.

YYVYYYYYYY
Select Route Announce: up or dormant.
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Select Proxy Arp: off.

Press OK.

Press SAVE.

Press SAVE again.

Leave WAN PARTNER with EXIT.

Setting routing entries Go to [P b ROUTING.

Press ADD to enter a new entry.

Select the entry with the interface T_On|ine and press Return.

Select Route Type: Default route.

Select Network: WAN without transit network.

Select Partner/ Interface: T_On/ine.

Type in Metric, e. g. 1.

Press SAVE.

Leave [P t ROUTING with EXIT.

Activating NAT Go to IP D NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION.

Select the IP Interface T_On|ine and press Return.

Select Network Address Translation: on.

Press SAVE.

Leave IP D NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION with EXIT.

YVYVVYVYYYYYVYYYYYYY
Leave IP with EXIT.

You have returned to the main menu.

Configuration of Internet access over T-Online is complete.
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Example 2: Compuserve

If you want to access the Internet with Compuserve, proceed as follows:

w. Access to Compuserve over a direct dial-in to a Compuserve network node is
explained here. 

  
 

If you want to reach Compuserve indirectly over T-Online’s compuserve Gate—

9 way, replace with the following at the appropriate places in the configuration
sequence:

> Select Encapsulation: Async PPP over X. 75/T. 70/BTX.

> Type in Number:01910.

> Select Provider: Compuserve via T-Online.

Setting up a > Go to WAN PARTNER b ADD.

WAN partner > Type in your Partner Name (= provider name): COMPUSEFiVE.

)> Select Encapsulation: Async PPP over X. 75.

)> Select Compression: none.

)> Select Encryption: none.

Entering the dial > Select WAN Numbers and press Return.

number > Add a new entry with ADD.

> Type in the Number (dial-in number).

)v Select Direction: outgoing.

> Press SAVE.

The dial number you call Compuserve with is now in the list.

Leave WAN PARTNER D ADD D WAN NUMBERS with EXIT.

Setting Select PPP and press Return.

PPP authentlcatlon Select Authentication: none.

Deactivate Keepa/ives: off.

Deactivate Link Quality Monitoring: off.

Press OK.

You have returned to the main menu WAN PARTNER D ADD.

VVYYYY
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Setting Short Hold > Select Advanced Settings and press Return.

Select Cal/back: no.

Type in Static Short Hold (sec), e. g. 120.

Type in Idle for Dynamic Short Hold (%), e. g. 0.

Type in Delay after Connection Failure (sec), e. g. 300.

Select Channel—Bundling: no.

Select Layer 1 Protocol: ISDN 64 kbps.

Setting authentication Select Provider Configuration > and press Return.

Select Provider. Compuserve Network.

Type in Host. CIS.

Type in User ID (= your user name).

Type in Password.

Press OK.

VYYYYVYYVYVYY
Press OK again.

You have returned to the main menu WAN PARTNER 5 ADD.

IP configuration Select IP and press Return.

Select IP Transit Network: dynamic client.

Select Advanced Settings and press Return.

Select RIP Send: none.

Select RIP Receive: none.

Deactivate Van Jacobson Header Compression: off.

Select Dynamic Name Server Negotiation: client (receive).

Deactivate lP Accounting: off.

Deactivate Back Route Verify: off.

Select Route Announce: up or dormant.

Select Proxy Arp: off.

VYYYYYYYYYYY
Press OK.
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4: Basic Configuration with Setup Tool

Press SAVE.

Press SAVE again.

Leave WAN PARTNER with EXIT.

Setting routing entries GO to IF it ROUTING.

Press ADD to enter a new entry.

Select Route Type: Default route.

Select Network: WAN without transit network.

Select Partner / Interface: COMPUSEFIVE.

Type in Metric, e. g. 1.

Press SAVE.

Leave IP DROUTING with EXIT.

Activating NAT Go to IP b NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION.

Select the IP Interface COMPUSERVE and press Return.

Select Network Address Translation: on.

Press SAVE.

Leave IP § NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION with EXIT.

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
Leave IP with EXIT.

You have returned to the main menu.

Configuration of Internet access over Compuserve is complete.
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BinGO! and the WAN a

6.2.3 Connecting to a Corporate Network

Router of your

 
 

 
 

   
    

Company‘s
Head Office

lSDN

Your BinGO!

T 1234567
10.1.1.0
255.255.2550

BigBoss
Littlelndian
Secret

Network of your
Company’s

Your Local Area Network - Head Office

Figure 6—6: BinGO! and your head office

This chapter explains in quick and easy steps how to configure your BinGO! for

a corporate network connection (LAN-LAN connection). Keep at hand the data

you should have received from the system administrator of your head office

(see also chapter 3.2.1, page 38). If you are not sure about some points, refer

to chapter {5.2 1. page MA.

Proceed as follows:

Configuring a > Go to WAN PARTNER b ADD.

WAN partner > Enter Partner Name: 9. g. BigBoss.

)~ Select Encapsulation: PPP.

> Select Compression: STAC.

)~ Select Encryption: none.

Entering a > Select WAN Numbers and press Return.

dia' "umber > Add a new entry with ADD.
)

Enter the Number (= the dial number of your head office's router), e. g.
030987654321. '
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)~

>

>

Setting PPP >

authentication >

y

>

)v

>

>

>

Setting Short Hold >

>

3»

y

>

>

>

>

lP configuration >

).

>

>

)>

a Basic Configuration with Setup Tool

Select Direction: outgoing.

Press SAVE.

The number you dial your head office with is now in the list.

Leave WAN PARTNER D ADD D WAN NUMBERS with EXIT.

Select PPP and press Return.

Select Authentication: CHAP + PAP.

Type in Partner PPP ID (= head office D), e. g. BigBoss.

Type in Local PPP ID (= your own ID), e. g. Littlelndian.

Type in PPP Password (= common password for this connection).

Deactivate Keepa/ives: off.

Deactivate Link Quality Monitoring: oft.

Press OK.

You have returned to the menu WAN PARTNER O ADD.

Select Cal/back: no.

Select Advanced Settings and press Return.

Type in Static Short Hold (sec), 9. g. 20.

Type in Idle for Dynamic Short Hold (%), e. g. 0.

Type in Delay after Connection Failure (sec), e. g. 300.

Select Channel-Bundling: no.

Select Layer 1 Protocol: ISDN 64 kbps.

Press OK.

You have returned to the menu WAN PARTNER D ADD.

BinGO! User's Guide

Select IP and press Return.

Select IP Transit Network: no.

Type in Partner’s LAN IP Address : e. g. 10.1.1.0.

Enter Partner’s LAN Netmask: e. g. 255.255.2550

Select Advanced Settings and press Return.
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I BinGO! and the WAN a

Select RIP Send: none.

Select RIP Receive: none.

Deactivate Van Jacobson Header Compression: off.YYYY
Select Dynamic Name Server Negotiation: yes (If you have not configured

Internet access) or off (If you have configured Internet access).

Activate IP Accounting: on.

Activate Back Route Verify: on.

Select Route Announce: up or dormant.

Select Proxy Arp: off.

Press OK.

Press SAVE.

Press SAVE again.

YYYYYYYY
Leave WAN PARTNER with EXIT.

You have returned to the main menu.

Configuration of corporate network access is complete.

Setting routing entries

/ If have not configured for Internet access, you can set up a default route to

\9, your head office (see chaptct 62K, page 344):K/
> In IP 0 ROUTING t ADD make the following entries:

-— Route Type: Default route

— Network: WAN without transit network

— Partner/ Interface: e. g. BigBoss

— Metric: e. g. 1.

$75 If the corporate network consists of several LANs (subnets) and you do not set
up a default route to your head office, you must set up a separate routing entry

for each LAN you want to reach. Bear in mind the notes in chapter 6.2. t,

page 144 and figure 66, page 166.
 

)' Repeat the steps for the addition of new routing entries as often as it takes
to enter all the necessary routes to the LANs.
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a Basic Configuration with Setup Tool

> Press SAVE.

> Leave IP D ROUTING with EXIT.

> Leave IP with EXIT. '
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~ Saving the Configuration File in

6.3 Saving the Configuration File

After creating a functioning configuration on your BinGO!, make sure to save it:

> From the Setup Tool main menu, select Exit and press Return.

Another menu window opens:

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[EXIT]: Exit Setup MyBinGO!

Back to Main Menu

Save as boot configuration and exit
Exit without saving 

You have three alternatives:

)' Select Back to Main Menu to return to the Setup Tool main menu.

> Select Save as boot configuration and exit to save all settings made in
this session and to save them to Flash. The file will be named bootcf.

After creating the Flash file, you are returned to the SNMP shell prompt of

your BinGO!. The next time you start your BinGO!, the configuration file
you have just saved will be loaded.

> Select Exit without saving to leave Setup Tool and to return to the SNMP

shell prompt of your BinGO!. All settings or changes you have made will be

lost when you turn off your router.
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a Basic Configuration with Setup Tool
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7

I

Advanced Configuration

This chapter contains more BinGO! configuration options for the advanced us—

er. This is the right chapter if you would like to make additional settings that

were not covered by the Configuration Wizard or in chapter 6% page 3 3?.

The following configuration steps are described:

General >> WAN settings

Settings specific to WAN partners

Basic >> IP settings

>> IPX settings

Extra license functions
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Advanced Configuration

7.1 General WAN Settings

General WAN functions:

I BinGO! as dynamic IP address >> server

I >> CAPl user concept

I Credits based accounting system

I General >> PPP settings

These settings are not linked to certain WAN partners, but concern all
>> ISDN connections.

7.1.1 Dynamic IP Address Server

IP address pools BinGO! can operate as a dynamic IP address server for PPP connections. You

can use this function by providing one or more pools of >> IP addresses.

These IP addresses can be assigned to a dial-in WAN partner for the duration
of the connection.

 
   

 
 
 

 
 

3'3 Any host routes entered always have priority over IP addresses from the
address pools. That is, when an incoming call has been authenticated, BinGO!

first checks whether a host route is entered in the routing table for this caller. If

a not, BinGO! can assign an IP address from an address pool (if available).

If address pools have more than one IP address, you cannot specify which

WAN partner receives which address. The addresses are initially assigned in
order. if a new dial-in takes place within an interval of one hour, BinGO! does

try to assign the IP address that this partner was assigned the last time.
 

The configuration is made in

I [P $ DYNAMIC IP ADDRESSES (SERVER MODE)

I WAN PARTNER D EDIT D [P

I WAN PARTNER b EDIT t IP t ADVANCED SETTINGS
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General WAN Settings

To Do

. A ~ ., e « «Mam .. .

Unique number for identification of the address

pool. A pool can comprise several address
areas.

IP Address

Number of consecutive Number of IP addresses in the address pool,

addresses including the first IP address (/P Address).

 
Table 7-1: IP D DYNAMIC IP ADDRESSES (SERVER MODE)

between BinGO! and the LAN of the WAN part-

ner. You must select dynamic server here if you

assign an address pool.
 
Table 7-2: WAN PARTNER D EDIT b IF

v M'-

IP Address Pool Pool ID of the address pool assigned to the
WAN partner. 

Table 7-31 WAN PARTNER ’ EDIT . [P . ADVANCED SETTINGS

Proceed as follows:

> Go to IP D DYNAMIC IP ADDRESSES (SERVER MODE) D ADD.

Enter Pool ID.

Enter IP Address.

Enter Number of consecutive addresses.

Press SAVE.
YYYV
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M. . Advanced Configuration

> Go to WAN PARTNER D EDIT i IP to assign an address pool to a WAN part-
ner.

Select IP Transit Network: dynamic server.

Go to WAN PARTNER § EDIT * IP ) ADVANCED SETTINGS.

Enter IP Address Pool: Pool ID.

Confirm with OK.

Press SAVE.

VYYVY
7.1.2 CAPI User Concept

User name and The CAPI user concept is used to check access to the >> CAPl service. This

password ensures that only users entered with a user name and password can use Bin-
GO!’s CAPI services.

Example This means, for example, that an incoming fax for the user Winnetou is only
passed to Winnetou and not to a user such as Old Shatterhand, who is located

in the same LAN. If the CAPI user concept is not used (see chapter 6.1.4,

page 128), all incoming calls passed to the CAPI service are offered to all CAPI

applications in the LAN. The first user to respond receives the call. So if Old

Shatterhand is quicker off the mark

The configuration is made in

I CAPI D USER

I CM-1BRI, ISDN SO $ Incoming Call Answering

184 "a“ BinGOlUser’sGuide
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General WAN Settings

Name of user who is to be allowed or denied

access to the CAPI service (maximum 16 char-

acters).

Password Password with which the user Name must iden-

tify himself to obtain access to the CAPI ser-
vice.

Defines whether access to the CAPI service for

the user Name is allowed or denied. Possible
values:

I enabled: access to CAPI allowed

‘ disabled: access to CAPI denied

 
Table 7-4: CAPI . USER
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To Do

 
 

 

  

 

 
 

 

fl ' » u» »i l c ‘ ~ ,. will»; ' [ll lllll
ll‘ K ‘ ’

”4“ ml, 5 N y» , » :

Item Service to which a call to the Number below is

to be assigned.

Number Phone number under which the service (Item)
entered above can be reached.

Mode in which BinGO! compares the digits of

Number with the called party number of the

incoming call:

Bearer

right to left: default mode.

Table 7-5: CM-1BRI, ISDN so 9 INCOMING CALL ANSWERING

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

  left to right (DDI): Always select this mode if

BinGO! is connected to a point-to-point line

(system line).

 

 

   Corresponds to Name in CAPI D USER. User

to whom an incoming call to the CAPI service

under Numberis to be passed.
 

 
 
 

  
Type of incoming call. Possible values:

 
I data: data call

I voice: speech call  
  I any: either data or speech call

If there is no entry in CAPI ) USER when you start BinGO!, a standard entry
without password is created automatically (with Name = default and CAPI =

enabled).

Proceed as follows:

> Go to CAPI b USER:

)' Select an existing entry and confirm with Return or add a new entry with
ADD.

) Enter Name.

BinGO! User's Guide
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General WAN Settings

 

Enter Password.

Select CAPI.

Press SAVE.

Repeat these steps for every user in the LAN.YVYVV
Go to CM-1BRI, ISDN 30 D INCOMING CALL ANSWERING.

Make an entry here for every user in the LAN who has access to the CAPI
service:

Y
Select an existing entry and confirm with Return or add a new entry with
ADD.

)> Select Item: CAPI.

if you use a communication application on your computer that is based on

Remote CAPI 1.1 (current version: Remote CAPI 2.0), BinGO! must translate

the >> MSNs (=Number, multidigit) of the incoming call to >> EAZs (sin-

gle digit) (CAPl 1.1 can only detect single-digit numbers). This is the reason

why the CAPl entry under Item is not simply called "CAP/", but "CAPI 1.1 EAZ

x Mapping”.

So if you use CAPl 1.1, make sure that you "map" each Number to a separate

EAZ. For example, select the entry Item = CAPI 1.1 EAZ 0 Mapping for Num-

ber: 1234 and the entry Item = CAPI 1.1 EAZ 1 Mapping for Number = 5678.

CAPI 2.0 evaluates the MSN directly and "translation" to EAZ is not necessary.

You can use the same CAPl 1.1 EAZ x Mapping entry for each number.

Enter Number.

Select Mode.

Enter Username.

Select Bearer.

Press SAVE.YVVYYY
Repeat these steps as often as necessary until you have created an entry
for every user.
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7.1.3 Credits Based Accounting System

ISDN charges BinGO!’s credits based accounting system helps you to keep an eye on the

lSDN call charges. The system enables you to define the maximum number of

connections allowed in a certain period of time. You can make settings for each

subsystem (>> PPP, >> CAPI, >> isdnlogin) to define the number of
connections, the connection time and the charges billed. If the defined time limit

is exceeded, BinGO! cannot set up any more connections within the defined

period of time. This means you can detect configuration errors in good time, be-

fore your telephone bill gets too big!

Syslog messages Syslog messages are generated it the number of connections reaches 90% and

100% of the limit and if a connection is prevented by the credits based account-

ing system because the limit is exceeded.

The whole account is available again if you switch BinGO! off and then switch

it on again (reboot).
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General WAN Settings

To Do

The configuration is made in ISDN b CREDITS:

Surveillance Defines whether the credits based accounting

system for the respective subsystem is to be

activated. Possible values: off, on.

With on, you can define the parameters listed
below.

Measure Time (sec) Time in seconds for which the limit applies.

Maximum Number of Number of incoming connections allowed dur-

Incoming Connections ing Measure Time (sec).

If you activate this setting with on, you can
enter the desired value in the line below.

Maximum Number of Out- Number of outgoing connections allowed dur-

going Connections ing the Measure Time (sec).

If you activate this setting with on, you can
enter the desired value in the line below.

Maximum Charge Maximum number of charge units allowed dur-

ing the Measure Time (sec).

it you activate this setting with on, you can
enter the desired value in the line below.

Maximum Time for Maximum time in seconds allowed for incoming

Incoming Connections connections during the Measure Time (sec).

(sec) If you activate this setting with on, you can
enter the desired value in the line below.

Maximum Time for Out— Maximum time in seconds allowed for outgoing

going Connections (sec) connections during the Measure Time (sec).

if you activate this setting with on, you can
enter the desired value in the line below.

 
Table 7-6: ISDN $ CREDITS

Proceed as follows:

> Go to ISDN D CREDITS.

)» Select Subsystem and confirm with Return.
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> Select Surveillance: on, if you want to use the credits based accounting
system for the selected Subsystem.

Y
Enter Measure Time (sec), e.g. 86400 (= 24 hours).

Y
Activate Maximum Number of Incoming Connections, if applicable, and en—
ter the desired value.

> Activate Maximum Number of Outgoing Connections, if applicable, and en-
ter the desired value.

> Activate Maximum Charge, if applicable, and enter the desired value.

> Activate Maximum Time for Incoming Connections (sec), if applicable, and
enter the desired value.

> Activate Maximum Time for Outgoing Connections (sec), if applicable, and
enter the desired value.

> Press SAVE.

7.1.4 General PPP Settings

Authentication You must enter the >> PPP settings for each WAN partner, e.g. the settings
needed for authentication of connection partners with >> CHAP or

>> PAP (see chapter 6.2.1. page $44). if a call is received, BinGO! then rec—

ognizes the calling WAN partner from the calling party’s number with the aid of

>> CLID (Calling Line Identification) and thus knows what authentication ne-

gotiations it has agreed with this partner. The call is answered if the authentica~
tion is correct.

CLID In some cases it is not possible to identify an incoming call via CLID. This is the
case, for example,

I if the call is made via an analog line (the caller dials into your router via the
>) Modern),

I if the MS-CHAP authentication protocol has been agreed with the calling
WAN partner.

In both cases BinGO! receives no calling line number and therefore cannot

identify the caller via CLlD, even if the caller is entered as a WAN partner. In
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General WAN Settings I

this case, BinGO! does not know which >> PPP authentication protocol to

use to identify the incoming call.

General In order to answer the call in spite of the identification problem, BinGO! exe-

PPP settings cutes the PPP authentication protocol with the caller. This protocol has been

defined generally and therefore does not refer to a certain WAN partner. If the

data obtained by executing the authentication protocol, e.g. password, are the

same as the data of an entered WAN partner, BinGOl answers the call.

The general PPP settings are configured in PPP:

» w: H , ~ ~ ,» » .iiiisi 1:3: . .

Authentication Protocol Defines the PPP authentication protocol offered
to the caller first. Possible values:

I PAP: PAP only

Vilil 

I CHAP: CHAP only

CHAP + PAP: first CHAP, then PAP

MS-CHAP: MS-CHAP only

CHAP + PAP + MS-CHAP: first CHAP, if re—

jected then the protocol required by the

WAN partner

I none: no PPP authentication

Radius Server Authenti— Not available in BinGO!.
cation

PPP Link Quality Monitor- Defines whether Link Quality Monitoring is exe-
ing cuted for PPP connections. Possible values:

I no, is not executed.

I yes, the connection statistics are stored in

the >> MlB table biboPPPLQMTable.

 
Table 7—7: PPP
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. Advanced Configuration

To Do Proceed as follows to define the general PPP settings:

> Go to PPP.

> Select Authentication Protocol, e.g. CHAP + PAP + MS—CHAP.

> Select Link Quality Monitoring, eg. no.
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Settings Specific to WAN Partners _

To Do

7.2 Settings Specific to WAN Partners

Specific functions for >> WAN partners make it possible to define the char-

acteristics for connections to WAN partners individually. Carry out the configu-

ration steps described separately for each WAN partner.

I Delay after Connection Failure

Channel Bundling

Layert Protocol

IP Transit Network

Transfer of DNS and WINS Server IP addresses to WAN partner

>> RIP

Compression: >> VJHC, >> STAC, MS-STAC

>> Proxy ARP

The configuration steps necessary in each case are explained in detail below.

7.2.1 Delay after Connection Failure

You can use this function to set a delay after a connection setup failure.

The configuration is made in WAN PARTNER fi EDIT b ADVANCED SETTINGS:

,-n, ~~Ill

Delay after Connection Block timer. Indicates how many seconds must

Failure (sec) pass after a connection setup failure before it is

possible to dial into BinGO! again.
 
Table 7-8: WAN PARTNER O EDIT D ADVANCED SETTINGS

Proceed as follows:

)> Go to WAN PARTNER D EDIT fi ADVANCED SETTINGS.

> Enter Delay after Connection Failure (sec).
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> Confirm with OK.

)~ Press SAVE.

7.2.2 Channel Bundling

BinGO! supports dynamic and static >> channel bundling.

Dynamic Dynamic channel bundling means that BinGO! connects the second

>> ISDN B-channel to increase the throughput for connections to the WAN

partner, if this is required, e.g. for large amounts of data. If the amount of data

traffic drops, the second >> B-channel is closed again. Only one B-channel

is opened initially when setting up a connection.

Static In static channel bundling, you specify right from the start whether BinGO! uses

one or two B—channels for connections to the WAN partner, regardless of the
amount of data transferred.

The configuration is made in WAN PARTNER D ADD fi ADVANCED SETTINGS:

Channel-Bundling Defines whether and which type of channel

bundling is to be used for connections to the

WAN partner.

Total Number of Chan- For dynamic channel bundling: defines the

ne/s maximum number of B-channels that may be
opened.

For static channel bundling: defines the number

of B channels that are open during the com-
plete connection.

Possible values: 1, 2.

 
Table 7-9: WAN PARTNER D EDIT Dr ADVANCED SETrINGs
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Settings Specific to WAN Partners

The Channel-Bundling field contains the following selection options:

no No channel bundling, only one B-channel is
ever available for connections.

Dynamic channel bundling.

Static channel bundling.

Table 7-10: Channel Bundling

   
  

To Do Proceed as follows:

P Go to WAN PARTNER D EDIT b ADVANCED SETTINGS.

Select Channel-Bundling.

Enter Total Number of Channels.

Confirm with OK.

Press SAVE.
YYYY
7.2.3 Layer1 Protocol (ISDN B-Channel)

ISDN B-channel You can define the Layer 1 Protocol of the ISDN >> B-channel that BinGO!

is to use for connections to the WAN partner. The default setting is the protocol

for ISDN data connections at 64 kbps, which is the default value of the B-chan-

nel. Only change the setting if this is expressly required.

The configuration is made in WAN PARTNER D EDIT D ADVANCED SETTINGS:

Layer 1 Protocol Defines which Layer 1 Protocol BinGO! is to

use. This setting applies only to outgoing calls

to the WAN partner and to incoming calls from

the WAN partner, if they have been identified

from the calling party’s number.

 
Table 7-11: WAN PARTNER D EDIT D ADVANCED SETTINGS
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3'8 For incoming calls that cannot be identified from the calling party’s number,
BinGO! uses the settings under Item in CM-1BRI, ISDN SO D INCOMING CALL

ANSWERING as the Layer 1 Protocol (see chapter 6.1.4, page 326).

Layer 1 Protocol contains the following selection options:

For 64-kbps ISDN data connections. This is the
default value.

ISDN 56 kbps For 56-kbps lSDN data connections.

Not available in BinGO!.

DOVB Data transmission Over Voice Bearer - useful in

the USA, for example, where voice connections

are sometimes cheaper than data connections.

V. 1 10 (1200 38400) For connections to V.110 at bit rates of

1200 bps, 2400 bps,..., 38400 bps.

Modern Profile 1 8 Not available in BinGO!.

PPTP PNS VPN interface

Table 7-12: Layer 1 Protocol

    

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

all ”

 

  
  
  

 
 

  

ISDN 64 kbps

\ | / Most of the entries for Layer 1 Protocol correspond to the entries for Item in
\ , CM-1BRI, ISDN SO O INCOMING CALL ANSWERING (see chapter 6.1.4,

9 page t26).K.)

To Do Proceed as follows:

> Go to WAN PARTNER r EDIT I» ADVANCED SETTINGS.

> Select Layert Protocol.

)* Confirm with OK.

)» Press SAVE.
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Settings Specific to WAN Partners

7.2.4 IP Transit Network

It you enter a WAN partner in BinGO!, there are various options for entering the

IP address of the partner network:

I Simply enter >> IP address and >> netmask of the partner network.

You must obviously know these.

I Use an additional lSDN IP address and lSDN netmask for both BinGO! and

the WAN partner. You thus set up a virtual IP network during the connec-

tion, a so-called transit network. You do not need this setting normally. only

for some special configurations.

I Assign the WAN partner a dynamic IP address from a specified IP address
pool for the duration of the connection.

I Get the WAN partner to assign you a dynamic IP address for the duration
of the connection.

 

 

 
 

Partner lP
200.200.2002

lSDN IP lSDN IP
200.200.2001 200.200.2002

lSDN ?

LAN lP
192.168.1254

PartnerlP 
200.200.2001

 
Netzwerk des

ihr lokales Netzwerk ‘ WAN-Partners

Figure 7-1: LAN-LAN link with transit network
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The configuration is made in WAN PARTNER D EDIT D IP:

W t C 5

IP Trans/t Network Defines whether BinGO! sets up a transit net—

work to the WAN partner.

local ISDN IP Address BinGO!’s ISDN IP address in the transit net-

. work.

Partners ISDN IP WAN partner’s ISDN IP address in the transit
Address network.

Partner's LAN IP Address WAN partner 3 LAN IP address.

Partner's LAN Netmask WAN partner’s LAN netmask. if you make no

entry, BinGO! enters a default netmask for the
net class used under Partner’s LAN IP

Address.

ii 1 A; , A

J 
Table 7—13: WAN PARTNER D EDIT .' IP

IP Transit Network contains the following selection options:

 
 

  

   
 

 
 

    

A transrt network is used

0

« '13.; . .,

dynamic client BinGOl receives its IP address for the duration

of the connection from the WAN partner.

dynam/c server BinGO! assigns the )> Remote WAN part-
ner an IP address for the duration of the con—

nection. In this case, BinGO! must be

configured as a dynamic IP address sewer, i.e

has an IP address pool available (see

chapter 71H, page 182).

n No transit network. This setting is adequate for

most WAN partners.

Table 7-14: IP Transit Network
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Settings Specific to WAN Partners ‘-

To Do Proceed as follows:

)> Go to WAN PARTNER b EDIT ) IP.

Select IP Transit Network.

Enter local ISDN IP Address, if applicable.YYY
Enter Partner’s ISDN IP Address, if applicable.

> Enter Partner’s LAN IP Address, if applicable.

)' Enter Partner’s LAN IP Address, if applicable.

) Press SAVE.

7.2.5 Transfer of DNS and WINS Server IP

Addresses to WAN Partner

IP address = ? A Domain Name Server (>> DNS) or Windows Internet Name Server (WINS)

is needed for translating host names and >> NetBIOS names into lP ad-

dresses (name resolution). Domain Name Servers form a hierarchical tree

structure. As soon as a request is sent to your primary DNS, it tries to execute

name resolution using its internal tables. If it cannot find the name, it asks a

higher-level DNS that it knows.

When you enter a WAN partner in BinGO!, you can define whether BinGO!

Sends or answers requests for WINS or DNS IP addresses.

The configuration is made in

I IP $ STATIC SETTINGS

I WAN PARTNER ) EDIT t [P "ADVANCED Ssrrmas
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Advanced Configuration

Primary Domain Name

Server Server (DNS).

Secondary Domain Name IP address of another Domain Name Server.
Server

Primary WINS _IP address of BinGO!’s first WINS (Windows

Internet Name Server) or NBNS (NetBlOS

Secondary WINS

Name Server).

Table 7-15: IP DSTATIc SETTINGS

 
Dynamic Name Server Defines whether BinGO! receives IP

Negotiation addresses for Primary Domain Name Server,

Secondary Domain Name Server, Primary

WINS and Secondary WINS from the WAN

partner or sends them to the WAN partner.

 
Table 7—16: WAN PARTNER ) EDIT b IP D ADVANCED SETTINGS
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“ Settings Specific to WAN Partners

The Dynamic Name Server Negotiation field contains the following selection

options:

 
  
 

  
  

 
 

BinGO! does not send or answer requests for
WINS or DNS IP addresses.

The response is linked to the mode for issuing /

receiving an IP address (setting under lP Tran-

sit Networkin WAN PARTNER Dv EDIT b IP):

I BinGO! sends requests for WINS and DNS

IP addresses to the WAN partner, it dynam-
ic client is selected.

 BinGO! answers requests for WINS and

DNS IP addresses from the WAN partner, it

dynamic server is selected.

 
 

BinGO! does not send or answer requests

for WINS and DNS IP addresses, if yes or
no is selected.

client (receive) BinGO! sends requests for WINS and DNS IP

addresses to the WAN partner.

server (send) BinGO! answers requests for WINS and DNS
IP addresses from the WAN partner.

Table 7-17: Dynamic Name Server Negotiation

 

  
DNS in the LAN It you have set up a DNS in your LAN, enter its IP address.

To Do Proceed as follows, if you have not made this entry already (chapter 232

page 214):

> Go to IP D STATIC SETTINGS.

> Enter Primary or Secondary Domain Name Server, if applicable.

) Enter Primary or Secondary WINS, if applicable.

> Press SAVE.
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Advanced Configuration

Proceed as follows if you want BinGO! to report the DNS or WINS entered to

the WAN partner (Server Mode) or if DNSNVINS addresses other than those in

the LAN are to be used for connections to the WAN partner (Client Mode, e.g.

for dialing into an Internet Service Provider).

)> Go to WAN PARTNER D EDIT t IP $ ADVANCED SETTINGS.

> Select Dynamic Name Server Negotiation.

> Confirm with OK.

)> Press SAVE.

If you do not have a Domain Name Server in your LAN (smaller networks often

have no DNS of their own), the name resolution can be carried out, for exam-

ple, via your Internet Service Provider (Client Mode). However, this requires

ISDN connections, which involve charges.

If you work with Windows, you can also obtain name resolution without asking
for a DNS. To do this, you must adapt the LMHOSTS file on all PCs in the LAN.

Detailed information about this is given in chapter 3.6.2, page 6?.

//’/to—«o—\\\\
7.2.6 RIP (Routing Information Protocol)

Routing In general, routing can be described as follows: the>> router receives

>> data packets, each of which contains data about the destination host. On

the basis of the entries in the so-called Routing Table (see chapter6.2.i.

page M4), the router decides which route to use to forward the data packet to

ensure that it arrives at its destination as quickly and cheaply as possible (with

the fewest possible intermediate stations). That is, the router propagates a

route. The entries in the Routing Table can be defined statically or the Routing

Table can be updated constantly by a dynamic exchange of routing information

between several routers. This exchange is controlled by a so-called Routing

Protocol, e.g. RIP (Routing Information Protocol).

RIP Routers using the >> RIP protocol exchange the information stored in their

Routing Tables by communicating with each other at regular intervals to mutu-

ally supplement and renew their routing entries. BinGO! supports both version

1 and version 2 of RIP, either exclusively or parallel.
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. Settings Specific to WAN Partners '-

RIP is configured separately for LAN and WAN.

Active and passive Routers can be defined as active or passive routers: active routers offer their

routing entries to other routers via >> broadcasts. Passive routers accept

the information from the active routers and store it, but do not pass on their own

routing entries. BinGO! can do both.

WAN partner If you negotiate to receive and/or send RIP packets to your WAN partner, Bin-

GO! can exchange routing information dynamically with the routers in the LAN

of the WAN partner.

Receiving Routing Tables via the RIP is possibly a security loophole, as exter-

nal computers or routers can change BinGOI’S routing functionality.

RIP packets do not set up or hold lSDN connections.

 
 
  

 

The configuration is made in

I WAN PARTNER b EDIT I IP I ADVANCED SETTINGS

H CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET

r, i

RIP Send Enables RIP packets to be sent via the inter-

face to the WAN partner and LAN interface.

RIP Receive Enables RIP packets to be received via the

interface to the WAN partner and LAN inter-
face.
 
Table 7—18: WAN PARTNER D EDIT ' [P b ADVANCED SETTINGS and

CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET
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Advanced Configuration

RIP Send and RIP Receive contain the following selection options:

  
 

 

 
at? w iii

RIP V1 Enables sending and receiving of RIP packets
in versmn 1.

RIP V2 Enables sending and receiving of RIP packets
in version 2.

RIP V1 + V2 Enables sending and receiving of RIP packets
in both version 1 and version 2.

Table 7-19: RIP Send and RIP Receive

  
 

  
 

l

 
  

To Do Proceed as follows:

Go to WAN PARTNER b EDIT v IP b ADVANCED SETTINGS.

Select RIP Send.

Select RIP Receive.

Confirm with OK.

Press SAVE.

Go to CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET.

Select RIP Send.

Select RIP Receive.

Press SAVE.

YYYV’YVYYV
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‘ Settings Specific to WAN Partners

7.2.7 Compression

Data compression You can increase the data throughput and thus reduce the connection costs by

using >> data compression. BinGO! supports several options, depending

on the >> encapsulation selected, e.g. PPP (see chapter 621. page 144):

I >> STAC:

The industry standard STAC data compression (Check Mode 3 in RFC

1974) implemented in BinGO! can increase the data throughput on the
PPP lSDN connections.

I MS-STAC: ,
STAC data compression for Windows >> clients (Check Mode 4 in RFC

1974). Select this if you dial into a Windows Remote Access Server.

I >> V.42bis:

Compression algorithm which requires a security layer. Only possible with

Encapsulation = Mum-Protocol LAPB Framing or LAPB Framing (only /P).

I Van Jacobson Header Compression (>> VJHC):

Reduces the size of >> TCP/IP packets. Van Jacobson Header Com-

pression can be used in addition to the above-mentioned compression at-
gorithms.

It is not advisable to set both STAC and V.42bis for one connection.
 

  
 

 
 
 

\ | / If the far station does not support data compression or its data compression is

\ , not activated, BinGO! detects this during the >> PPP negotiation phase and

K) deactivates data compression for this connection.

The configuration is made in

I WAN PARTNER ) EDIT

I WAN PARTNER I EDIT D IP v ADVANCED SErrINGs
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Advanced Configuration

 

ompression Defines the type of compression for connec-

tions to the WAN partner. 
Table 7-20: WAN PARTNER b EDIT

The Compression field contains the following selection options:

none No compression.

STAC Enables STAC data compression (if Encapsu-
lation = PPP).

MS-STAC Enables STAC data compression for dialing

into a Windows Remote Access Server (if

- Encapsulation = PPP).

MPPC Not available in BinGO!.

V.42bis Enables data compression with V.42bis (if

Encapsulation = Mum-Protocol LAPB Framing

or LAPB Framing (only /P)).

Table 7-21 : Compression

 
Compression 

Table 7-22: WAN PARTNER D EDIT D [P i ADVANCED SETTINGS

STAC, MS-STAC, Proceed as follows to set STAC, MS-STAC or V.42bis:

v'42b's > Go to WAN PARTNER D EDIT D IP § ADVANCED SETTINGS.

)' Select Compression.

> Press SAVE.
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_ Settings Specific to WAN Partners .

VJHC Proceed as follows to set VJHC:

> Go to WAN PARTNER D EDIT D IP I ADVANCED SETTINGS.

> Activate Van Jacobson Header Compression: on.

> Confirm with OK.

)> Press SAVE.

7.2.8 Proxy ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)

ARP Requests BinGO! can answer >> ARP Requests from the LAN with the aid of

>> Proxy ARP. That is, if a host in the LAN wants to set up a connection to

another host in the LAN or to a WAN partner but doesn’t know its hardware ad-

dress, it sends a so—called ARP Request into the network as a >> broadcast.

This is actually a question to all those in the network: "What is the hardware ad-

dress of host x 7". If Proxy ARP is activated in BinGO! and the desired host can

be reached in the LAN or via a defined WAN connection, BinGO! answers the

ARP Request with its own address. This is sufficient for connection setup: the

>> data packets are sent to BinGO!, which then passes them to the desired
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- Advanced Configuration

host. it Proxy ARP is not activated, only the host with the requested address can
answer.

1 192.168.1.1MAC = ?
192.168.1.1
MAC = O:0:0:4f:5f:6f

l, . twp; ISDN
192.168.1254
MAC = 0:0:0:1:2:3

2 192.168.1.1MAC=0:O:0:1:2:3  
 

Network of your

Your Local Area Network WAN Partner

Figure 7-2: Proxy ARP

Example If computers in the LAN are assigned their IP addresses dynamically via DHCP,
no static host routes can be entered in BinGO! for a connection to these hosts.

MAC and IP addresses can, however, still be assigned using Proxy ARP.

Further information (with example) about Proxy ARP is contained in the Soft-
ware Reference.

The configuration is made in

I WAN PARTNER D EDIT D IP O ADVANCED SETTINGS

I CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET

 
    

nables BinGO! to answer ARP Requests.

Table 7—23: WAN PARTNER * EDIT § IP i ADVANCED SETTINGS and
CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET
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Settings Specific to WAN Partners ,-

Proxy Arp in WAN PARTNER t EDIT $ IP 5 ADVANCED SETTINGS contains

the following selection options:

off Disables Proxy ARP via the interface to the

WAN partner.

on (up or dormant) BinGO! answers an ARP Request only if the

status of the connection to the WAN partner is

up (active) or dormant (idle). In the case of dor-

mant, BinGO! only answers the ARP Request;

the connection is not set up until someone

actually wants to use the route.

 

on (up only) BinGO! answers an ARP Request only if the

status of the connection to the WAN partner is

up (active). This ensures that BinGO! only

answers an ARP Request it a connection is

already open to the WAN partner.

 
Table 7-24: Proxy Arp

Proxy Arp in CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET contains the following selection options:

 
 

  
  

ml“ ,.
w , » .. v M M u w ,; m » w w

Disables Proxy ARP via the LAN interface

Enables Proxy ARP via the LAN interface.

Table 7-25: Proxy Arp

 

To Do Proceed as follows:

)- Go to WAN PARTNER D EDIT $ IF U» ADVANCED SETTINGS.

> Select ProxyArp.

> Press SAVE.

> Go to CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET

> Select ProxyArp.
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,. Advanced Configuration

> Press SAVE.
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Basic IP Settings

7.3 Basic IP Settings

Here you will find a number of basic settings that you can define in BinGO!:

I Deriving system time

I Name resolution (>)' DNS) in BinGO!

I >> Port numbers

I >> BOOTP Relay Agent

The necessary configuration steps are explained below.

7.3.1 System Time

System time You need the system time to obtain correct timestamps for recording connec-
tion data (accounting).
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Advanced Configuration 

The configuration is made in IF it STATIC SETTINGS:

Time Protocol Protocol used to derive the current time. Possi-

ble values:

I TIME/UDP

I TIME/TOP

I SNTP

ISDN

none

Time Offset (sec) Number of seconds added to or subtracted

from the derived time. If you enter values

between -24 and +24, BinGO! interprets the

input as a number of hours and converts it

automatically to the corresponding number of

seconds. Note: if you select isdn as Time Pro-

tocol, you must set the Time Offset to 0.

If you change Time Offset (sec) (turn back the

time), there should be no data flow.

Time Update Interval Time interval in seconds after which the system

(sec) time is checked and updated it necessary. If

you enter values between 1 and 24, BinGO!

interprets the input as the number of hours and

converts it automatically to the corresponding
number of seconds.

For Time Protocol: T/ME/UDP, TIME/TOP or

SNTP: current time is checked after every Time

Update Interval in seconds.

For Time Protocol: ISDN: current time is

checked for each first ISDN connection after

expiry of the Time Update Interval.
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Basic lP Settings

ISDN

* Time server

IP address of the time>> server used by

BinGO!. Time Server is not needed if you set
ISDN as Time Protocol. 

Table 7—26: IP D STATIC SETTINGS

The Time Protocol field contains the following selection options:

TIME/UDP Systemtime (RFC 868)v)ia >> UDP

TIME/TOP System time (RFC 868))via >> TCP

TlME/SNTP SNTP((Simple Network Time Protocol, RFC

1769))via UDP

ISDN System time from ISDN >> 0-channel (free)

System time not derived

Table 7-27: Time Protocol

 
Proceed as follows to derive the system time via ISDN:

> Go to IP b STATIC SETTINGS.

)- Select Time Protocol: ISDN.

Enter Time Offset (sec): 0.

Enter Time Update Interval (sec), e.g. 86400 (corresponds to 24 hours).

Press SAVE.

After the first ISDN connection has been completed, BinGO! derives the
system time from the lSDN.

YYY

Proceed as follows to derive the system time from a time server:

> Go to [P D STATIc SETTINGS.

> Select Time Protocol, e.g. TIME/UDP.

> Enter Time Offset (sec), e.g. 0.
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3:. ~ Advanced Configuration

> Enter Time Update Interval (sec), e.g. 86400 (corresponds to 24 hours).

Y Enter IP address or host name for Time Server.

> Press SAVE.

BinGO! then derives the system time via a time server. BinGO! adjusts its

system time to the time set on the time server every 24 hours.

 

3'3 >> DIME Tools contains a time server. If you enter the IP address of your
PC for Time Server, you must therefore ensure that DIME Tools is active on

your PC every time you start BinGO!. 
 
  

 

u. If your computer has no fixed IP address but is assigned its lP address dynam-

ically via >> DHCP, you cannot use your computer as time server.
 
  

   

7.3.2 Name Resolution in BinGO!

Domain name To enable BinGO! to resolve host names and computer names in the LAN (e.g.
for ping or telnet), enter BinGO!’s domain name and the IP address of DNS
or WINS servers in the LAN.
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. Basic IP Settings

To Do

What is a >> port?

The configuration is made in IP D STAT/c SETTINGS

 
 

 
Defines BinGO!’5 Domain Name.

Primary Domain Name IP address of BinGO!’s first Domain Name

Server Server D).(NS

Secondary Domain Name IP address of another Domain Name Server.
Server

Primary WINS IP address of BinGO!’s first WINS W(indows
Internet Name Server) or NBNS (NetBIOS

Name Server).

Secondary WINS IP address of another WINS or NBNS.

Table 7-28: Time Protocol

  
 
 

 
  

 

 

Proceed as follows:

> Go to [P D STATIC SETTINGS.

Enter Domain Name, e.g. brickscom.

Enter Primary or Secondary Domain Name Server, if applicable.

Enter Primary or Secondary WINS, if applicable.

Press SAVE.
YYYY
7.3.3 Port Numbers

BinGO! is equipped with a number of services and applications, e.g. HTTP,
>> Telnet, >> FTP, etc. In order to reach several services on the same

host and to indicate an exact destination for the IP packet within the host, you
also enter a port as well as the IP address for a connection to BinGOI. This ad-

dresses the relevant application. Ports are only used in the TCP and UDP pro-
tocols!
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. Advanced Configuration

216

To Do

’ Remote CAPI Server Port number for >> Remote CAPI connec-

TCP port tions: 2662 (defined by IANA, www.iana.com).

BinGO! forwards incoming >> data packets to the port with the number as-

sociated with the desired application. This addresses the relevant BinGO! ap-

plication and the incoming data can be processed.

You can define some important port numbers in [P D STATIC SETTINGS:

The settings are normally correct and you should only make changes here if
necessary.

 

  
:Qlt‘: w'.’ . 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Remote TRACE Server Port number for TRACE Requests. Default
TCP port value: 7000.

WP UDP P0” Port number for >> RIP (Routing Information
Protocol). Default value: 520. RIP can be dis—

HTTP TCP port

abled with RIP UDP port = 0.

Table 7-29: IP D STATIC SETTINGS

 

  
  
 

Port number for HTI'P Requests. Default value:

80. HTTP TCP port = 0 disables access to

BinGO!’s HTTP status page (see

chapter 8.1.3, page 238).

 

  

Proceed as follows to change one of the port numbers:

)~ Go to IP t STATIC SETTINGS.

)* Enter Remote CAPI Server TCP port, Remote TRACE Server TCP port,
RIP UDP port and/or HTTP TCP port.

> Press SAVE.
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7.3.4 BOOTP Relay Agent

Bootstrap protocol The Bootstrap Protocol (>> BOOTP) defines how a host (BOOTP-

>> client) in a TCP/IP network receives his IP address and other configura-

tion information on booting. The BOOTP client sends a BOOTP Request, a

BOOTP server answers the Request with a BOOTP Response and supplies the

client with the necessary information. As the server only hears Requests from

the LAN in which it is located, it is sometimes advisable to set up a BOOTP Re-

lay Agent. The Agent towards all Requests and Responses between the client
and server via a WAN connection to this server.

ISDN  

   
2 IP =192.168.1.1 BootP Server 

l.

  
Network of your

Your Local Area Network WAN Partner

Figure 7-3: BinGO! as BOOTP Relay Agent

The configuration is made in [P i STATIC SETTINGS:

     BOOTP Relay Server IP address of the BOOTP server.

Table 7-30: IP Q STATIC SETTINGS
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To Do Proceed as follows:

)> Go to [P D STATIC SETTINGS.

y Enter BOOTP Relay Server.

> Press SAVE.

u. if an ISDN connection is needed for the connection between the BOOTP

server and BOOTP client, you must set up an appropriate WAN partner (see
chapter 6.2m page 144).
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IPX Settings

7.4 IPX Settings

The >> IPX Protocol (Internet Packet Exchange Protocol) is a network proto-

col that is used mainly in Novell networks. Novell )> clients and Novell

>> servers can use IPX to communicate via LANNVAN connections.

The configuration steps necessary for IPX connections are explained below:

I General settings

I Configuring the LAN interface

I Setting up WAN partners

7.4.1 General Settings

These settings are global parameters for IPX and apply to all BinGO! IPX con-
nections.
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Advanced Configuration

The configuration is made in IPX:

Local System Name IPX system name of BinGO! in capital letters.

Exclamation marks, full stops and underlining
are not permitted.

Internal Network Number BinGO!‘s internal network number. This value

must be unique among all the network numbers

in the LAN and normally comprises the last four

bytes of BinGO!’s >> MAC address. Only

change this value if a >> Remote IPX router

has the same Internal Network Number.

enable IPX spoofing Enables and disables NCP session watchdog

spoofing and handling of "broadcast message

waiting" packets. Possible values:

I yes

I no

enable SPX spoofing Enables and disables spoofing of SPX session

watchdog packets. Possible values:

I yes

I no: disables SPX sessions via WAN con-
nections.

NetB/OS Broadcast rep/i- Defines how BinGO! handles >> NetBlOS

cation packets.

 
Table 7-31: IPX
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IPX Settings

NetBlOS Broadcast replication contains the following selection options:

23% iv . ,.

yes A|| NetBlOS hosts in the network can access

each other, even if WAN connections must be

set up frequently.

no NetBlOS hosts in different LANs have no

access to each other.

on LAN only NetBlOS hosts in the LAN can only access

each other if they do not need WAN connec—

tions to be set up.

Table 7-32: NetBlOS Broadcast replication

 
To Do Proceed as follows:

> Go to IPX.

> Enter Local System Name.

> Enter Internal Network Number, if applicable (only if necessary!).

)* Activate enable lPX spoofing, if applicable.

)* Activate enable SPX spoofing, if applicable.

> Select NetBlOS Broadcast replication.

> Press SAVE.

7.4.2 Configuring the LAN Interface

The next step is to configure BinGO!’s LAN interface to the IPX network. The

LAN interface is the physical interface to the local network. In the following
menu, you give the router the address under which it can be reached in the

LAN. As long as BinGO! does not have these entries, it cannot be recognized
as part of the LAN by other hosts.
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The configuration is made in CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET.

local lPX—NetNumber The IPX network number of the LAN to which

BinGO! is connected.

Encapsulation Defines which type of header is added to the

IPX packets that run via this LAN interface. Pos—

sible values:

none

Ethernet ll

Ethernet 802.2 LLC

Ethernet SNAP

Ethernet NOVELL 802.3

 
Table 7-33: CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET

The available types of lPX >> encapsulation also partly support IP packets:

 
  —__

——
——

 
 

Ethernet 802.2 LLC

Novell 802.3  
 

Table 7-34: IPX encapsulations

To Do Proceed as follows:

)* Go to CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET.

> Enter local lPX-NetNumber.

> Select Encapsulation.
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IPX Settings

> Press SAVE.

7.4.3 Setting Up WAN Partners

If the connection to one or more WAN partners is implemented with the IPX pro-

tocol, you must define a number of settings.
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The configuration is made in WAN PARTNER it EDIT D IPX:

Enable IPX Enables IPX for the WAN partner. Possible val‘
ues:

I yes

I no

IPX NetNumber IPX network number of the WAN connection. ls

required by some lPX routers.

Send RIP/SAP Updates Defines how often BinGO! sends >> RIP

(Routing Information Protocol) and SAP (Ser-

vice Advertising Protocol) packets to the WAN

partner.

RIP and SAP packets are sent in IPX networks

as >> broadcasts in linked networks to pro-
vide information about current routes and ser—

vices and to update these. The data flow

caused by this is okay in the LAN, but you must

make a setting here for networks connected via
WAN connections.

Update Time Defines the time intervals at which periodic

updates are sent.

Age Multiplier If routes and services entered are not renewed

during Update Time x Age Multiplier, they are

deleted. This prevents accumulation of unnec-

essarily large numbers of routes and services
that are not used.

 
Table 7—35: WAN PARTNER i EDIT ’ IPX
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lPX Settings

The Send RIP/SAP Updates field contains the following selection options,

which are explained with the aid of a table

 
 'AII routes and services must be

entered statically.
  

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

triggered + piggyback

(on changes, per. if link

active)

only for

changes
The default setting, which is suffi-
cient in most cases. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

triggered (on changes) only for Less data traffic than triggered +

  
   

 

 

 

 
 

changes piggyback, but also less reliable.

piggyback (only it link never yes yes At least 1 route or service must be

active) entered for the WAN partner.

passive triggered (an never yes no At least 1 route or service must be 
 

 
 
 

changes only if link

active)

time update (always) always yes

Table 7-36: Send HIP/SAP Updates

entered for the WAN partner.

  Can cause higher ISDN charges. 

To Do Proceed as follows:

‘1' Select Enable lPX.

Enter lPX NetNumber.

Select Send RIP/SAP Updates.

Enter Update Time, if applicable.

Enter Age Multiplier, if applicable.

Confirm with OK.YVVYVV
Press SAVE.
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l 7.5 Extra License Functions

This chapter briefly describes the BinGO! functions you can enable with an ex-
tra license.

7.5.1 VPN (Virtual Private Network)

BinGO! can set up a VPN using the PPTP (Point to Point Tunneling Protocol).

This offers secure (encrypted) transmission of data via WAN connections, e.g.
over Internet. It could be used, for example, to provide field service staff with

low-cost access to data in the company network via Internet and laptop (dialling
in via a local Internet Service Provider).

You can find detailed information and configuration instructions (with examples)
in Extended Feature Reference.

7.5.2 Unlimited Number of LAN Partners

You‘can cancel the limitation to 8 LAN partners by obtaining an extra license.
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8 Security Mechanisms

SAFERNET The BinGO! from BinTec Communications AG gives you a high degree of se—

curity for your network and connections. The security functions available otter

monitoring of activities via the router and effective access and line tapping se-

curity. The necessary configuration steps are described in this chapter.

Some of the features can only be configured by making entries directly in the

>> MIB tables and not by using the Setup Tool. The relevant tables and vari-

ables are given in the respective section.

\ I / You can make MIB entries either by commands in the >> SNMP shell or via

\ , external SNMP managers. A description of the SNMP commands is given in

v the Software Reference.

This chapter is broken down as follows:

I Activity Monitoring

Access Security

Line Tapping Security

Special Features

Checklist
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8.1 Activity Monitoring

A major requirement for a high degree of security is accurate monitoring of all

activities in and via the router. BinTec Communications AG offers you many fa—

cilities for monitoring activities.

8.1.1 Syslog Messages

All major events on BinGOl’s various subsystems (>> ISDN, >> PPP,

>> CAPI, etc.) are logged in the form of syslog messages (system logging
messages).

The number of details shown depends on the level set (eight levels from critical

to info to debug). BinGO! saves the logged data in a list that can be adjusted in

length. All information can be and should be passed to one or more external

computers for saving and further processing, e.g. to the System Administrator

computer. The syslog messages are lost if you restart BinGOl.

\ | / Avoid forwarding syslog messages to log hosts reachable over a dialup con-

\9, nection. This raises your telephone bill unnecessarily.v

Make sure that you only pass syslog messages to a safe computer. Check the

data regularly and ensure that there is always enough free capacity available
on the hard disc of your PC. 

Syslog Demon All Unix operating systems support the recording of syslog messages (setting
up a Syslog Demon in Unix: see the Software Reference). For Windows com-

puters, the Syslog Demon included in DIME Tools can record the data and dis-

tribute to various files depending on the contents (see Bréckware for Windows).

Settings for syslog messages are made in:

I SYSTEM,

I SYSTEM v EXTERNAL SYSTEM LOGGING and

228 u." BinGOlUser'sGuide
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I WAN PARTNER D Edit I [P D ADVANCED SETTINGS:
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~ sit ‘ 143m w a kw “ lilli ta w ' , w

Syslog output on serial Displays syslog messages on the computer

Console connected to BinGO!’s serial interface.

Possible values:

I yes

I no.

Message level for the sys- Specifies the priority of the syslog messages to
log table be displayed. Possible values:

I emerg: emergency messages (highest pri-
ority)

alert: alert messages

crit: critical messages

err: error messages

warning: warning messages

notice: notice message

info: info messages

debug: debug messages (lowest priority)

Syslog messages are only displayed if they

have a lower priority than or one identical to the

priority indicated.

Maximum Number of Maximum number of syslog messages saved in
Syslog Entries

 
Table 8-1 : SYSTEM

 >> iP address of the host to which syslog
messages are passed.
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Facility

Type

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Priority of the syslog messages to be sent to

Log Host. Corresponds to Message level for

the syslog table in SYSTEM. 

  
 

 

Sysiog facility at Log Host. Only required it the

Log Hostis a Unix computer. 

 Message type. Possible values:

  I all: all messages.

  I system: syslog messages except account-

ing messages.  

 I accounting: accounting messages. 
Table 8-2: SYSTEM D EXTERNAL SYSTEM LOGGING

3%?

 IP Accounting For saving accounting messages for

>> TCP, >> UDP and ICMP sessions.

Possible values: on, off.

Table 8-3: WAN PARTNER § ADD § IP D ADVANCED SETTINGS

Make the desired settings for syslog messages as follows:

>

YYYY
Go to SYSTEM.

Select Sysiog output on serial console.

Select Message level for the syslog tab/e.

Enter Maximum Number of Sysiog Entries.

Go to SYSTEM D EXTERNAL SYSTEM LOGGING to pass syslog messages to
external hosts.

Select an existing entry and confirm it with Return or add a new entry with
ADD.
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> Enter Log Host.

)~ Select Level.

> Select Facility.

)» Select Type.

Extended Proceed as follows to activate extended lP accounting. BinGO! then saves ac-

IP accounting counting messages from TCP, UDP and ICMP sessions:

> Go to WAN PARTNER ¢ Edit b [P b ADVANCED SETTINGS.

)- Activate IP Accounting with on.

Displaying syslog Proceed as follows to display syslog messages:
messa es

9 > Go to MONITORING AND DEBUGGING D MESSAGES.

This displays the syslog messages saved in BinGO!:

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[MONITOR][MESSAGE]: Syslog Messages MyBinGOi

Subj Lev Message

SNMP DEB sent TRAP (linkUp,0) 115 bytes to circindex 1001 Port36880
SNMP DEB sent TRAP (linkUp,0) 115 bytes to 199.1.l.13 Port 162

Press <Ctrl—n>, <Ctrl—p> to scroll

Deleting syslog > Select RESET to delete the syslog messages in BinGO!.
messages

\ l / For interpretation of syslog messages: see the Software Reference.

9
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lSDN connections

8.1.2 Monitoring Functions in the Setup Tool

You can also use the Setup Tool to display other data in addition to syslog mes—

sages. The current status of certain subsystems is updated periodically and dis—

played. Display modules are available for the following functional areas:

lSDN connections

Credits

interface statistics (comparative display of several interfaces)

>> TCP/lP statistics

Syslog messages (see chapter 8.1.1, page 228)

lSDN connections

Proceed as follows to display lSDN connections:

)>' (30 KJHJOAHTZMRHVG AAM913EBLHSGHVG 1"L5[)AIHJOA”TOFL

A list of the existing lSDN connections (incoming and outgoing calls) is dis-
played.

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[MONITOR][ISDN CALLS]: ISDN Monitor — Calls MyBinGOl

Dir Remote Name/Number Charge Durationestack Channel State

in 2 2910 0 Bl active
out 3 106 0 B2
disc_req

(c)alls (h)istory (d)etails (s)tatistics
(r)elease

 
This menu also offers you other options:

)~ Select h to display a list of the last 20 completed lSDN calls (incoming and
outgoing) since the last system start.

> Select d to display detailed information on existing and completed lSDN
calls.

> Select s to display statistics on the activity of the existing lSDN calls.
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> Select 0 to display the list of existing ISDN calls again.

> Select r to close lSDN connections.

Credits Proceed as follows to display the status of the credits:

)> Go to MONITORING AND DEBUGGING 0 ISBN CREDITS.

> Select a subsystem and confirm with Return.

The current credits status of the selected subsystem is displayed.

BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[MONITOR][CREDITS][STAT]: Monitor isdnlogin Credits MyBinGO!

Total Maximum % reached

Time till end of measure interval (sec)7794 86400 91

Number of Incoming Connections 2 0
0Number of Outgoing Connections 20

Time of Incoming Connections 428800 0
Time of Outgoing Connections 1328800 0

Charge

EXIT 
Interface statistics Proceed as follows to display the current values and activities of the BinGO! in-

” terfaces:

)> Go to MONITORING AND DEBUGGING D INTERFACES.

The values for two interfaces are displayed side by side.
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[MONITOR][INTERFACE]; Interface Monitoring MyBinGO!

Interface Name enl PROVIDER
Operational Status up dormant

total per second total per second

Received Packets 5512 0 0
Received Octets 920664 0
Received Errors 0 0

Transmit Packets 9 0
Transmit Octets 1193 0
Transmit Errors 0 0

Active Connections N/A 0
Duration N/A 0

EXIT EXTENDED EXTENDED

Use <Space> to select

> Select the interface to be displayed under Interface Name.

 
)> Select EXTENDED to display additional information. You can then change

the status of the interface under Operation and confirm the entry with
START OPERATION.

TCP/lP statistics Proceed as follows to display the statistics for connections with the lCMP,

>> lP, UDP and TCP >> protocol:

> Go to MONITORING AND DEBUGGING D TCP/IP.

The statistics for lP connections are displayed. You can find the meaning
of the MIB variables in the WEB Reference.
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BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

[MONITOR][IP]: IP Statistics MyBinGO!

InReceives OutNoRoutes
IanrErrors ReasmTimeout

InAddrErrors Reastequ
Foeratagrams ReasmOKs
InUnknownProtos ReasmFails
InDiscards FragOKs
InDelivers FragFails
OutRequests FragCreates
OutDiscards RoutingDiscards

O O

OOOOOOOU‘O
EXIT

I(C)MP

 
)* Select c to display the statistics for ICMP connections.

> Select i to display the statistics for IP connections.

> Select u to display the statistics for UDP connections.

)* Select t to display the statistics for lCMP connections. .

8.1.3 HTTP Status Page

Every BinTec router has a homepage, the so-called HTTP status page. You can

use this with the aid of an Internet browser (e.g. Netscape Navigator, Internet

Explorer) to display the status of BinGO!. All users of the BinGO! LAN can then

view the router status, provided they know the password for the user name ht—
tp.

u, Do bear in mind HTTP pages are usually stored in the cache memory of the

browser, so that they can be read by other users at the same workplace and

viewed on the proxy >> servers concerned.

9” 9

 
 

> Enter the URL http: //<System Name> : 80 in your browser.

The HTTP status page of the BinTec router with the system name <System
Name> is displayed.
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a HyBinGO!: System lntormal'   
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5: [Sta Edit yiew fie ngorites Help £-
  

Vb , W Q fl fitflfis ‘5 2%} 5 j]
., Back M w Stoo _ __ Refresh _ Home Search ”Favorites History Channel: » Fullscreen

' Address fig] http:/Juianus/   
 

 

 

 

System Information: MyBinGO! Sim-8CCommunications

System description

iswzggégie” I ‘ ‘

Software options

'i§""flexcendeoi_1ari‘mnnemgi 2&5” capi ””"ipx
i , : i i 555‘ E

Hardware Interfaces

 " 135981 0, available 2"a} a)

 
WHW F ,t   

Figure 8-1: HTI'P status page
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The HTTP status page contains three tables:

I System description:

This table lists information from the MIB admin table such as System

Name and Contact. If a valid e—mail address is given under Contact, this
is shown underlined.

I Software options:

This table lists information from the MIB table biboAdmLicInfoTable and

displays the status of BinGOt’s subsystems.

I Hardware interfaces:

This table displays the LAN and WAN interface of BinGO!. The third col-

umn of the table provides information on the current status of the physical

interfaces, which can have the following values:

     
 

 
LAN Normal operation.

LAN cable is not connected.

WAN Normal operation.

inactive None of the B-channels is in use at

present.

unconflgured ISDN cable is not connected or a wrong

>> D-channel protocol is entered.

Table 8-4: Status of the interfaces

 
   
The HTTP status page contains a number of links:

I update

Click update to update the status page.

- login

Click login to log in to the associated BinTec router via >> telnet.

I http : / /www. bintec . de

Use this link to access BinTec’s WWW server with the latest information on

products and the current system software and documentation for BinGO!.
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I system tables

Click system tables to display a list with all the BinGO! MlB tables.

Clicking a table name lists the variables contained in the table.

If you do not want to display your HTTP status page, enter 0 as the port num-
ber of the http port:

> Go to IP $ STAT/c SETTINGS.

> Enter HTTP TCP port: 0.

> Confirm with SAVE.

 

8.1.4 Java Status Monitor

The Java status monitor offers you another facility for displaying information

about BinGO! using an Internet browser. You can call up the following informa—
tion with the Java status monitor:

I Static information such as the system name of the BinTec router and the
software version.

I Data flow via the individual interfaces.

I Connections to WAN partners.

If you have installed the Java status monitor together with BRICKware (see

chapter 8.3. page 43), you can start as follows:

)> Select Program fi BRICKware D Java Status Monitor in the Windows
start menu.

The Java status monitor opens with your standard browser.

You can find out how to use the individual functions of the Java status monitor
in Brickware for Windows.
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8.2 Access Security

There are several ways of restricting logging in and access to BinGO! to autho-

rized users only.

8.2.1 Logging In

Password You can log in to BinGO! in several different ways as described in chapter 5.

page 97, but logging in is always protected by a password. Every failed attempt

is logged by a syslog message indicating the source and creates a relevant

SNMP trap. Pauses are introduced after several failed attempts in order to

make automatic attempts to log in more difficult.

Caution!

All BinTec routers are supplied with the same user names and passwords and

are consequently not protected against unauthorized access.

 
> You must change the passwords as described in Chap. chaptersifi,

page 122.

)> Make sure that BinGO! is installed in a room inaccessible to the unautho-
rized.

Until you have changed the default password forthe user name admin, BinGO!

always gives you a warning after logging in.

Auto logout To make unauthorized access difficult, the connection to BinGO! is disconnect-

ed if no keyboard entry is made for a period of 15 minutes. You can change this

time using the command t<time in seconds> (see chapter 12¢,
par, 63 808).

if you are updating your software (see chapter 9.2. page 279), you should dis-
able autologout, to do so, enter 1: 0 in the SNMP shell. 
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\ | / You can create additional user accounts with the aid of SNMP commands (see
\ , the Software Reference). A certain password and a certain action can be

9 assigned to a user.ea

8.2.2 Checking the Calling Party’s Number

CLID BinGO! uses Calling Line Identification (>> CLID) to check the calling party’s

number of an incoming call. If the calling party’s number has been entered for

all the configured WAN partners, BinGO! generally accepts calls from known

telephone numbers only.

Screening indicator You can also determine whether calling party numbers have been modified by

the calling parties. For some connections, it is possible that another number

(eg. 5678) is displayed at the called party instead of the calling party’s own

number (eg. 1234). BinGO! can detect this from the screening indicator in the

setup message of the ISDN >> D-channel. The screening indicator has four
possible values:

I user. The calling party’s number indicated originates from the far end and

has not been checked by the network.

I user_verified: The calling party’s number has been checked by the ex-
change and is correct.

I user_fai/ed: The calling party’s number has been checked by the exchange
and is incorrect.

I network: The calling party’s number indicated originates directly from the
exchange (normal case).

If you want BinGO! to check the screen indicator for incoming calls, you must

enter one of the values stated in the following MlB tables or variables (only in-

coming calls with the appropriate screening indicator are accepted)

> For incoming PPP connections: Screening variable in biboDialTable.

> For incoming isdnlogin connections: Screening variable in isdnloginAl-
IowTable.
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8.2.3 Authentication of PPP Connections with PAP,
CHAP or MS—CHAP

>> PAP, >> CHAP and MS-CHAP are the common procedures used for

authentication of >> PPP connections. These use a standard procedure to

exchange a user ID and a password for checking the identity of the far end. You

can find further information in chapter 6.2.t, page 144 and chapter 7.f .4.

page W0.

8.2.4 Callback

The callback mechanism can be used for each WAN partner to achieve addi-

tional security regarding the connection partner or to clearly distribute the costs

of connections. A connection is then not set up until the calling party has been

clearly identified by calling back. BinGO! can answer an incoming call with a

callback or dial into a WAN partner and then wait for a callback:

Identification can be based on the calling party’s number or PAP/CHAP/MS-

CHAP authentication. Identification is made in the first case without call accep-

tance, as the calling party's number is transferred over the ISDN D-channel,

and in the second case with call acceptance.

\ | / You can find a detailed description of the callback mechanism in the Software

\9, Reference.\J

Callback is configured in WAN PARTNER » Edit D ADVANCED SETTINGS:

 Callback Activates the callback function.

Table 8-5: WAN PARTNER 3 Edit $ ADVANCED SETTINGS
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Cal/back offers the following selection options:

  
 

  BinGO' does not call back

expected (awaiting call- BinGO' calls the WAN partner ends the con-
back) nection and awaits a callback

yes (PPP negotiation) BinGO! calls back with the number entered for

the WAN partner. If no number is entered, the

required number can be reported by the caller

in a PPP negotiation. You should avoid this set-

ting it possible for security reasons, but no

alternative is currently available for connecting

Microsoft >> Clients over the data communi-

cations network.

i i

' I

 

   
  
   
 

   BinGO! calls back after four seconds, if

requested to by the WAN partner.

yes BinGO! calls back immediately, if requested to

by the WAN partner.

Table 8-6: Cal/back

yes (delayed)

  

  

Proceed as follows to activate callback tor a WAN partner:

)> Go to WAN PARTNER 9 Edit D ADVANCED SETrINGs.

> Select Cal/back.

) Confirm with OK.

8.2.5 Closed User Group

BinGO! supports the use of the Closed User Group service feature, which you

can request for your lSDN line from your telephone company. The external/in-

ternal reachability is monitored and controlled by the exchanges if this feature
is selected.
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Proceed as follows to activate a Closed User Group for a WAN partner:

> Go to WAN PARTNER D Edit 9 WAN NUMBERS b Edit D ADVANCED

SETTINGS. g

> Select Closed User Group: specify.

Enter the CUG index.

> Confirm with OK.

Y

8.2.6 Access to Remote CAPI

The special features offered by BinTec routers include implementation of the

>> Remote CAPI and Remote TAPI programming interfaces (only for PABX

devices). This enables applications on computers in the LAN to use the resourc-

es of the router as if these components were installed directly in the computer.

By using BinTec’s >> CAPI user concept, you can make sure that only users

authenticated by user name and password can access BinGO!‘s Remote CAPI

interface (see chapter 7.1.2. page 184).

You can also prevent unauthorized access by defining filters (see chapter 82.8.

page 250) and local filters (see chapter 8.2.9, page 262).

8.2.7 NAT (Network Address Translation)

>> NAT is a simple-to—operate procedure that can be used for four purposes
in the BinTec implementation:

I Hiding the internal host addresses of a LAN by remapping to one or more

external addresses. The external addresses remain unchanged.

. Controlling the external to internal access. Externally the router forwards all

>> data packets, internally it only forwards what has been explicitly en-
abled (Forward NAT).
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16.0.0.30

». lSDNlP
. 16.0.0.30 xxxxx

192.168.11
  

  
 
 

LAN IP

3? 192.168.1254   
192168.12  
192.168.13  

Network of your
WAN Partner

 
Your Local Area Network

Figure 8-2: FonNard NAT

I Reverse NAT ensures that a connection partner uses only a single >> IP

address. Only incoming connections are allowed from the partner, e.g. as

a service from Internet Service Providers (ISP).
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ISDN IP
20.1.1.1

 
“at
1 92.1 68.1 . 1

ISDN

  
192.168.12  

20.1.1.1
‘ mm  

192.168.1.3  
Network of your

1 WAN Partner

 
Your Local Area Network

Figure 8-3: Reverse NAT

I Permanent monitoring of the connections into and out of a network via the

router with indication of the source and destination addresses and

>> ports.

NAT always refers to an interface. The LAN to which BinGO! is connected is

always referred to as "inside", the WAN partner as "outside".

You will find more on NAT in the Software Reference.

Configuration is made in IP D NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION.
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Activate NAT for a BinGO! interface in IP V NETWORK ADDRESS

TRANSLATION I» Return:

 
   w ’ . ’ . " «in «

Network Address Trans/a— Defines the type of NAT for the selected inter-
tion face. Possible values:

I off. do not execute NAT.

I on: execute Forward NAT.

I reverse: execute Reverse NAT.

 
Table 8-7: IP D NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION D Return
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You can explicitly allow a NAT interface certain iP connections to a certain in-

ternal host in [P D NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION D Return b ADD:

s; n @«fgly' ;,» (Ewe, « Afitfistim . If. w 59le i, i . ,4 , ,

Service that is allowed for connections of the

host defined under Destination. Possible val-
ues:

ftp

telnet

smtp

domain/udp

domain/top

http

nntp

user defined: if you do not use any of the

predefined services. Enter the required val-
ues under Protocol and Port to define a ser—

vice.

Protocol Only for Service = user defined. Defines the

permitted protocol. Possible values:

I icmp

I top

I udp

Port (-1 for any) Only for Service = user defined. Defines the

permitted port. Entering -1 permits any port for

the protocol. If you specify the port, the entry

must agree with the internal port number of
BinGO!.
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Destination IP address of the host in the LAN. If you do not

make an entry here, BinGO! is assumed as the
destination. 

Table 8-8: IP » NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION $ Return b ADD

Proceed as follows to activate NAT:

>

>

>

)

 

Go to IP § NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION.

Select the interface for which you want to activate NAT and confirm with
Return.

Select Network Address Translation, e.g. on.

This activates NAT for the selected interface.

Confirm with SAVE.

An entry takes effect as soon as you confirm it with SAVE. Never forget this,

especially if you are configuring NAT from a remote host (e.g. with telnet)!

Proceed as follows to enable certain connections for a NAT interface to a cer—

tain host in the LAN:

)v

YVYYVYY
Go to [P # NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION i Return.

Add an entry with ADD or select an existing entry and confirm with Return.

Select Service. ‘

Select Protocol if necessary.

Enter Port (-1 for any) if necessary.

Enter Destination.

Confirm with SAVE.

Repeat these steps to define several session profiles for the selected NAT
interface.
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8.2.8 Filters

>> Filters in BlnGO! are based on a concept of filters, rules and so-called

chains. Filters respond to incoming data packets, which means they can allow

or deny the passage of certain data through BinGO!.

Filter A filter describes a part of the lP data traffic based on the IP address, network

>) netmask, protocol and source and/or destination port. If you define a fil-

ter, you are telling BinG0!: "Watch out for all incoming data packets that match

the following: ...".

Rule You use a rule to tell BinGO! what to do with the data packets it has filtered out,

i.e. whether or not it should allow them to pass through. You can also define

several rules, which you arrange in the form of a chain to obtain a certain order.

Chain In principle, there are two options for defining rules and rule chains:

I Allows all packets that are not explicitly prohibited, i.e.

— Deny all packets that match Filter 1.

— Deny all packets that match Filter 2.

— Allow the rest.

I Allow only what is explicitly permitted, i.e.

— Allow all packets that match Filter 1.

— Allow all packets that match Filter 2.

Interface Finally, you can also individually specify the order of the rules for each BinGO!
interface.
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WAN Partner 1 WAN Partner 2

Rule 1 Rule 4

Next Rule =2 Next Rule = 2

Rule 2 Rule 5

WAN Partner 2

Next Rule = 3 Next Rule = 0

Rule 3

Next Rule = 0

Rule 0 = Discard Packet

Figure 84. Rule chains for various interfaces

Configuration is made in:

I IP fi ACCESS LISTS D FILTER,

I IP D ACCESS LISTS v RULES,

l IP ) ACCESS LISTS » RULES D REORG and

I [P b ACCESS LISTS t INTERFACES.
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You can define filters in [P D Accsss LISTS t FILTER:

  Description Designation of the filter. Note that possibly only

the first 15 characters are displayed in other
menus.

Index Cannot be changed. BinGO! issues a number

to newly defined filters automatically.

Protocol Defines a protocol. Possible values:

any, icmp, 99!). top. 99R PUD. UdP, hmp,

xns_idp, rdp, rsvp, gre, esp, ah, igrp, ospf, l2tp.

anyis suitable for any protocol, tcp is suitable

only for TCP data packets, etc.

Connection State If Protocol: top, you can define a filter based
on the TCP connection state. Possible values:

established: The filter is suitable for all TCP

packets that would not open any new connec-

tion on routing over BinGO!.

any: The filter is suitable for all TCP packets.

 

  

 
 
   

  
 

 
 

   
 

 

   

  

 
 

 Only if Protocol: icmp. Possible values:

any, echo rep/y, destination unreachable,

source quench, redirect, echo, time exceeded,

param prob/em, timestamp, timestamp rep/y,

address mask, address mask reply.
See RFC 792.

 

   
  
  

 Source / Destination (Optional) source and destination IP address of

Address the data packets that match the filter.
 

 

 
  

 
 

Source / Destination

Mask

Source / Destination Port

 
 

 

 
 

(Optional) source and destination network

mask. The combination of Address and Mask

describes a range of IP addresses that match
the filter.

Port number or range of port numbers that
match the filter.
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231m

  
.l It i » it

Specify Port Only if Source / Dest'nation Pon‘ = specify or

specify range: Enter range of port numbers.

Table 8-9: IP ’ Access LISTS D FILTER

 

The Source Port and Destination Port fields contain the following selection op—
tions:

     
 
 

 
 
 

   

 
 

 
 
 

   

specrfy Permits the entry of a port number under Spec-
ify Port

specrfy range Permits the entry of a range of port numbers

under Specify Port

Egg: ’ ,, ..

The filter matches all >> port numbers

priv(0..1023) Port numbers: 0 1023

server (5000. 32767) Port numbers. 5000 .. 32767.

clients 1 (1024..4999) Port numbers 1024.. 4999

k l w, ,i. . .i arr» w "

client32 (32768 65535) Port numbers: 32768 65535

unpriv (1024..65535) Port numbers: 1024 . 65535.

Table 8—10: Source Port and Destination Port
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Port numbers The port numbers are distributed as follows:

 
  

 
 

Well-known ports,

i.e. permanently

assigned.

 
 

 The ports are created dynamically by >> clients

 
 

and >> servers and have no permanent meaning

(with the exception of special agreements):
unpriv (1024..65535)

priv (0.1023) clients 1 server clients 2

(1024. .4999) (5000. .32767) (32768. . 65535)

Table 8-11: Ranges of port numbers
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The following table contains an overview of some frequently used port numbers

with the services assigned to them:

  
 

 

 
  

  
File Transfer Protocol (>> FTP) (data)

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) (commands)

Domain Name Server (>> DNS)

Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) __
——_

—POP3 (Email query) 110.

Network Time Protocol TCP, UDP 119

>> NetBIOS Name (NBNAME) - 137
NetBlOS Datagram (NBDATA) — 138

UDP

UDP

NetBIOS Session (NBSESSION) TOP 139

UDP

UDP

  
 

Simple Management Network Protocol 161

(SNMP)

SNMP (traps) — 162
Syslog Service (SYSLOG) 514

Network File System 2049

Remote CAPI 2662

  
  Remote TAPI 2663

Table 8-12: Services and port numbers

Example A simplified FTP connection is used as an example to illustrate how to use

source and destination ports: in addition to source and destination IP address-

es, the lP protocol also uses source and destination port numbers to uniquely

identify data connections. The FTP client creates a number, e.g. xyz, which is
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used as source port number. As destination port number, the client uses the

number under which the FTP server offers the FTP service, 9.9. 21. The FTP

server then sends IP packets that use 21 as source port number and xyz as

destination port number:

 
192.168.1.1

 
192.168.1.2

192.168.1.3
  

Your Local Area Network

Figure 8-5:

256 BinGO! User's Guide

 

2 Src Port = xyz

Src IP =192.168.1.1

Src Port = xyz 1Best lP = 10.1.1.2
Dest Port = 21

ISDN

 
FTP Server

Src|P=192.168.1.1 1o_1_1.2
 

Desth=10.1.1.2
Dest Port: 21  

 
  
  

Network of your
WAN Partner

Example: FTP connection
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Appears only if a new rule is defined. Defines

the rule behind which the new rule is inserted.

You can start a new independent chain with
none.

  

 
   

 
 

  

Insert behind Rule

Defines the action to be taken for a filtered dataAction

packet.

Next Flu/e Appears only if an existing rule is edited.
Defines the next rule to be used.

Table 8—13: [F D Access LISTS b RULES

  
  

 
 
 
 

The Action field contains the following selection options:

 

 
 

Allow packet if the filter matches

Table 8-14: Action
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You can change the order of the rules in a chain using the submenu [P D Ac-
cess LISTS D RULES v REORG:

Index of Rule that gets Defines the first rule in the chain.
Index 1 

Table 8-15: IP D Access LISTS D RULES D REORG
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If you reorganize such a chain, BinGO! rearranges the remaining rules accord-

ing to the selection in Index of Rule that gets Index 1:

REORG

Before After

"Rule 3 = 1st Rule of Chain"

Rule 1 Rule 1

Next Rule = 2 Next Rule = 2

Rule 2 Rule 2

Next Rule = 3 Next Rule = 3

Rule 3 ' Rule 3

Next Rule = 0 Next Rule = 0

Rule 0 = Discard Packet Rule 0 = Discard Packet

Figure 8-6: Example of a reorganization of a chain

You can define which interface starts and with which rule in IP D ACCESS

Llsrs D INTERFACES:

$75 The rule with Index = 1 is normally always used as the first rule for a newly cre-

Q ated interface (e.g. to a WAN partner). 
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l 5

First Flu/e Defines which rule is used first for data packets

that reach BinGO! via the Interface. If you

enter none, you specify that no filters are used
for the Interface.
 
Table 8-16: [P D ACCESS LISTS D INTERFACES

To do Proceed as follows to define filters and rules:

\ | / Ensure that you don’t look yourself out when configuring the filters. For exam-
\ , pie, if you link the first filter to a rule which executes Action = Allow M, only that

g which you have expressly allowed with the filter actually gets through. It can
‘2” easily occur that your telnet access to BinGO! is no longer allowed as soon as

you enter the filter and confirm with save.

I Do not use any filters on the LAN interface (First Rule = none), if you access
BinGO! via telnet.

I If you access BinGO! via the serial interface or isdnlogin, at least nothing

can happen to you during configuration.

YFilter Go to IP 5 Accsss LISTS D FILTERS.

Y
Add a new entry with ADD or select an existing entry and confirm with Re-
turn to change it.

Enter Description.

Select Protocol.

Enter Source Address if necessary.

Enter Source Mask if necessary.

Select Source Port.

Enter Specify Pon‘ if necessary.

Enter Destination Address if necessary.

YYYYYYYY
Enter Destination Mask if necessary.
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> Select Destination Port.

> Enter Specify Port if necessary.

)* Confirm with SAVE.

> Repeat these steps until you have defined all the desired filters.

Do not forget to define a filter if necessary for enabling the remaining data

packets (Protocol: any, Source Port = any, Destination Port = any).  

Y Leave [P b ACCESS LISTS v FILTERS with EXIT.

YRules Go to IP 0 ACCESS LISTS V RULES to interlink the filters with rule chains.

Y
Add a new entry with ADD or select an existing entry and confirm with Re-
turn to change it.

Select Insert behind Rule if you create a new rule.

Select Action.

Select Filter.

Select Next Rule if you change an existing rule.

Confirm with SAVE.VVYYVY
Repeat these steps until you have defined all the desired rules.

Do not forget to define the last rule in the chain as a rule for enabling the
remaining data packets (Action = allow M). 

u. You can open a new rule chain with Insert behind Rule = none.

> Leave IP 5 Accsss LISTS D RULES with EXIT.

Interface > Go to [P e ACCESS LISTS » INTERFACES.
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) Select an interface and confirm with Return if you wish to use a rule as the

first rule for this interface that is not the rule displayed.

> Select First Rule.

)* Confirm with SAVE.

Reorganize chain Proceed as follows to reorganize an existing chain of rules:

)> Go to IP b Accsss LISTS D RULES h REORG.

> Select Index of Rule that gets Index 1.

V Confirm with REORG.

\ | / if you work with Windows in your network, it is usually advisable to define a

\ , NetBIOS filter. An example of this configuration is explained step by step in
9 chapter 6.? .8, page f88.K.)

8.2.9 Local Filters

Access to the local services in BinGO! (telnet. >> CAPl, trace, etc.) can be

controlled via a separate MlB table. As long as this is empty, access to local ser—

vices is possible via all interfaces, provided it is not prohibited by the use of NAT

(see chapter 827. page 244) or global filters (see chapter 8.2.8., page 250).

Local filters, therefore, provide an additional instrument that is easier to handle

than global filters and also does not adversely affect performance in normal
routing.

Activate local filters by entries in the MlB tables IocachpAlIowTable and lo-

calUdpAllowTable.

8.2.10 Back Route Verify

This term conceals a simple but very effective BinGO! function. It Back Route

Verify is activated at a WAN partner’S, only those data packets are transported

via the interface to the WAN partner that wduld be routed over the same inter-

face on the back route. You can therefore prevent packets with fake IP address—
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es being fed to your LAN — even without filters. This means you can easily

prevent known and as yet unknown Denial—of-Service and IP Spoofing Attacks.

Proceed as follows to activate Back Route Verify for a WAN partner:

> Go to WAN PARTNER $ Edit 9 [P D ADVANCED SETTINGS.

)* Activate Back Route Verify with on.

> Confirm with OK.

8.2.11 TAF Client

Personalized authenti- The Token Authentication Firewall (TAF) function permits personal authentica—

cation tion of IP connection partners. BinTec‘s solution integrates the token authenti-

cation mechanisms of Security Dynamics and allows data packets to pass

through the router only after successful authentication of the associated source
address.

You can enable this function on BinTec’s Corporate Access Routers and set up

the router as TAF server. You can configure the BinGO! Personal Access Rout-

er as TAF >> client to obtain access on a TAF server and the connected LAN

(if the TAF server has been set up appropriately). A detailed description of op-

eration and the necessary configuration steps is contained in BRiCKware for
Windows.

8.2.12 Extended IP Routing XIPR

In addition to the normal routing table, BinGO! can also make routing decisions

based on an additional table called the Extended Routing Table. Apart from the

destination address, it can also include the protocol, source and destination

port, type of service (TOS) and the status of the destination interface in the de-

cision. if there are entries in the Extended Routing Table, these are preferen—

tially treated compared with entries in the normal routing tables.

XIPR is useful, for example, if two networks are connected via ISDN with a LAN—

LAN connection, but where services (e.g. telnet) should be routed not over an

ISDN switched connection but over an X25 link. By making entries in the Ex-

tended Routing Table, you can allow a part of the lP traffic to run over the ISDN
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: Security Mechanisms

switched connection and a part of the lP traffic (e.g. for telnet) to run over an

X.25 link (see also the Software Reference).

Configuration is made in the MIB table ipExthTable and a detailed description
is contained in the Software Reference.
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8.3 Line Tapping Security

You can use an encryption mechanism to obtain data security for PPP connec-

tions on connections with critical security, provided both connection partners
support this mechanism.

8.3.1 Encryption

BinGO! supports the encryption of PPP connections to WAN partners. Encryp-

tion is based on the >> MPPE (Microsoft Point to Point >> Encryption)

procedure with code lengths of 40 bits and 128 bits.

Configuration is made in WAN PARTNER C ADD:

~ ‘lllllxxim ' ’ "'r a » . M v :~ iii: ; //

Encryption Defines the type of encryption. Possible values:

I MPPE 40: code length 40 bits.

I MPPE 128: code length 128bits.

I none: no encryption.

 
Table 8-17: WAN PARTNER b Edit

Proceed as follows to activate encryption:

)> Go to WAN PARTNER.

> Select a WAN partner and confirm with Return to encrypt the PPP connec-
tions to this partner.

)p Select Encryption, e.g. MPPE 40.

> Confirm with SAVE.
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8.3.2 VPN (with extra license)

BinGO! can set up a VPN (Virtual Private Network) using the PPTP (Point to

Point Tunneling Protocol). This provides safe (encrypted) transmission of data

over WAN connections, e.g. over Internet. It can be used, for example, by field

service staff to obtain low-cost access to data in the company network via Inter-

net and laptop (dial-in via a local internet Service Provider).

\ | / You can find detailed information and configuration instructions (with exam—

\9, pies) in Extended Features Reference.v
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8.4 Special Features

8.4.1 Startup Procedure

BinGO! does not start its routing activities until the complete configuration is

loaded, especially the defined filters. This means it is not possible to provoke a

system start to make use of an intermediate system state in which perhaps rout-

ing takes place before the filters are active.

8.4.2 Auto Logout

Connections to BinGO! via telnet, >> isdnlogin or serial interface are dis-

connected automatically if no entry is made on the keyboard for a period of 15

minutes. This makes it difficult to read out or change the system configuration

on "forgotten" connections. You can change the time with the command

t <time in seconds> (see Chapter 12.3, page 308).

8.4.3 Prevention of Denial-of—Service Attacks

A Denial-of-Service (DOS) attack is an attempt to flood a router or a host in a

LAN with forged requests and thereby to fully overload it. Thus, authorized ac—

cess to the LAN is rendered impossible. A local address taken from the local

LAN is used as the source address of the attacker.

Some Denial—of-Services attacks on the router itself are already prevented by

the internal coding.

For example, all BinGO! interfaces for which you activate Network Address

Translation (NAT) protect the connected computers against some DoS attacks

with fragmented packets. The packet fragments are assembled again on pass-

ing through NAT, before the packet can pass the router.

You can prevent some DoS attacks that operate with fake source IP addresses

by using the Back Route Verify function (see chapter 8.2.10, page 262).
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You can counter DoS attacks that speculate on destroying the system by caus-

ing the log files to overflow (sysiog messages) by suitably positioning and limit-

ing the size of these files.
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8.5 Checklist

The following list indicates the most important critical security points that you

should observe when configuring BinGO!:

I Have you changed all four passwords for system access (admin, read,

write, http)? See chapter 612, page t22.

I Are the activities of your BinGO! sufficiently accurately logged on at least

one external computer and do you check the syslog messages regularly?

See chapter 8.1.1, page 2.28.

I Have you restricted access to the local services and resources to known

computers or networks? in particular, you should only allow accesses via

CAPI, SNMP, HTTP, Trace and Telnet to known computers.

Are configuration files saved by TFTP kept in a safe place?

Have you protected all PPP accesses with a password?

Have you activated Network Address Translation (NAT) for the connection

to the Internet Service Provider (ISP)? See chapter 8.2.7. page .244.

I Have you controlled the IP data traffic at critical interfaces, if necessary with

the aid of filters, and prevented IP Address Spoofing? You should pay spe-

cial attention to the interfaces you have not protected with NAT! See

chapter 8.28 page 253:3.

I Have you restricted remote maintenance access via isdnlogin? Have you
made an entry under CM-1 BRI, ISDN 80 b INCOMING CALL

ANSWERING See chapter 6‘ t .4, page 126.

You should also observe the following additional points:

I Do you use the Microsoft callback procedure for PPP connections? See
chapter 824, page 242.

I Do you use an encryption protocol for line tapping security on connections

with critical security? See chapter 8.8}. page 265.

I Do you use personal authentication on connections with critical security?
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I Do you allow the influence of routing protocols (e.g. RIP) only on trustwor-

thy networks? See chapter 726, page 202. '

I Do you check what computers have access to the Remote CAPI interface,

what applications are used on them and whether the connections used with

these applications are desired? Do you use the CAPI user concept?

Are any additional user accounts created trouble-free?

Have you prevented the interception of connections on the Ethernet by a
suitable LAN infrastructure?
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9 Configuration Management

In this chapter, you will find instructions about the administration of your config—

uration files and about the updating of BinGO! software. The following areas
are covered:

I Administration of Configuration Files:

— Where are the configuration files?

— What is Flash?

— How do I save configuration files?

I Updating Software:

— How do I keep in touch with the latest developments?

— How do I load a new Boot Image?
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9.1 Managing Configuration Files

Flash BinGO! reads its configuration information from configuration files. These con—

figuration files are stored in Flash EEPROM (electronically eraseable, program-

mable read—only memory) from BinGO!. Several different configuration files

can be stored in the Flash memory. The data also remains stored in the Flash
when BinGO! is turned off.

Memory The current configuration and all changes you set during the operation of Bin-

GO! are stored in the working memory (RAM). The contents of the RAM are lost

when BinGO! is switched off. So if you modify your configuration and want to

retain these changes for the next time you start BinGO!, you have to save the

modified configuration to the Flash: Exit b save as boot configuration and

exit (see chapter 63. page 179). This file is thus saved as a boot configuration

file under the name "boot". When BinGO! is started again, this very file, the con-

figuration file with the name "boot", is loaded in the RAM and becomes opera-
tive.

Imagine the Flash memory as a directory of configuration files. The files in this

directory can be copied, moved, erased and newly filed. It is also possible to

transfer configuration files between BinGO! and a remote host by TFTP.

Windows Under Windows, you can use the TFTP server of DIME Tools (see BRICKware

for Windows). You would thus be able to save a configuration file from BinGO!
to your local PC.

The files to be transferred with the TFTP server of DIME Tools may only con-

sist of a maximum of 8 characters (and a maximum of 3 characters as suffix),
e. g. bingo.cf. 

Unix Under Unix, a TFTP server is part of the system, please bear in mind the in-
structions included in the Software Reference.

With the help of Setup Tool, you can perform various functions:

> Go to the menu CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT.
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 BinGO! Setup Tool BinTec Communications AG

MyBinGO! 
 

  
 
 

 Operation  get (TFTP ——> FLASH)

 
 
 
 

TFTP Server IP Address
TFTP File Name

l92.168.1.1
brick.cf

  Name in Flash boot

  Type of last operation get (TFTP ——> FLASH)
State of last operation done  

 START OPERATION EXIT

Use <Space> to select

The menu contains the following fields:

Operation you want to perform
TFTP Server IP Address The IP address or host name (if the host name

can be resolved) of the TFTP server from or to

which you want to transfer a configuration file.

 

 

  
  
  
  TFTP File Name

 
 

Name of the configuration file on the TFTP

server(w(ithout path data)

Name in Flash Name of the configuration file in the Flash.

New Name in Flash Name of the configuration file to be newly cre—
ated in Flash.

 
   
  

 

 Type of last operation Previous operation (since the last BinGO!

start).

State of last operation Status of the last operation.

Table 9-1 : CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
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save Save all current settings from Memory to Flash

(MEMORY --> FLASH) as configuration file <Name in Flash>. <Name
in Flash> is thus overwritten or recreated.

load Loading the configuration file <Name in Flash>

(FLASH --> MEMORY) from Flash to Memory. The settings in <Name
in Flash> take immediate effect.

move Rename configuration file <Name in Flash> to

(FLASH —-> FLASH) <New Name in Flash>.

copy (FLASH --> FLASH) Copy configuration file <Name in Flash> as
<New Name in Flash>.

‘ delete (FLASH) Delete configuration file <Name in Flash>.

put (FLASH --> TFTP) Transfer configuration file <Name in Flash>
from Flash to TFTP host with the IP address

<TFTP Server IP Address>. <TFTP File

Name> is then overwritten or reproduced on
the TFTP host with the contents of <Name in

Flash>. <TFTP File Name> is saved in the

ASCII format and can be edited.

get (TFTP --> FLASH) Transfer configuration file <TFTP File Name>
from TFTP host with the IP address <TFTP

Server IP Address> to Flash. <Name in Flash>

is then overwritten and reproduced with the

contents of <TFTP File Name>. As the configu-
ration file is transferred to Flash and not to

Memory, the file must be then loaded from

FLASH to MEMORY, so that the settings can
take effect on BinGO!.

state Save all current settings in Memory as <TFTP

(MEMORY--> TFTP) File Name> on TFTP host with the IP address

<TFTP Server lP Address>. <TFTP File

Name> is then overwritten or reproduced.
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Table 9-2: Operation

The field State of last operation can display the following:

 

  
3 )3

The operation has not yet been started.

The operation is being executed.

The operation was successfully executed.

error The operation could not be fully executed (see

syslog message).

Table 9-3: State of last operation

 
 
  

  

  

u, If an error should occur while running get (TFTP --> FLASH) and the operation

is aborted, the file to be ovenrvritten in the Flash is deleted. 80 if you transfer a

"boot" tile, BinGOls boot file will be deleted, on restarting, BinGO! can not load
a configuration. If necessary, rename the file to be transferred!

 

v, To run put (Flash --> TFTP), get (TFTP --> Flash) and state (MEMORY—9

TFTP), you need a TFTP server on the host, to or from which you want to
transfer a configuration file.

If the TFTP host is a Windows PC, click Program D BRICKware t DIME

Tools in the Windows Start menu to open DIME Tools and activate the TFTP

server with File D TFTP Server before you run the operation in question.
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If you want to use your Windows PC as a TFTP host, but are not sure what the

\9, IP address of the PC is, proceed as follows:K.) For Windows 95:

> In the Windows Start menu, click Run.

> Type in winipcfg.

A window opens where you can see the IP address of your PC and other
network information.

For Windows NT:

)> ln the Windows Start menu, point to Program DCommand Prompt.

> Type in ipconfig or ipconfig/all to request the IP address of your
PC and other network information.

Running an operation To run an operation, proceed as follows:

> Select Operation.

> Activate a TFTP server if you have selected put, getor state as the Opera—
tion.

> Select or type in the necessary settings in CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT.

> Select START OPERATION and press Return.

As long as the operation is being carried out, OPERATING appears in the

help line of Setup Tool; State of last operation displays running.

When the operation has been successfuly executed, whichever operation

you have chosen is displayed under Type of last operation, State of last op-
eration assumes the word done.
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If error is displayed next to State of last operation, check your settings:

I Have you entered an incorrect IP address next to TFTP Server IP Address?

I Does the name of the configuration file consist of more than 8 characters

and the extension of more than 3 (when using DIME Tools)?

I Does the host not support TFTP (did you forget before starting the opera-

tion to start the TFTP server of DIME Tools)?

I Is the source file not in the configured directory of the TFTP path of DIME

Tools (when Operation = get)? To change the TFTP path, refer to BRICK“
ware for Windows.

If none of these points applies, proceed as follows to find the cause of the

problem:

Leave SetUp Tool.

In the SNMP shell, type in: debug config &

Reopen the Setup Tool with setup.VYYY
Carry out the desired operation CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT.

In the help line of Setup Tool, an error message with the cause of the error
appears on the occurrence of an error.

> Solve the problem and carry out the operation again.

> Leave CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT by EXIT.

You have created the configuration file brick.cf, e. g. with the help of the Con-
figuration Wizard. You have not transferred the file to BinGO! over serial inter-

face; brick.cf can be found in the directory C:\BRICK on your PC. Your PC has

the IP address 192.168.1.1. If you want to transfer brick.cf from your PC to Bin-
GO!, proceed as follows:

> Windows PC: click the Windows Start button then point to Program 3
BRICKware b DIME Tools to start DIME Tools.

The TFTP server must be active

> To activate a TFTP server running Unix, see the Software Reference.
> Go to CONFIGURATION MANGAGEMENT.
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TFTP host --> Flash > Select Operation: get (TFTP —-> FLASH).

> Type in TFTP Server IP Address, e. g. 192.168.1.1.

Type in TFTP File Name: brick. of.

Type in Name in Flash, e. 9. boot.

Select START OPERATION and press Return.

As long as the operation is being carried out, State of last operation dis—

plays running; the help line of Setup Tool displays OPERA TING.

VVY

When the operation has been successfully executed, get (TFTP -—>

FLASH) is displayed next to Type of last operation; State of last operation
assumes the value done.

The configuration file brick.cf is saved in BinGO!'s Flash under the name

boot, for example.

> To make the settings of brick.cf take immediate effect on BinGOl, proceed
as follows:

Flash --> Memory > Reselect Operation: load (FLASH --> MEMORY).

Y
Select Name in Flash, e. 9. boot.

>y Select START OPERATION and press Return.

As long as the operation is being carried out, State of last operation dis-

plays running; the help line of Setup Tool displays OPERA TING.

When the operation has been successfully executed, load (FLASH -->

MEMOFl Y) is displayed under Type of last operation; State of last operation
assumes the value done.

The configuration file boot has been loaded to BinGO!’s Memory, the set—
tings have been activated.

> Leave CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT with EXIT.

You have returned to the main menu.

\ | / There is another way to transfer configuration files with the XMODEM protocol
\ , over the serial interface. The procedure for this is explained in the Software

9 Reference.\J
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www.bintec.de

Update

 
        

To Do

9.2 Updating Software

As BinTec Communications AG is constantly redeveloping the software for all

its products and you certainly want to avail of the latest functions of BinGO!,

here you will find out how to update your software.

If you want to update your software, get a new software image running on Bin-

GO! (boot image). Every boot image includes new functions, better perfor-

mance and several bugfixes from the previous version. You can find the most

up-to-date software images made available by BinTec Communications AG

free of charge on the World Wide Web at http://www.bintec.de. Here you can

also find current product-specific documentation (Release Notes, handbooks,

quick installation guides) and general product information (Software Reference,

Extended Features Reference, BRICKware for Windows).

It you want to update some software, make sure to consider the corresponding

Release Note. Here the changes are described that are made available on the

new software image.

There are various ways to update software. This chapter will show how to up—

date with the help of the update command of the SNMP shell and is described

step for step. The alternatives to this method can be found in the Software 9%

arenas and in chapter 11.5, page 304.

An additional update of the BOOTmonitor and or Firmware Logic is recom-

mended in some few cases. If this should be the case with a new release, it is

clearly noted in the corresponding Release Note. The procedure and recom-
mendation can then be found in the Release Notes BOOTmonitor and Firm-

ware Logic Update.

As long as BinTec Communications AG does not expressly recommend updat—

ing BOOTmonitor or Firmware Logic, you should not do it!

To update software (boot image), proceed as follows:

Do not turn BinGO! off during the update!

Before starting the update, deactivate autologout by entering t 0 in the SNMP
shell.
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> Type in the URL www.bintec .de in your browser (e. 9. Internet Explorer
or Netscape Navigator).

The BinTec home page opens.

> Click FTP server.

There you will find the latest software and documentation for BinTec prod-
ucts.

)r Click BinGO!.

There you will also find the latest software and documentation for BinGO!.

)> With the right mouse button, click the current boot image, e. 9. boot image
Rel. 5.1 Rev.1.

V In the context menu, click Save link as...

) Type in the directory and name under which the boot image should be
saved on your PC. Normally, with Windows PCs the directory is C:\BR|CK

and /tftpboot for Unix work stations. Use a clearly recognizable name, such
as bgoSt 1 .bg.

> Press SAVE.

The boot image has been saved on your PC.

)r Activate a TFTP server on your PC.

For PCs running Windows: click the Windows Start menu, point to

Program D BRICKware t DIME Tools, to start DIME Tools (for instal-

lation of DIME Tools, see chapter 83 page 43). Activate the TFTP server.

For computers running Unix: follow the instructions in the Sottware Reterm
once.

)’ Log on to BinGOl, in case you have not already done so.

Y
Deactivate autologout with t 0.

)r In the SNMP shell, type in update <IP Address> <file name>.

The <IP address> is the IP address of the TFTP server, e. g. the IP ad-
dress of your Windows PC under which the TFTP server of DIME Tools is
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running and on which you have saved the new boot image (e. g.
192.168.1.1).

<file name> is the name of the boot image as it was saved on your PC

(e. g. bgo51 1 .bg).

The file <file name> is firstly transferred to and checked by the working
memory of BinGO!.

The query will appear in the SNMP shell: Perform update (y or n)?

> Enter y and press Return.

The software update process begins; the new boot image is loaded to the
Flash memory.

BinGO! requires a connected block of working memory that is somewhat

larger than the software image. If insufficient working memory is available on

BinGO!, BinGO! offers an incremental update, although the image is loaded

directly and without checking in "chunks" to the Flash memory. Proceed as fol-
lows:

lf insufficient working memory is available, a query will appear in the SNMP
shell:

Do you want to perform an incremental update (y or n)?

)- First, enter n.

> Type in update —v <IP address> <file name>.

The image is checked, but not yet loaded.

)’ Type in update <IP address> <file name>.

In the SNMP shell appears the query: Perform update (y or n)?

> Affirm then press Return.

BinGO! performs an incremental update, the image is saved to the Flash

memory. This procedure takes longer than a normal update!

An enquiry will appear in the SNMP shell: Reboot now (y or n)?

> Affirm then press Return.

BinGO! starts with the new boot image. The previous configuration is over-
written.
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Tips If you are having problems with BinGO!, the following tips should help you to

overcome some of the more usual stumbling blocks:

> Log in to BinGO! and type in to the SNMP shell:
debug all

This makes available all debugging information in the SNMP shell.

> Check the syslog messages created by BinGO! (see chapter 81st

page 228). It is wise to forward and save syslog messages to an external

host to be able to evaluate the output of a longer period of time.

To interpret debugging information and syslog messages, see the Software
Reference.

This chapter shows you what the causes of particular problems can be and how
to determine those causes. It is structured as follows:

I Aids to Troubleshooting

I Typical Errors
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' Troubleshooting

10.1 Aids to Troubleshooting

Here you can find methods to help narrow down the possible causes of your
problem:

! Local SNMP shell commands

I External aids

10.1.1 Local SNMP shell commands

These commands are to be directly typed in to BinGO!'s SNMP shell:

debug

The debug command can be used to operate an error search for one or more

BinGO! subsystems. An exact explanation of the syntax and options can be

found in chapter 121, page 308.

Examples:

> Type in debug all to display debugging information for all subsystems.

) Type in debug config & to track down problems with configuration man-
agement (see chapter 9 page 2711).

\ | / If you attach an a. to an SNMP shell command, the command will be executed

\g, in the background.ea

isdnlogin

To verify that an ISDN connection can be made, you can use isdnlogin. This

is explained in chapter “£21. page 808.

Example:

> Type in isdnlogin 1234 telephony to establish a connection with the
telephone in your local office with the number 1234.

If a connection is made, the telephone will ring.
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trace

The trace command can be used to display and interpret sent or received data

packets over ISDN (D and B-channels) and over the LAN. An explanation of the

syntax can be found in chapter 12.1, page 308.

Examples:

)> Type in trace —ip next to display ISDN messages that are to run over
the next B-channel to be opened.

> Type in trace —x —s me —d 0:a0:f9:d:5:a 0 0 1 to give out data
packets sent from BinGO!’s MAC address to the host with the MAC ad-
dress 0:a0:f9:d:5:a.

10.1.2 External aids

Running Windows or Unix, you can analyse connections with BinGO! using the
following utility programs.

DIME Tracer (Windows)

From a Windows PC, the DIME Tracer allows you to trace ISDN and CAPI data

traffic. DIME Tracer is a part of DIME Tools. A detailed explanation can be
found in BRICKware for Windews.

bricktrace (Unix)

From a Unix work station, the bricktrace program can be used to inspect data

being sent over BinGOI's ISDN channels. Bricktrace is part of BRICKtooIs for

UNIX on your BinTec Companion CD. A detailed explanation can be found in

chapter 122; page 334.
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10.2 Typical Errors

The following is a compilation of typical error situations, including instructions

for error detection and solution. Try to narrow down the causes of the problem.

These situations are. broken down into the following categories:

I System errors

I IPX routing

I ISDN connections

10.2.1 System Errors

I have forgotten my password.

You must return BinGO! to the original configuration state in which it was

shipped:

> Connect your router over the serial interface with BinGO! as explained in
chapter 518. page 101.

> Switch BinGO! off, wait a moment, then switch it on again.

You see diverse self tests and then "Press <sp> for BOOTmonitor or any
other key to boot system".

> Now press the SPACE BAR.

The BOOTmonitor menu is displayed.

)' Select (4) Delete Configuration and respond to the following security
checks.

The password as well as the complete configuration of BinGO! are deleted.

)' Select (1) Boot System.

> Reconfigure BinGO!.

I can't reach BinGO! in the network.

Try to establish a serial conneCtion:

> Connect your PC with BinGO! over the serial interface.
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Log in as the user admin with the corresponding password.YY
Start the Setup Tool with setup.

> Check if a configuration error is the cause: Have you entered the IP ad-

dress under CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET? Have you entered a filter under

IP 5 ACCESS LISTS that is locking you out? if so, make the required cor—
rections.

if a serial connection does not work:

) Check the settings of the terminal program (see chapter 5.1.1. page 99). If
you have changed the standard settings in BOOTmonitor, adjust your ter—
minal settings accordingly.

> If you have no success, proceed as explained under "I have forgotten my
password".

10.2.2 ISDN Connections

Here you will find possible causes of errors for failed or faulty ISDN connec-
tions.

The telephone bill is unusually high.

Use the credits based accounting system (see chapter 7.1.3, page 188). You

\ , can thus set a limit for connections with BinGO! to prevent unnecessary
@ charges from accumulating as a result of mistakes made during configuration.V

in case of BinGO! ISDN connections that remain open or unwanted ISDN con—

nections being established:

)* Using debug all or trace, check if a PC in the LAN is using a different
netmask from the one entered on BinGO!.

) Using debug all or trace, check if a PC in the LAN is configured for Fie—
mote CAPI with an incorrect IP address (destination port 2662).

> Check in SYSTEM ) EXTERNAL SYSTEM LOGGING if BinGO! is configured
to send syslog messages to a host outside the LAN (destination port 514).
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> Check in the MIB table biboAmerapHostTable if BinGO! is configured

to send SNMP traps to a host outside the LAN (destination ports 161, 162).

)' Check if, due to different loads of traffic, frequent opening and closing of a

B-channel is occurring for connections with dynamic channel bundling.

)* Using debug all or trace, check if a PC in the LAN is configured with
an incorrect lP address for the WINS server (destination ports 137-139). If

necessary, configure the PC properly or enter the corresponding filters.

> Using debug all or trace, check if a PC in the LAN is configured for the

resolution of NetBIOS names with the help of DNS (it is accessed from a

client port to destination port). Do not try to resolve NetBIOS names with
DNS!

> Using debug all or trace, check if an application on a PC in the LAN is

trying to resolve names that the name server at the internet provider does

not know (it is accessed from a client port to destination port 53). Install a

local HOSTS file in the Windows directory that can facilitate name resolu-

tion (see chapter 4.5, page 87).

> Using debug all or trace, check if NetBIOS over IP is configured on a

PC in the LAN (it is accessed from source port 137 to destination port 53).
The attempt is thus made to resolve NetBIOS names over DNS. Disable

NetBIOS over IP or insert filters (configuration of the corresponding filters

can be found in chapter 61.6 pstgete 1:38 or use the simple NetBIOS filter of

the Configuration Wizard, see chapter 3.41. page 48).

)* Check if you have configured Callback (see chapter 824. page 242) and
in doing so entered an incorrect dial number (Number under WAN

PARTNER D EDIT fi WAN NUMBERS D Eon).

> Check if you left running a trace program over an lSDN—PPP connection.

That would cause the constant sending of packets over lSDN, the connec-

tion would remain permanently open.

Outgoing calls can not be made.

> By looking at the LEDs on the front side of BinGO!, check (see
chapter t 1.2, page 297) if a connection is made.

> Using isdnlogin, check if outgoing calls are possible.
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> Check in MONITORING AND DEBUGGING D ISDN MONITOR if any outgoing
calls have been recorded, it the number dialed is correct and it the call was
connected.

Y
Check if ISDN syslog messages with "disconnect cause" were recorded.

> Check if Encapsulation in WAN PARTNER D EDIT is identical for the con-

nection partners.

> Check if Authentication in WAN PARTNER D EDIT D PPP is identical for

the connection partners.

)' Using trace, check what is being sent over the ISDN channels.

)> Check in the MIB table isdnStkTable if the MIB variable Status has the
value loaded.

> In CM-1BRI, ISDN 80 t INCOMING CALL ANSWERING, Check if your own

dial number is entered correctly. it is also valid for outgoing calls.

Incoming calls can not be made.

> By looking at the LEDs on the front side of BinGO! (see chapter t t2.

page 2297'), check if an incoming call is being received.

) in MONITORING AND DEBUGGING D ISDN MONITOR, check it an incoming
call has been recorded.

> In WAN PARTNER ) EDIT D WAN NUMBERS, check it a suitable number

for incoming calls has been entered.

> Check in the MIB tables isdnCallHistoryTable the MIB variables

DSS1 Cause, 1TR6Cause and LocalCause. To interpret the entries. see
the Software Reference.

> In CM-1BRI, ISDN SO . INCOMING CALL ANSWERING, check if the neces—

sary entries have been. made for incoming calls.

)- Check if Encapsulation in WAN PARTNER O EDITis identical for the con—

nection partners.

)~ Check it Authentication in WAN PARTNER O EDIT . PPP is identical for

the connection partners.
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10.2.3 IPX routing

Here you will find some problems that could crop up with IPX routing, and sug-

gestions of how they can be solved.

Using the Setup Tool, check:

)> have you made the correct entries under LICENSES?

> in IPX, is the entry under Internal Network Number unique in the LAN?

A server exists in a Remote LAN (LAN-LAN connection over
ISDN), but is "invisible" for clients in the local LAN.

The server could be invisible for the clients because SAP packets are not re—

ceived by BinGO!:

)> Check the entries of Update Time and Age Multiplier in WAN PARTNER $

EDIT # IPX. The settings must be compatible with the settings on the serv—
ers in the BinGO! LAN.

Y
Check if an intermediate router is filtering out the SAP packets.

)* Using isdnlogin, check if an ISDN connection between client and server can
be made.

)' Check if you have entered correctly local lPX—NetNumber and Encapsula-
tion under CM-BNC/TP, ETHERNET and it the server can receive them.

When the client tries to reach a server in a remote network via a

PPP connection, he must wait a long time and the connection
could be terminated.

In some cases, the local router erroneously tells the client that a server can be
reached.

> Check if the server has crashed and the aging interval has not expired. it
necessary, change the setting of Send HIP/SAP Updates under WAN
PARTNER § EDIT t IPX.

> Check if the server and the router in the remote network are simultaneously
inactive (e. 9. because of a power cut). Briefly set the WAN interface of the

corresponding WAN partner with the command ifconfig to down and
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then back to dialup, in order to delete the routes and services learned from

the WAN partner.

I can't change to a network drive on the client station.

)»

)»

The file server may be "invisible" to the client, see "A server exists in a re-
mote LAN".

Check if there are any user licenses available on the server.

lSDN connections constantly reconnecting.

In general, RIP/SAP packets do not cause lSDN connections.

>

)-

Check if there is an entry in the MIB table iprenyTable that is preventing

Novell serialization packets from being sent over the dialup interface.

Check in the main menu of Setup Tool if SPX spoofing is enabled and if IPX

spoofing is enabled.

Check if somebody is using NetBlOS over IPX (Windows for Workgroups,

NT, Win95/98). You may need to set NetBlOS Broadcast replication to ”no"

or "on LAN_only".

Check if RCONSOLE is running somewhere with a constantly changing

screen (e. g. MONITOR, IPXCON, TCPCON, a screensaver, etc.).

Check if NDS Replica Synchronization is active (for Netware 4.1 servers

and higher).

Check the list in Monitoring and Debugging 0 Messages. The IPX

messages included in this list will tell you why (by packet type and socket)

a connection is being established. It may be possible to filter these packets.

The MIB variable iprdepxConns shows more connections
than are actually present.

BinGO! may not be receiving SPX disconnect messages from the server.

>

>

Using the command reset router on the console of the respective serv—
er any inactive connections between the server and BinGO! are closed.

If the disconnect for the client is lost, the connection will eventually timeout

and close. Until the timeout, the connection is displayed in the iprdepx-
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Conns. Once the connection does close, SPX sends a message to the
server informing it that the connection is closed
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11 Technical Data

In this chapter, you can find BinGO!’s technical data, the following points will
be covered:

I General Product Features

BinGO! — Front Side and LED Displays

BinGO! — Rear Side and Connections

Pin Assignments

BOOTmonitor
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11.1 General Product Features

The general product features cover BinG0!'s performance features and the

technical prerequisites for installation and operation.

 
Dimensions and weight (B x H x

D):

Dimensions of device without

cable

Placement size and maintenance

surface

  

  

 
 
  141 mmx50 mmx 145 mm

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

150 mmx60 mmx210 mm

  

Weight 420 9

Transport weight (incl. documenta-

tion, cabling, packaging) 2 kg

  
Memory: 4 MB / 32 bit DRAM, .

1 MB / 8 bit flash-ROM

Voltage supply: AC/DC adaptor

Input: 230V~50Hz / 70mA

Output: 5V-800mA 4VA

 

  
 

  
 
 

Ambient requirements: 
 
 

  

 -20° — + 85°C

50°C

20 — 90% non-condensing in operation

5 - 95% non-condensing in storage

Storage temperature

Operating temperature

Relative humidity  
 
 

 
 

 

Room classification

MTBF value  
operate only in dry rooms

100 000 hours
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Available interfaces:

Serial interface v.24  built-in, supports the Baud rates:

1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200,

38400, 57600, 115200 Baud

built-in (only twisted-pair), node/hub-
switch

built-in

  
 

 

 

   Ethernet lEEE802.3 LAN

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

  ISDN-WAN s0

Plug used: 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Serial interface

Ethernet interface

ISDN interface

Sub9 male (PC)
RJ—45

RJ-45

Dual Remote CAPI (v1.1 and 2.0), R-
CAPI driver for Windows 3.11/95/NT

and Novell Netware.

Source Code Library for other sys-

tems (e. 9. Unix, AS400).

PPP LZS STAC compression rate up
to 4:1

SAFERNETTM security technol- Community passwords, PAP, CHAP,
ogy: MS-CHAP, Callback, Access Control

Lists, Allow Lists, CLID, RADIUS,

NAT, TAF, MPPE Encryption

Licenses included for CAPI, lP, IPX,
STAC.

Additional licenses for VPN, unlimited

number of LAN or WAN users possi-
ble.

 

Applications interface:  
   
 
 

 
 

  
 
 

 

 

  
  

 

 

 
 

 Required licenses:

 

  
  
  

  
 

Software included:

Included printed documentation:

 RVS—COM Lite (communication pro-

gram)
BRICKware for Windows

BRICKtools for Unix

User’s Guide (Eng.)

Quick lnstall Guide (Eng. and Ger.)
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,,,

Online documentation: BRICKware for Windows (Eng.)

Software Reference (Eng.)

Extended Features Reference (Eng.)

User's guide (Ger.)
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Front Side - LEDs '-

11.2 Front Side - LEDs

WR MSG LAN L1 {.2 ERR

 
Figure 11-1: BinGO! front side

There are 6 LED displays on the front side that indicate the current status of

your device. Each LED can convey different information, according to which

mode is in operation. When BinGO! is starting up, it changes between different
function states:

I Start mode

I BOOTmonitor mode (see chapter 1 16‘ page 804)

I Normal operation mode

The significance of the LEDs in their different states is described in the following
tables.
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Start mode

 
 
 
 

LAN

ERR

BOOTmonitor mode

298

operation mode

 

 

 
 

R

G

N

 

Normal

BinGO! User's Guide

Blinking Flash ROM test being carried out-

 

 

L1, L2, ERR Blinking BOOTmonitor decompressed boot image.

w

:

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

,, , i (1”, «guy.-

Power supply connected.

Blinking DRAM test being carried out.

Not being used

Blinking CHIP test being carried out.

Not being used.   

   On Power supply connected

Not being used

Blinking TFTP transfer being carried out

BOOTmonitor is active (or waiting for a key-

board entry).

“ ' , r‘liiitf , * * 7. '

 
 

  

‘ limit iiiit ~»

Power supply connected.

-Reserved for future use.
Data packet passing the LAN interface.

Data traffic over lSDN B-channel 1 or 2.

On Collision in LAN detected (every lighting dis—

(occasion- play indicates a collision)

ally)

On The LAN connection was not made (no

(constant) tOBase-T cable connected) or the LAN switch

is in the wrong position.
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' Rear Side - Connections m

11.3 Rear Side - Connections

01 POWER SERIAL lSDN-S/T1OBASE-T llLANX 
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 anioffyswitch‘ ' "4 gso-intérfaceas'DNi

:2 2 , Power supply connection E 5 L loBase-T interface (LAN)

- 3 Serial port I 6 3 LAN switch

Figure 11—2: BinGO! rear side

BinGO!'s main board contains a LAN and an iSDN interface. These interfaces

are reached via the connections on the rear side. (chapter 1 L4,, page 80(3).

Caution!

The use of the wrong mains adaptor can damage your router! 
> Only use the mains unit included (5 VDC).

> Make sure that the rated voltage marked on the mains unit conforms with

the local voltage supply.

> Never exchange the mains adaptors from BinGO! and BinGO! Plus/Pro—
fessional.
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11.4 Pin Assignment

Serial port:

 
 

 

 
 
 

  
Figure 11-3: 9—pin serial port

As console port, BinGO! has a serial port with a 9—pin sub-D port. Baud rates

supported between 1200 and 115200. The pin assignment was modified to be

compatible for a greater selection of terminals.
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The pin assignments for the 9-pin sub-D port (3) are as follows:
Watt?» w

  

 

  i

W LEW ‘ ~ “T4 M

_ <
>

_
_

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ISDN So Port

1 ..... 8

 
Figure 11-4: ISDN 30 BRI port (RJ-45 port)
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The pin assignments for the ISDN 80 BRI interface (RJ-45 port) (4) are as fol-
lows:

  

_

_

 

 

  
 

Send (-)

 

  
LAN interface

 
Figure 11-5: Ethernet 1OBase-T interface (RJ-45 port)
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Pin Assignment

The pin assignments for the Ethernet tOBase-T interface (Rd-45 port) are as
follows:

 

li—

\ l / If you want to connect BinGO!’s LAN interface directly to the Ethernet card of

\9/ your PC and not to an external hub, you must flick the LAN switch to DC on the

  
  

  
  

   

rear side of the device. This setting allows you to use the 1 to 1 wired LAN cable

'5 and saves you having to buy a crossover cable.
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11.5 BOOT Sequence

On starting BinGO!, various states are passed through (see also chapter H2,

page 297):

I Start Mode

I BOOTmonitor Mode

I Normal Operation Mode

After several self-tests have been successfully performed, BinGO! arrives at

the BOOTmonitor mode. The BOOTmonitor prompt is displayed if you are con—

nected over a terminal program with BinGO!.

r23 BRIEKJ . HypeITeIminaI BEE!!!
Qatei Bearbeigen Ansicht Anrul Ubgmagung 2

‘Starting FLASH Test : [Ux47ab] OR.

A

Starting ISDN Chip Test : .... 0k.
:Starting ISDN Loopback Test : .... ok.
Starting ISDN Bus Test : .... 0k.
Starting Ethernet Chip Test : .... ok.

### BinGO! (Hardware-Rev. 1.2, Firmware-Rev. 2.0) 0k ###

Press <sp> for boot monitor or any other key to boot system

BinGOl Bootmonitor (V. 4.9 Rev. 1 from Oct 13 199B)
~Copyright (c) 1996 by BinTec Communications GmbH

(1) Boot System
(2) Software Update via TFTP
(3) Software Update via XMODEM
(4) Delete Configuration

L (5) Default Bootmonitor Parameters

 
Your Choice>

 
Figure 11-6: BOOTmonitor
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BOOT Sequence

BOOTmonitor

Funcfions

 

Within 4 seconds of the display of the BOOTmonitor prompt, press the SPACE

BAR (figure EMS. page 304) to use the functions of the BOOTmonitor. If you do

not make an entry within the 4 seconds, BinGO! changes back to normal oper-
ation mode.

The BOOTmonitor makes available the following functions you select by enter-

ing the relevant digit (for more detailed information, refer to the Software Refer--

ease):

I (1) Boot System:

BinGO! loads the compressed boot file from the Flash memory to the work-

ing memory. This happens automatically when started.

I (2) Software Update via TFTP:

BinGO! performs a software update via a TFTP server.

I (3) Software Update via XMODEM:

BinGO! performs a software update over a serial interface with XMODEM.

I (4) Delete Configuration:

BinGO! is returned to the state in which it is shipped. All configuration files

are deleted, the BOOTmonitor settings are set to the standard values.

I (5) Default BOOTmonitor Parameters:

You can change the standard settings of BinGOls BOOTmonitor, e. g. the
Baud rate for serial connections.

If you change the Baud rate (the pre-setting is 9600 Baud), make sure the ter-

minal program used uses this Baud rate. If this is not the case, you will not be
able to establish a serial connection with BinGO!
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12 Important Commands

This chapter describes the following commands:

I SNMP shell commands

— telnet

- ping

— trace

—— isdnlogin

— debug

- ifconfig
— ifstat

—- netstat

—- date

— t

I BRICKtools for Unix commands

— bricktrace

— capitrace
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m Important Commands

12.1 SNMP Shell Commands

BinGO! contains several pre-installed programs that can be used directly from

the SNMP shell of the client. This chapter includes a short description of these

programs, their usage and the necessary command lines to start the respective

programs in the SNMP shell.

3%. Please be aware that parameters of the command lines contained within cor—
ner brackets [ ] represent optional values. Terms within angle brackets < > can
take several values.

Q Do not enter the brackets!

telnet

telnet [—f] <host> [<port>]

ls used to communicate with another host.

— —f: specifies that the telnet connection should be transparent. This

option is especially useful for establishing connections to non-telnet

ports (e. g. uucp or smtp).

— host: lP address or name of host.

— port: port number.

ping

ping [—c <count>] <host> [<size>]

is used to test the communication with another host.

— —c <count>2 limits the number of packets to be sent, count sets the

number of packets.

— host: IP address or name of host to which the echo_request packet is
sent

— size: sets the length of the packets to use.

If you do not specify —c <count>, ping will continue to send packets until you
stop it, e. g. by pressing Ctrl-C.
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SNMP Shell Commands

trace

For WAN interfaces:

trace [—h23aFAtpiNxX] [next] [—T <tei>] [—c <cref>]
<channel> <unit> <slot>

For LAN interfaces:

trace [—h23iNxXl] [—d <destination MAC filter>1 {—o]

{—s <source MAC filter>]0 0 <slot>

ls used to trace and interpret ISDN messages (D and B-channels) or LAN pack-
ets sent or received via BinGO!'s interfaces.

— —h: hexadecimal output

— —2: layer 2 output

— —3: layer 3 output

— —a: asynchronous HDLC (B-channel only)

— -F'. FAX (B-channel only)

— —A: FAX and AT commands (B»channel only)

— -t: output in ASCII—text (B-channel only)

— —p: PPP (B-channel only)

— —i: lP output (B—channel only)

— —N: Novell IPX output (B-channel only)

— —x: raw dump mode

— -X: asynchronous PPP over X.75 (B-channel)

— next: only display information for the next B-channel that is opened

(B—channel only).

— —T <tei>z set TEl filter (D-channel only)

— —c <cref>: set callref filter (D-channel only)

— channel: 0 = D-channel or X.21 interface, 1 31 = Bx-channel

— unit: 0 1. Selection of the physical interface for modules with two

interfaces (e. g. CM—ZBRI).

— slot: 1 2. Entry of slot in which the module is installed.

— —d <destination MAC filter>: set destination MAC address fil-

ter (LAN only).

— —s <source MAC filter>z set source MAC address filter (LAN

only).

~ —0: combines two or more -d- or -s filters with a logical OR operation.
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—- MAC filter: me = BinGO!'s MAC address, be = broadcast packets

\ | / You can combine a —d MAC filter and an -s MAC filter with a logical AND oper-
\ , ation by simply specifying them both.

9 To combine two or more —d and -s MAC filters with a logical OR operation,
specify the first filter, followed by -o, then specify the next filter, and so on.

isdnlogin

isdnlogin [—c <stknumber>] [—C] [-s <service>]

[—a <addinfo>] {-b <bits>] isdn—number [isdn—service]l

layerl—protocol]

ls used to open a remote login shell on BinGO! over ISDN.

— —c <stknumber>: selects the ISDN stack to use for this login.

— -c: tries to use compression (V.42bis).

— —s <service>z 1TR6 service code for outgoing calls.

— —a <addinfo>z 1TR6 additional info code for outgoing calls.

— —b <bits>: use only <bits> bits for transmission (e. 9. use -b 7 for

7bit ASCll transmissions).

— isdn—number: isdn-number of the ISDN partner you want to login to.

— isdn—service: the ISDN service you want to use (data, telephony,

faxg3, faxg4, btx).

— layerl—protocol: possible values: v110_1200, v110_2400,

v1 10_4800, v110_9600, v110_19200, v110_38400, modem, dovb56k,

telephony.

debug

debug [show]l[[—t] alllacctlsystem|<subs> [<subs> ...]]

ls used to selectively display debugging information originating from one or

more of BinGO!'s subsystems.

— show: displays all possible subsystems that can be debugged.

— —t: prints a timestamp before each debugging message.

— all: displays debugging information for all subsystems.

— acct: displays debugging information for the accounting subsystem.
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— system: debugging information for all subsystems except for the ac-

counting system.

— subs: one or more subsystems separated by whitespace can be en-

tered to display only debugging information from these subsystems.

ifconfig

ifconfig <interface> [destination <destaddrs>] [<address>]

[netmask <mask>] [up I down ] dialup] [—] [metric <n>]

ls used to assign an address to a network interface and/or to configure network

interface parameters and change the respective routing table entries.

When only the required interface parameter is used, ifconfig displays the cur-
rent settings for the interface.

— interface: name of the interface (ifDescr)

— destination <destaddrs>z destination iP address of a host. This

adds a host route to the routing table (ipRouteDest).

— address: BinGO!s lP address for the interface (ipRouteNextHop).

— netmask <mask>: netmask of the interface (ipRouteMask).

— up: sets the interface to the state: up.

— down: sets the interface to the state: down.

— dialup: sets the interface to the state: dialup.

— —: does not define its own IP address (ipRouteNextHop 2 0.0.0.0).

— metric <n>: sets route metric to n (ipRouteMetric1).

ifstat

ifstat [—lur] [<ifcname>]

ls used to display status information for the system’s interfaces, based on the
contents of the ifTable.

— —1: displays the full length of the interface descriptions (normally the

description is only displayed up to the twelfth character).

— —u: only displays information on interfaces which are in the up status.

— . —r: displays the access rules that apply to the specified interface.
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— ifcname: only displays information on interfaces whose description

starts with the given characters (9. g. ifstat enl will display infor-

mation on the interfaces en1, en1-llc and ent-snap an).

netstat

netstat [[—i | —r | —p [<interface>]] | —d <dest. IP addr.>]

ls used to display a quick list of interfaces, routing table entries or ISDN part-
ners.

—— —i: displays a list of the interfaces.

— —r'. displays a list of routing table entries.

— —p: displays a list of WAN partners.

— interface: details about displayed information can be limited to a se-
lected interface.

— -d <dest. IP addr.>: displays routes to a destination IP address.

date

date [YYMMDDHHMMSS]

BinGO! has a software clock. By entering date, the set time is displayed.

Using date followed by a date string YYMMDDHHMMSS, set the clock to the cor-

responding value (year, month, day, hour, minute, second).

t

t [<seconds>]

ls used to define the number of seconds to wait before closing the current login

session once there is no more terminal input (autologout timer). The timeout is

set to 900 seconds or 15 minutes by default. By entering t 0 , you deactivate

autologout.

\ | / By entering —? , you will generally receive help with the syntax.
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The update command can be found in chapter 9.2. page 279.

Further SNMP commands can be found in the Software Reference.
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12.2 BRICKtools for Unix Commands

The bricktrace and capitrace programs are included in BRICKtools for UNIX on

the BlnTec companion CD. They are started on a Unix workstation by entering

the following commands.

bricktrace

bricktrace [-h23aeriNtxs] [—T <tei>] [—c <cref>]

[—r <cnt>] [—H <host>] [—P <port>] <channel> <unit> <slot>

ls used to trace and interpret iSDN messages (D and B—channels).

— —h: hexadecimal output

— —2: layer 2 output

— -3: layer 3 output

— —a: asynchronous HDLC (only B-channel)

— —e: ET8300075 (EuroFileTransfer) output

— —F: Fax (only B-channel)

— -p: PPP (only B-channel)

— —i: lP output (only B-channel)

— -N: Novell IPX output (only B-channel)

— —t: output in ASCII text (only B-channel)

— ~x: Raw dump mode

— —s: scan BinGO! for available trace channels

— —T <tei>: set TEl filter (only D-channel)

— —c <cref>: set Callref filter (only D-channel)

— —r <cnt>: receive only cnt bytes

— —H <host>: IP address or name of the IP hosts

— —p <port>z specify trace TCP port (default: 7000)

— channel: 0 = D-channel or X.21 interface, 1 31 Bx-channel

— unit: 0 1. selection of the physical interface for modules with two

interfaces (e. g. CM-2BRI).

— slot: 1 2. entry of the slot in which the module is installed.
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capitrace

capitrace {—h] [—s] [—1]

Is used to trace and interpret CAPI messages. All CAPI messages sent or re—

ceived by BinGO! are displayed. The IP address of BinGO! must be entered

as the environment variable CAPI_HOST.

— -h: hexadecimal output (is set by default if no options are specified).

— -s: short output. At the end of the information line, only the application

ID and a connection identifier in the form (application / identifier) and

the name of the CAP! message are displayed.

— -I: long output (default). A detailed interpretation of each parameter in-

cluded in the CAPl message is given.

Each CAPI message is preceded by a line containing the following information:

— Timestamp ("'seconds.milliseconds" local time)

— Sent/Received flag (X = sent, R = received)

— Name of the CAPI message (ASCII string)

— Command of the CAPI message (OxABXY, AB = <subcommand> XY

= <command>)

—— Number of the tracer message (#<decimal>)

— Length of the CAPI message (len = <decimal>)

-— Application ID (appl = <decimal>)

— Number of the CAPI message (messno = Ox<hexadecimal>)

— Short output only: connection identifier (ident = Ox<hexadecimal>)
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Transport und

Lagerung

Aufstellen und

in Betrieb nehmen

13 General Safety Precautions in 15

Different Languages

Allgemeine Sicherheitshinweise in deutsch

In den nachfolgenden Abschnitten finden Sie Sicherheitshinweise, die Sie beim

Umgang mit lhrem Router unbedingt beachten massen.

I Transportieren und lagern Sie BinGO! nur in der Originalverpackung oder

in einer anderen geeigneten Verpackung, die Schutz gegen StoB und

Schlag gewéhrf.

I Beachten Sie vor dem Aufstellen und Betrieb von BinGO! die Hinweise for

die Umgebungsbedingungen (ng. Technische Daten). Verwenden Sie eine

feste und ebene Unterlage.

I Wenn das Gerat aus kalter Umgebung in den Betriebsraum gebracht wird,

kann Betauung sowohl am Geratee‘iuBeren als auch im Geréteinneren

auftreten. Warten Sie, bis ihr Router temperaturangeglichen und absolut

trokken ist, bevor Sie ihn in Betrieb nehmen.

I Uberprijfen Sie, ob die auf dem Typenschild des Netzteils angegebene

Nennspannung mit der ortlichen Netzspannung Ubereinstimmt. BinGO!

darf nur mit dem original BinTec Communications-Steckernetztei| (5 V DC)

betrieben werden. BinTec Communications AG haftet nicht fiir Schéiden,

die durch die Verwendung eines anderen Steckernetzteils hervorgerufen
werden. '

I Beachten Sie beim Verkabeln die Reihenfolge, wie im Handbuch beschrie-

ben. Verkabein Sie zuerst LAN-, ISDN- und serielle AnschlUsse, schlieBen

Sie dann die Stromversorgung an, und schalten Sie zum SchluB BinGO!
ein.

I Uberprflfen Sie, ob Sie die Verkabelung — insbesondere die ISDN— und

LAN-Verkabelung — richtig durchgefflhrt haben, bevor Sie BinGO! in
Betrieb nehmen. Der ISDN~AnschiuB von BinGO! darf nicht mit dem Ether-

net—AnschluB lhres Rechners oder Hubs verbunden werden, der LAN-An-

schluB von BinGO! nicht mit lhrem lSDN-AnschiuB.
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I Verwenden Sie tijir die Verkabeiung nur die beigeiegten Kabel. Falls Sie an—

dere Kabel verwenden, Ubernimmt BinTec Communications AG ftir auftre-

tende Schaden keine Haftung.

I Veriegen Sie Leitungen so, daB sie keine Gefahrenqueiie (Stolpergefahr)

bilden und nicht beschédigt werden.

I SchlieBen Sie Datenflbertragungsleitungen wéhrend eines Gewitters wed-
er an noch ziehen Sie sie ab.

BestimmungsgeméBe I BinGO! ist fflr den Einsatz in einer Bijroumgebung bestimmt. Als ISDN-

Verwendung, Betrieb Muiti-Protokoll-Router baut BinGO! in Abhangigkeit von der Systemkonfig-

uration ISDN-Verbindungen aut. Um ungewolite Gebtihren zu vermeiden,

sollten Sie das Produkt unbedingt tiberwachen.

I BinGO! entspricht den einschiagigen Sicherheitsbestimmungen fLir Ein-

richtungen der lnformationstechnik fLir den Einsatz in einer Bflroumgebung.

I Der bestimmungsgemaBe Betrieb geméB IEC 950/EN 60950 des Systems

ist nur bei montiertem Gehausedeckel gewahrieistet (KUhlung, Brands-

chutz, Funkentstorung)

I Die Umgebungstemperatur solite 50°C nicht Ubersteigen. Vermeiden Sie

direkte Sonneneinstrahlung.

I Achten Sie darauf, daB keine Gegensténde (z. B. Bflroklammern) oder

Flflssigkeiten ins Innere des Geréts gelangen (elektrischer Schlag,

KurzschluB). Achten Sie auf ausreichende Ktihiung.

I Unterbrechen Sie in Notféllen (z. B. geschadigtes Gehause oder Bedien—

element, Eindringen von Fltissigkeit oder Fremdkorpern) sofort die Strom-

versorgung und verstandigen Sie den Service.

Reinigung und I Das Gerat dart nur durch geschultes Fachpersonal geoffnet werden. Las-

Reparatur sen Sie daher Reparaturen am Gerét nur von einer BinTec-autorisierten

Servicestelle durcthhren. Wo sich die Servicesteiie betindet, erfahren Sie

von Ihrem Handler. Durch unbefugtes Cffnen und unsachgemafie Repara-

turen konnen erhebiiche Gefahren fflr den Benutzer entstehen (z. B.

Stromschlag). Unerlaubtes Cffnen der Geréte hat den Garantie— und Haf-

tungsausschluB der BinTec Communications AG zur Folge.
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I Das Gerét darf auf keinen Fall naB gereinigt werden. Durch eindringendes

Wasser konnen erhebliche Gefahren fUr den Benutzer (z. B. Stromschiag) -
und erhebliche Schéden am Gerét entstehen.

I Niemals Scheuermittel, alkalische Reinigungsmittel, scharfe oder
scheuernde Hiifsmittel benutzen.
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B General Safety Precautions in 15 Different Languages

Almindelige sikkerhedsforskrifter pé dansk

Efterfolgende afsnit indeholder sikkerhedsforskrifter, som skal overholdes, nér

Deres router benyttes.

Transport 09 I Transporter og opbevar kun BinGO! i originalemballage eller i anden egnet

opbevaring emballage, der beskytter mod stod og slag.

Opstilling 09 I Laes og overhold forskrifterne for de omkringliggende betingelser, for

ibrugtagning BinGO! opstilles og tages i brug (se Tekniske data). Benyt et fast og jaevnt

underlag.

I Hvis apparatet er koldt, nér det bringes ind i brugsrummet, kan der opsté

dug i 09 uden pa apparatet, Sorg for at Deres router har rumtemperatur og

er absolut tor, for den tages i brug.

I Kontrollér om spaendingen pa typeskiltet stemmer overens med spaendin-

gen pé brugsstedet. BinGO! ma kun arbejde med den originale stiknetdel

fra BinTec Communications (5 V DC). BinTec Communications AG

fraskriver sig ansvaret for skader, som matte opsté som folge af brug af en
anden stiknetdel.

I Sorg for at kablerne forbindes i den rigtige raekkefolge (se beskrivelsen i

manualen), Forbind forst LAN-, ISDN- 09 serielle tilslutninger, tilslut

derefter stromforsyningen og taend til sidst for BinGO!.

I Kontrollér om kablerne - isaer lSDN- og LAN-kablerne - er forbundet rigtigt,

for BinGO! tages i brug. ISDN-tilslutningen pa BinGO! mé ikke forbindes

med Ethernet—tilslutningen pa Deres computer eller hub 09 LAN-tilslutnin-

gen pé BinGO! mé ikke forbindes med Deres lSDN—tilslutning.

I Apparatet ma kun forbindes med vedlagte kabler. Hvis De benytter andre

kabler. fraskriver BinTec Communications AG sig ansvaret for evt. skader.

I Ledningerne skal traekkes pé en sédan made, at de ikke beskadiges 09 at

de ikke er til fare for omgivelserne (fare for at snuble).

I Tilslut ikke datatransmissionsledninger og traek dem ikke ud af apparatet,

nér det er tordenvejr.
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Beregnet anvendelse— I BinGO! er beregnet til at blive brugt pé kontorer. BinGO! opbygger som

somréde, brug ISDN-multi-protokoI-router ISDN-forbindelser afhaengigt af systemkonfigu-

' rationen. De brzir overvége produktet for at undgé uonskede gebyrer.

I BinGO! overholder gaaldende sikkerhedsbestemmelser mht. indretning af
informationsteknik til kontorer.

I Den beregnede brug af systemet (iht. IEC 950/EN 60950) er kun sikret, nér

Iéget er monteret pé huset (keling, brandbeskyttelse, radiostojdaempning)

Omgivelsestemperaturen mé ikke overstige 50°C. Undgé direkte solstréler.

I Vaer opmaerksom pé, at genstande (f.eks. klips) eller vaeske ikke traenger

ind i apparatet (elektrisk stod, kortslutning). Serg for tilstraekkelig keling.

I Afbryd straks stromforsyningen og kontakt serviceafdelingen i nodstilfaelde

(f.eks. beskadiget hus eller betjeningselement, indtraengning af vaeske eller

fremmede genstande).

Rengaring 09 I Apparatet mé kun ébnes af skolet fagligt personale. Reparationer pé appa-

reparation ratet skal derfor altid udfores pé et autoriseret BinTec servicevaerksted.

Deres forhandler kan oplyse om det neermeste serviceveerksted. Ubefejet

ébning og ukorrekte reparationer kan udsaette brugeren for stor fare. Bin—

Tec Communications AG fraskriver sig ethvert ansvar og garantien bort—

faider, hvis apparatet ébnes uden tilladelse.

I Apparatet mé under ingen omstaendigheder rengores med vaaske. In—

dtraengende vand kan udsaette brugeren for aivorlige farer (f.eks. elektrisk

stad) og alvoriige skader pé apparatet.

I Benyt aldrig skuremidler, alkaliske rengoringsmidler, skrappe eller

skurende hjaelpemidier.
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 General Safety Precautions in 15 Different Languages

Yleiset turvallisuusmaéréykset

Seuraavista kappaleista ondat turvallisuusmaaraykset, joita on ehdottomasti

noudatettava reittivalitsinta kaytettéessa. '

Kuljetus ja I Kuljeta ja varastoi BinGO! vain alkuperaispakkauksessaan tai muussa

varastointi sopivassa pakkauksessa, joka suojaa toytaisyilta ja iskuilta.

Asennus ja I Tarkista ennen BinGO! -|aitteen asennusta ja kayttoé, etta ymparistoolo-

kéyttbénotto suhteista annettuja ohjeita (kts. lukua Teknisei tiedot) on noudatettu. Aseta

laite tukevalle, tasaiselle alustalle.

I Kun Iaite tuodaan kylmésté tilasta kéyttotiloihin, voi seka Iaitteen uikopin-

nalla etté sen sisapuolella esiintya tiivistynytta vetta. Odota siksi, kunnes

reittivalitsimen lampotila on noussut huonelémpoon ja se on ehdottoman

kuiva, ennen kuin otat sen kayfloon.

I Tarkasta, etta verkkoiaitteen tyyppikilvessa annettu verkkojannite on sama

kuin paikallinen verkkojannite. BinGO! -|aitetta saa kayttaa vain aiku-

peraisen BinTec Communications—pistokeverkkolaitteen (5 V DC) kanssa.

BinTec Communications AG ei vastaa vahingoista, jotka ovat aiheutuneet

muun pistokeverkkolaitteen kaytosta.

I Kasikirjassa kuvattua kaapelien Iiiténtéjarjestysté on ehdottomasti nou-

datettava. Yhdista ensin LAN-, ISDN- ja sarjaliitannat, liita laite sitten vir-

taverkkoon ja kytke lopuksi BinGO! paalle.

I Tarkasta, etta olet Iiittanyt kaapelit oikein, erityisesti ISDN- ja LAN-kaapelit,
ennen kuin kéynnistat BinGO! -|aitteen. BinGO! -|aitteen ISDN-liiténtaa ei

saa liittaa Iaskimen tai jakajan Ethernet-Iiitantaan eiké BinGO! -laitteen

LAN -|iitantéé saa yhdistaa ISDN-liiténtaasi.

I Kayta Iaitteiden yhdistémiseen vain mukanatoimitettuja kaapeleita. Jos
kaytat muita kaapeleita, ei BinTec Communications AG vastaa taste aiheu—

tuvista vahingoista.

I Veda kaapelit sellaisiin paikkoihin, etta ne eivat aiheuta vaaratilanteita (ko-

mpastumisia) eivatké vahingoitu.

I Ukkosen aikana ei tietoliikennekaapeleita tule Iiittaé eiké myoskaan irroit-
taa.
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Mééréystenmukainen I BinGO! on suunniteitu kaytettavaksi toimistotiloissa. BinGO! toimii iSDN-

kaytté, kéyttb monikéytanto-reittiohjaimena ja luo jérjestelman konfiguraation mukaisesti

lSDN-yhteyksié. Epatoivottujen maksujen vélttamiseksi on tuotteen ioim-
intaa valttamatta valvottava.

I BinGO! vastaa toimistotiloissa kaytettaville tietotekniikan iaitteistoiiie ase-

tettuja asiaankuuluvia turvaliisuusmééiréiyksia.

I Jarjestelmén maéraystenmukainen kéytto standardin iEC 950/EN 60950

mukaan on mahdollista vain kun kotelon kansi on asennettu paikaiieen

(jééihdytys, palosuojelu, hairintasuojaus)

I Ympariston lampotila ei saisi nousta yli 50°C. Ala aseta Iaitetta alttiiksi suo-

ralle auringonpaisteelie.

I Varo, ettei mitaan vieraita esineita (esim. paperiliittimia) tai nesteité paase

Iaitteen sisapuoieile (séhkoisku, iyhytsulku). Huolehdi siita, etta Iaitteen

jéiéihdytys on riittava.

I Keskeyté hatétilanteessa (esim. sarkynyt kotelo tai kéyttolaite, nesteen tai

vieraiden esineiden joutuminen iaitteen sisaan) virransyotto vélittémasti ja

ota yhteyttéi huoltopalveluun.

Puhdistus ja I Vain kouiutettu ammattihenkilostc") saa avata iaitteen. Anna sen vuoksi

korjaus kaikki korjaustyot vain BinTec—vaituutetun huoltokorjaamon tehtavaksi.

Kauppiaasi voi kertoa, missa on Iahin valtuutettu huoltokorjaamo. Luvaton

aukaiseminen ja asiantuntemattomat korjaukset saatttavat aiheuttaa kayt-

téjalie vakavia vaaratilanteita (esim. séihkoisku). Laitteiden iuvaton aukai-

seminen aiheuttaa BinTec Communications AG -takuun raukeamisen sekéi

kaikkinaisen vastuun epaémisen.

I Ala misséan tapauksessa puhdista laitetta runsaalla vedellé. Sen sisaan

tunkeutunut vesi saattaisi aiheuttaa vakavia vaaroja (sim. sahkoisku) kayt-

tajalle ja vaurioittaa Iaitetta pahasti.

I Ala koskaan kayta puhdistamiseen hankausaineita, alkalisia puhdistu-

saineita taikka syovyttavia tai hankaavia tehoaineita.
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General Safety Precautions in 15 Different Languages 

Consignes de sécurité générales en francais

Vous trouverez, dans les paragraphes suivants, les consignes de sécurité que

vous devez absolument respecter lors de l’utilisation de votre router.

Transport et I Transportez et entreposez BinGO! uniquement dans son emballage d’origv

entreposage ine ou dans un autre emballage approprié lui garantissant une bonne pro-

tection contre les chocs et les coups.

Installation et I Avant de procéder a l’installation et a la mise en service de BinGO! , veillez

mise en service aux indications concernant les conditions d’environnement (cf. Caractéris-

tiques techniques). Utilisez un support stable et plan.

I Lorsque vous transportez l’appareil d’un environnement troid jusqu’a Ia

salle dans laquelle i| fonctionnera, une rosée peut se former aussi bien sur

la paroi extérieure de I’appareil qu’a I’intérieur de ce dernier. Attendez

jusqu’a ce que votre Router ait atteint la temperature ambiante et jusqu'a

ce qu’il soit absolument sec avant de le mettre en service.

I Vérifiez si la tension nominale indiquée sur la plaque signalétique du bloc

d’alimentation correspond bien a la tension de l‘endroit en question.

BinGO! doit uniquement fonctionner avec la fiche du bloc d’alimentation

BinTec Communications originals (5 V DC). BinTec Communications AG

decline toute responsabilité pour les dommages dus a l’utilisation d’une au-
tre fiche de bloc d‘alimentation.

I Lors du céblage, respectez l’ordre tel qu'il est indiqué dans le manuel.

Cablez tout d’abord les raccordements LAN, ISDN et sériels, établissez en-

suite la connexion avec le courant et mettez tinalement BinGO! en service.

I Vérifiez si vous avez bien effectué le céblage, en particulier celui de ISDN
et LAN, avant de mettre BinGO! en service. Le raccordement ISDN de

BinGO! ne doit pas étre relié au raccordement Ethernet de votre ordinateur

ou de votre borne, Ie raccordement LAN de BinGO! ne doit pas étre relié
a votre raccordement ISDN.

I Utilisez uniquement les cables joints a la Iivraison pour effectuer Ie céblage.

Dans Ie cas ou vous utilisez d’autres cables que ces derniers, BinTec Com-

munications AG décline toute responsabilité pour tout dommage qui pour-
rait en découler.
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I Posez les cables de telie sorte qu’ils ne puissent pas étre a I’origine de ris-

ques (risques de trébuchement) ni ne puissent étre endommagés.

 

I Ne connectez pas ni ne déconnectez les cables de transmission de don-

nées pendant un orage.

Utilisation conforme a I BinGO! est prévu pour étre employé dans les bureaux. BinGO! établit des

l’affectation prévue, connexions ISDN qui dépendent de la configuration du systeme en tam que

fonctionnement routeur ISDN Muiti a procés-verbai. Pour éviter de payer des taxes incon-

sidérément, vous devriez absolument surveiiler ce produit.

I BinGO! est conforme aux prescriptions de sécurité correspondantes rela-

tives aux équipements de la technique de l’information pour l’emploi en bu-
reau.

I L'emploi de ce systeme conforme a i’affectation prévue, conformément a

la norme IEC 950/EN 60950 n’est garantit que si Ie couvercle du boitier est

monté (refroidissement, protection anti-incendie, étincelles)

I La température ambiante ne doit pas dépasser 50°C. Evitez le rayonne-

ment direct du soleil sur I’appareil.

I Veillez a ce qu'aucun objet (par ex. des agrates) ni aucun iiquide ne s'in—

troduise a I’intérieur de I’appareil (éiectrocution, court-circuit). veillez a ce

que l’appareil soit suffisamment refroidi.

I Dans les cas d’urgence extréme (par ex. si Ie boitier ou des éléments de

commande sont endommagés. si du quuide ou des corps étrangers se sont

introduits dans I’appareii), déconnectez immédiatement l’alimentation en

courant et prevenez Ie service.

Nettoyage et I L’appareil doit étre ouvert uniquement par un personnel spécialisé dument

Réparation instruit. Ne faites donc réaliser les reparations de I’appareil que par un

poste de service autorisé BinTec. Votre concessionnaire vous fera part de

I’adresse a Iaqueile vous pourrez contacter ce service. Des risques tres im—

portants pour I'opérateur (par ex. electrocution) peuvent naitre a cause

d’une ouverture non autorisée et de réparations non conformes aux regles

de l’art. Le fait d’ouvrir I’appareil sans autorisation rend caduque toute

clause de garantie et de responsabilité de la part de la BinTec Communi—
cations AG.
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General Safety Precautions in 15 Different Languages 

I L’appareil ne doit étre en aucun cas nettoyé a I’eau. Une introduction de

l’eau dans I’appareil pourrait entrainer des risques énormes pour I’opéra—

teur (par ex. electrocution) et des dommages importants de l’appareil pour—

raient en étre Ia consequence.

I Ne jamais utiliser de produits récurants, de produits de nettoyage alcalins,

ni de produits auxiliaires tranchants ou grattants.
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2 Fsvméq oonyisq aoqusiaq om
EMnVIKc'I

Ztiq QKvouesq nopoypéqaouq 90 Bpaits Tic; oonyisq ooqaoAsioq, nq

onoieq Bo npénsr vo Ac'xBeTs onwoér'more un’ owiv ooq Kotd tr] xpnon TOU
Router.

Msra¢opd Kai K Na ueto¢épets Kai va onanKsuate TO BinGO! povo om yvnom

anoenxsuan ouomuooio f} as uio dMn Kothnm ouomuooio, n onoio vo

sEoocpoAiCezl npocnooio Kotd va KpoCJoewv KOl xtunnudtmv.

ZTfiOIpo KCII fl [1in TO OTfiOlHO KGl Tnv évopfin an Aeitoupyioq TOU BinGO! vo

évopfin "1:; Mafia“: un’ blplv one no oényisq oxenxo us no neplBoMovaoyiKéq

Asl'roupyiaq oqufiqu (BAéne TsXVIKd omlxeio). Xpnmuonmfiore éva owespo KGl

enineoo unoBoepo.

H 'Otov n ouoxsur'] ustaoépetoi ono unxpo napinMov 0T0 xcbpo

Acitoupyioq, unopsi vo KaToKoeiosl uvpuoio 0T0 egwteleo an

ouomufiq Koeo'oq KGl oro sowteleo Inc; iéloq. No KdVSTS unouovfi,

uéxpi nou r] GspuOKpooio TOU Router vo éxat npooopuomsi Kcu r]

ou0Ksur'1 vo sivm TeAsiwq orsyvr'], nporou vo Tn Géoete 8K véou oe

Aaltoupyio.

I EnoveAévETs adv n ovouoonKfi Triton nou ovocpépetol omv nAoKéto

TL'Jnou TOU (pic; ovnormxei omv Katc'l Tonouq Toon TOU 6IKTuou. To

BinGO! emtpénsmi vo Aenoupyei uovo us TO yvfioxo q>iq BinTec

Communications (5 V DC). H BinTec Communications AG 58v

suel'JveToi YlCl finuiéq nou 8V5éX8TGl vo npOKAneouv ono m xpnon

evoc; dMou cpiq.

‘ i'lpooéfits Kath Tnv KOAwBIOJOY], (bate vo tnpneai n owm'r'] osipo nou

nspwpoqaeml 0T0 syxeipioio. KkooicbOTe KaT’ apxfiv TO LAN, T0

ISDN Kai tr] ouploKr'] 618n0¢fi. Ztn ouvéxeio vo vivetm n obvéeon us

TO nAeKtptKo peuuo KGl 0T0 TéAoq Beats TO BinGO! os Aeitoupyio.

i EnoveAéyEts adv KGAwéldmaTs Katd TOV npoBAanousvo tpono iéiwq

TO ISDN Kat TO LAN, nporou vo eéoats TO BinGO! 08 Aswoupyio. H

obvéeon ISDN TOU BinGO! 58V smtpénsrol vo ouvoseei us In

obvéeon Ethernet TOU unvoylmr'] n an unoéoxfiq ooq. KG! n
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i'svméq oonyieq aocperioq om EMnVLKd 

obvéson LAN TOU BinGOS 68v anltpéneml va ouvoeesi us In

obvéscm ISDN. 
 
  

  
Xpnoruonorfiors YlCl Tnv Kkooiwon povov TO ouvnupévo KOMbélCl. Zs

nspintwon nou xpnouponorfioets dMa KaAd)6m, n BinTec

Communications AG 68v ovaAouBévsr Kouio auefivn yla

svésxopsvsq npOKAnesiosq Cnutéq. 
   
   

Amorpdoots T0 6iKTuo KoTc'x TéTOlov Tpono, (bats vo unv npom‘upouv

(music Klvolllvou (Kivouvoq noponotfiuatoq) KGl (bore vo pr] pnopsi

va unoo-rsi (mud.

fi Mn ouvoéste KCll pnv onoxwpilets KGTC! Tn BldeSIa plot; Kowlviooq

aywyooc; usmcpopdq osoopévwv.

HpoBAsnbpsvn xpfion, W To BinGO! rtpoBAénaTul YlO TY] xpfion oe nspLBdMov vpoqasiou. Qq

Asnoupyia Router nomiva npOTOKonv iSDN T0 BinGO! SYKOGlOTd ouvééosrq

oe ouvc'xpmon us Tr] obvesor] TOU ouotfiuoroq iSDN. no va

ClflOCDUYSTS Tnv Kotdntwon aKoomwv TeAdw, Bo énpsns TO npoi‘bv

onwoofinom vo smBAéneml.

W To BinGO! ovmrIOKpivsTat onq OXSTiKéq 610Td£stq aoqusioq YlG

syKoToonoetq an Texvvoyioq rtAnpocpopuhv Kurd Tn xpncm OE:

nepleMov ypcupsiou.

 H rtpoBAanopevn Aaltoupyia TOU OUOTfipaToq obpcpwvo us Tnv

iEC 950/EN 60950 5lGO¢GMC€TOl povov, oTov TO KonéKl TOU

KeAl'anouq sivol uovmptopévo (qJL'JEn, ovnnulef) npoorooio,

napeuBoAr'] Univefipcov).

E H naplBaAAOVTvolefi esppOKpGOIO 62 Ba énpsne va unapBoivm

Touq 50°C. ATIOQDUYSTS Tnv éKeson 08 (mean nAloKr'] aKTlvoBoMo.

 No npooéxsm, (bOTS vo unv eloékeouv ovnxeipevo (11.x. ouvéstfipeq)

f1 uvpd 0T0 sowtapiKo an OUOKeunq (Kivouvoq nASKTponAnEioq,

BpQXUKUKM'opoToq). Ga npénal vo sEoo¢aMismt n snopKfiq wL'JEr].

a No olaKom‘STs as éKToKqu fisplTITd)08lQ (n.x. oTov éxal npoMneei

BAdBr} 0T0 KéAucpoq f1 om uovdoo xaptouob r'] oTav éxouv eloéABSL

uypd n avnKsipsvo) opéowq Tnv nopoxr'] psoumoq KC“ vo épxsote oe

anacpr'] [.18 TO KurdMnAo ouvspyaio.
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Kaeaploubq KCII I H OUOKeur'] SfllTpéTTSTGl vo ovoiyerw povov (1116 216le emoioeuuévo

smoxeur’l TeXVLKo npoomeo. Fl’ ourov TO Aoyo vo enltpéneml Tn 5l8€GYwYfi

apvoow’ov emOKeufiq povo oe ouvepveio nou éxou eEoumooornBei

ono Tnv BinTec. eran us mv éopo va oxenmbv ouvepysiwv

unopeite vo (nrfioeTe nAnpoq>opieq ono TOV spnoleo ooq

ovnnpoowno. To ovowua an OUOKeUfiq ono avopuoolo dtouo K09(bQ

KCll GKGTdMnAeq epvooieq erILOKeur'lq pnoupobv va eéoouv TO

xpnom oe ooBopoOq KtvoL'Jvouq (11.x. nAeKTponAnEio). To

avenitpemo dvowua m9 ou0Keur'1q éxel oov onmékeopo mv

ononoinon Kdes eyyi'monq KOl euei'Jvnq cmo pépouq Inc; BinTec
Communications AG.

I H oucmsur'] 68v smrpéneml 08 mph: nepintwon vo Koeoplorsi. Ano

Tnv evoexouevn eiooéo vepofi unopei vo l‘lpOKULIJOUV onuovnKoi

Kivouvm YlG TO )(pfiom (11.x. nAeKTponAnEio) KCll ooBopéq mwéq om

ouoxeufi.

I No pr] xpnoruonomite non': péoo nou npoBAénovml YlCl TO Tpiwluo,

oAKoAle onoppunovnKé péoo KGl alxunpd r'] 0696 BoanTle péoo

KOSOplOpOU.
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330

General Safety Precautions in 15 Different Languages

lstruzioni generali di sicurezza

Nei seguenti paragrafi si trovano elencate le lstruzioni generali di sicurezza da

osservare rigorosamente nell’uso del Suo Router.

Trasporto e I Trasporti ed immagazzini BinGO! soltanto nell’imballaggio originale o in al-

magazzinaggio tro imballaggio adeguato a garantire protezione da urti e scotimenti.

lnstallazione e I Prima di installare ed azionare BinGO! faccia attenzione alle istruzioni sulle

azionamento condizioni ambientall (cfr. Datl tecnici). Utilizzi un ripiano stabile e piano.

I Se l’apparecchio viene introdotto nel locale di funzionamento da un ambi-

ente freddo puo verificarsi una condensa sia all’interno che all’esterno

dell’apparecchio. Aspetti che il Suo Router si sia adeguato alla temperature

9 che sia perfettamente asciutto prima di azionarlo.
   
  

Controlli che la tensione indicata sulla targhetta della sezione di rete corri—

sponda alla tensione di rete locale. BinGO! puo essere azionato soltanto

con la spina dl sezione di rete originale BinTec Communications (5 V DC)

La BinTec Communications AG non risponde dei danni causati dall’utilizzo

di una spina di sezione di rete diversa.

I Nel cablare osservi l’ordine di successione descritto nel manuale. Cabli pri-

ma i collegamenti LAN-, lSDN- e quelli seriali, colleghi poi al distributore di
corrente ed alla fine azioni BinGO! .

I Controlli di aver eseguito il cablaggio correttamente — in particolare quello

lSDN- e LAN- prima di azionare BinGO! . ll collegamento lSDN di BinGO!

non deve essere collegato al collegamento Ethernet del Suo computer 0

dell'Hub, il collegamento LAN-di BinGO! non deve essere collegato al Suo
collegamento lSDN.

I Utilizzi per il cablaggio soltanto i cavi allegati.. Nel caso in cui si utilizzino

cavi diversi, la BinTec Communications AG non risponde per i danni che
ne derivino.

I Disponga i collegamenti in modo che non costituiscano fonte di pericolo

(pericolo d’inciampo) e che non possano essere danneggiati.

I Non colleghi ne scolleghi i collegamenti di trasmissione dati durante un
temporale.
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Utilizzazione conforme I BinGO! é destinato ad essere impiegato in ambiente d'ufficio. Quale iSDN-

a destinazione, funzi- Multi-ProtokoII-Router istituisce BinGO! collegamenti ISDN in dipendenza

onamento della configurazione di sistema. Onde evitare conteggi indesiderati

dovrebbe assolutamente sorvegliare il prod-otto.

I BinGO! e conforme alie relative disposizioni di sicurezza per impianti della

tecnica informatica impiegati in ambiente d’ufficio.

I ll funzionamento conforme a destinazione secondo IEC 950/EN 60950 dei

sistema e garantito soitanto a coperchio montato suiia cassetta (raffredda—

mento, protezione antincendio, schermatura contro radio disturbi)

I La temperatura ambientale non dovrebbe superare i 50°C. Eviti i’esposiz-
ione diretta alla |uce solare.

I Faccia attenzione che nessun oggetto (p.es. fermagli) o liquido si insinui

all’interno dell’apparecchio (scossa elettrica, corto circuito). Faccia attenzi-

one ad un sufficiente raffreddamento.

I In casi d’emergenza (p.95. danneggiamento della scatola o deii'elemento

servente/manovrante, infiltrazione di liquido 0 di corpi estranei) stacchi im-
mediatamente la corrente ed informi i| servizio assistenza.

Pulizia e I L’apparecchio puo essere aperto soitanto da personale competente ed ad-

riparazione destrato. Si consiglia pertanto di far riparare l‘apparecchio soltanto presso
un centro assistenza autorizzato BinTec. Gli indirizzi dei servizi assistenza

sono a disposizione presso i| Suo rivenditore. Apertura non autorizzata e

riparazioni inappropriate possono essere fonte di gravi pericoli per i’utente

(p.es. scossa eleitrica). Un’apertura non autorizzata degli apparecchi com-

porta I’esciusione della garanzia e della responsabiiita della BinTec Com—
munications AG .

I L’apparecchio non deve assolutamente essere pulito con acqua. L’infil—

trazione di acqua puo causare gravi pericoli per l’utente (p.es. scossa

elettrica) nonché gravi danni all’apparecchio.

I Non utilizzi in nessun caso abrasivi, detersivi a base alcaiina, detersivi cor—
rosivi o abrasivi,
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General Safety Precautions in 15 Different Languages

Algemene veiligheidsinstructies in het Nederlands

In de volgende paragraten vindt u veiligheidsinstructies, die u bij de omgang
met uw router absoluut moet in acht nemen.

Transport en I Transporteert en bewaart u BinGO! alleen in de originele verpakking of in

bewaring een andere geschikte verpakking, die bescherming biedt tegen schokken
en stoten.

Opstellen en I Let voor het opstellen en het bedrijf van BinGO! op de instructies voor de

in bedrijf nemen omgevingsvoorwaarden (vergeiijk technische gegevens). Gebruikt u een

harde en vlakke ondergrond.

I Wanneer het apparaat uit een koude omgeving in de werkruimte wordt ge-

bracht, kan er zowel uitwendig op als inwendig in het apparaat condensatie

optreden. Wacht u tot uw router is aangepast aan de temperatuur en tot hij

volledig droog is, voordat u hem in bedrijf neemt.

I Controleert u, of de op het typeplaatje aangegeven nominale spanning

overeenstemt met de plaatselijke netspanning. BinGO! mag alleen met de

originele BinTec Communications elektrische stekkervoeding (5 V DC)

worden gebruikt. BinTec Communications AG is niet aansprakelijk voor be—

schadigingen, die ontstaan door gebruik van een andere elektrische voed-

mg.

I Let bij de aansluiting van de kabeis op de volgorde, zoals in het handboek

wordt beschreven. Eerst sluit u de LAN-, ISDN- en de seriéie aansluitingen

aan, siuit daarna de stroomverzorging aan, en tenslotte schakelt u BinGO!
in.

I Controleert u, of u de aansluiting - in het bijzonder de ISDN- en LAN—

aansluiting correct heeft uitgevoerd, alvorens u BinGO! in bedrijf neemt.

De ISBN-aansluiting van BinGO! mag niet met de ethernet-aansluiting van

uw computer of hub go-ahead worden verbonden, de LAN-aansluiting van

BinGO! niet met uw ISBN-aansluiting.

I Gebruikt u voor de aansluiting slechts de bijgevoegde kabels. lndien u an-

dere kabels gebruikt, is BinTec Communications AG niet aansprakelijk

voor optredende schade.
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I Leg de kabels zodanig, dat zij geen gevaarsbron (struikelgevaar) vormen
en niet worden beschadigd.

Koppel de datatransfertkabeis nooit aan of at tijdens een onweer.

Doelmatig gebruik, BinGO! is bestemd voor toepassing in een kantooromgeving. Als ISDN-

bedrijf Multi—Protocol—Router maakt BinGO! afhankelijk van de systeemconfigu-

ratie ISDN-verbindingen. Om ongewenste kosten te vermijden, dient u het

product absoluut te bewaken.

I BinGO! voidoet aan de gebruikelijke veiligheidsbepalingen voor inrichtin—

gen van informatietechniek voor toepassing in een kantooromgeving.

I Het doelmatig bedrijf, overeenkomstig iEC 950/EN 60950 van het

systeem, is alleen bij gemonteerd huisdeksel gewaarborgd (koeling, brand-

veiligheid, vonkontstoring)

I De omgevingstemperatuur mag niet hoger zijn dan 50°C. Vermijdt u direct
zonlicht.

I Let erop, dat er geen voorwerpen (bijv. paperclips) of vloeistoffen in het in-

wendige van het apparaat geraken (elektrische schok, kortsiuiting). Let u

op voldoende koeling.

I Onderbreekt u in noodgevallen (bijv. beschadigd huis, of bedieneiement,

binnendringen van vloeistof of vreemde voorwerpen) onmiddeiiijk de

stroomverzorging en neemt u contact op met de service-dienst.

Reiniging en I Het apparaat mag alleen door geschoold vakpersoneel worden geopend.

reparatie Laat u daarom reparaties aan het apparaat alleen uitvoeren door een door

BinTec—geautoriseerde service-dienst. Waar zich deze service-dienst bev—

indt, ervaart u bij uw handeiaar. Door het onbevoegde openen en

ondeskundige reparaties kunnen aanzieniijke gevaren ontstaan voor de

gebruiker (bijv. elektrische schok). Onbevoegd openen van de apparaten

heeft verval van de garantie en uitsluiting van de aansprakelijkheid van de

BinTec Communications AG tot gevolg.

I Het apparaat mag in geen geval nat worden gereinigd. Door binnendrin-

gend water kunnen er aanzienlijke gevaren ontstaan voor de gebruiker

(bijv. elektrische schok) en kan er aanzienlijke schade ontstaan aan het ap-

paraat.
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, General Safety Precautions in 15 Different Languages 

I Gebruikt u nooit schuurmiddelen, alkalische reinigingsmiddelen, scherpe of

schurende hulpmiddelen.
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Generelle sikkerhetshenvisninger pa norsk

l de folgende avsnittene finner du sikkerhetshenvisninger som du absolutt ma

ta hensyn til ved omgangen med din Router.

Transport 09 I Du ma kun transportere og iagre BinGO! i originalemballasjen eller i en an-

lagring nen egnet emballasje som beskytter mot stot og slag.

Oppstilling 09 I For oppstilling og drift av BinGO! ma du ta hensyn til henvisningene nér det

ibruktaking gjelder omgivelsesbetingelsene (sml. tekniske data). Bruk et fast 09 jevnt

underlag.

I WDersom apparatet blir tatt fra en kald omgivelse og inn i rommet der det

skal brukes, kan det oppsté kondens bade pé utsiden 09 pa innsiden av ap-

paratet. Vent til Router har tilpasset seg temperaturen og er helt torr for du
tar den i bruk.

'I UKontroller om den spenningen som er oppgitt pé typeskiltet pé nettdelen

stemmer overens med spenningen pa stedet. BinGO! ma kun brukes sam-

men det originale BinTec kommunikasjons-stopselet (5 V DC). BinTec

Communications AG er ikke ansvarlig for skader som matte oppsté pa

grunn av at deter blitt brukt en annen stopseI-nettdel.

I Ved sammenkopling av kablene, mé det tas hensyn til rekkefelgen som er

beskrevet i héndboken. Sammenkople forst kablene LAN-, ISDN- 0g seri-

elle tilkoplinger, tilkople sé stromforsyningen, og slé deretter til slutt pa
BinGO! .

I Kontroller om du har foretatt sammenkoplingen av kablene skikkelig— i

saerdeleshet ISDN- 09 LAN-sammenkoplingen, for du tar BinGO! i drift.

lSDN-tilkoplingen fra BinGO! ma ikke forbindes med Ethernet-tilkoplin-

gene pé datamaskinen eller med Hubs, og LAN~ti|koplingen ma ikke forb-

indes med BinGO! lSDN-tilkoplingen.

I Bruk kun de vedlagte kablene for sammenkabling. Dersom du bruker andre
kabler, overtar BinTec Communications AG intet ansvar for skader som

matte oppsté av den grunn.
 

Legg opp Iedningene slik at de ikke kan bli skadet 09 at de ikke danner

farekilder (fare for a snuble)
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I Under tordenvaer ma du hverken tilkople eller trekke av noen av dataover-

foringsledningene.

Forskriftsmessig bruk, I BinGO! er beregnet for innsats pa konioromgivelser. Som lSDN-Multi-Pro~

drift tokoIl—Router bygger BinGO! opp ISDN-forbindelser i avhengighet av sys~

temkonfigurasjonen. For a unngé uonskede gebyrer, bor produktet abso~
lutt overvakes.

I BinGO! tilsvarer de gyldige sikkerhetsbestemmelsene for innretninger in~

nenfor informasjonsteknikken for innsats i en kontoromgivelse.

I Den forskriftsmessige bruken i henhoid til IEC 950/EN 60950 for systemet

er kun garantert ved montert maskinkasse (Kjoling, brannbeskyttelse,

fjerning av radiostay)

I Omgivelsestemperaturen biar ikke overstige 50°C. Unngé direkte sollys.

I Pass pé at ingen gjenstander (f. eks. binders) eller vaesker kan komme inn

i apparatet (fare for elektrisk stot, kortslutning). Pass pa tilstrekkelig

avkjoling.

I | nodstilfeller (z. B. skadet kasse eller betjenings-elementer, nér vaeske

eller fremmedlegemer er kommet inn) ma du straks avbryte stromforsynin—

gen 09 tilkalle service.

Rengjaring 09 I Apparatet ma kun apnes av opplaert fagpersonell. La derfor alltid reparas—
reparasjon joner pa apparatet gjennomfores av et BinTec-autorisen serviceverksted..

Din forhandler informerer det om hvor du firmer serviceverksteder. Dersom

uvedkommende apner eller reparerer apparatet, kan det oppsté stor skade

for brukeren (f. eks. stromstot). Dersom apparatet blir ulovlig apnet, kan ha

til folge at garantien mistes, 09 at ethvert ansvar blir utelukket fra BinTec
Communications AG .

I Apparatet ma under ingen omstendigheter rengjores med vann. Dersom

vannet trenger inn, kan det oppsta alvorlige skader for brukeren (f. eks.

stremstot) 09 09351 pé apparatet.

I Bruk aldri skuremidler, alkalisk‘e rengjoringsmidler, skarpe eller skurende

hjelpemidler.
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2 Ogélne zasady bezpieczefistwa

w jezyku polskim

PoniZej podano zasady bezpieczenstwa, ktdrych naleZy bezwzglednie

przestrzegaé przy obchodzeniu sie z routerem.

Transport i I Urzqdzenie BinGOt naleZy transportowaé i magazynowac’ wyiqcznie w

magazynowanie opakowaniu oryginalnym lub innym nadajecym sie do tego celu opakowaniu,

zapewniajacyrn ochrone przed obiciami i uderzeniami.

Ustawianie i ‘ Przed ustawieniem i uruchomieniem urzqdzenia BinGO! naleZy zastosowaé

uruchamianie sie do wskazowek dotyczacych warunkdw otoczenia (por. Parametry

techniczne). Urzadzenie naieZy ustawio na trwatym i réwnym pOd’fOZU.

 
 

Po przeniesieniu urzadzenia z zimnego otoczenia do pomieszczenia

roboczego zaréwno we wnetrzu. jak i na czeéciach zewnetrznych urzadzenia

moZe sie tworzyé rosa. Przed uruchomieniem routera naleZy odczekaé na

zrdwnanie sie jego temperatury 2 temperature pomieszczenia i jego caikowite

wyschniecie.

  

S NaleZy sprawdzié, czy podane na tabliczce typologicznej zasiiacza napiecie

znamionowe jest zgodne z lokalnym napieciem sieciowym. Urzedzenie

BinGO! moZna eksploatowaé wyiacznie w poiqczeniu z oryginalnym

zasiiaczem wtykowym produkcji firmy BinTec Communications (5VDC).

Firma BinTec Communications AG nie odpowiada za szkody wywotane

stosowaniem zasilacza innego typu.

I Przy przyiaczaniu przewodow naleZy przestrzegac’: kolejnoéci opisanej w

instrukcji obstugi. W pien/vszej kolejnosci naleZy przytqczyc’ thcza LAN, ISDN

oraz zchza seryjne, nastepnie wieczyc’; zasilanie pradem elektrycznym, na

koniec zas wiaczyc' router BinGOL

i Przed uruchomieniem urzqdzenia BinGO! naleZy sprawdzic’, czy przyteczenie

przewoddw — a w szczegdlnoéci przewodow ISDN i LAN — jest prawidiowe.

Ziqcze ISDN urzadzenia BinGO! nie moZe byé potaczone ze thczem

eternetowym kornputera lub koncentratora, zas thcze LANurzadzenia

BinGO! ze ztaczem iSDN.
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Ogdine zasady bezpieozenstwa w jezyku polskim 

 Do przyiaczenia produktu naieZy zastosowaé wytapznie dostarozone wraz z

nim przewody. W przypadku zastosowania innych przewoddw firma BinTeo

Communications AG nie ponosi odpowiedzialnoéoi 2a powstaie szkody.

‘ Przewody nale‘zy utoZyé tak, aby nie wystepowaio niebezpieczenstwo

potykania sie o nie oraz ich uszkadzania.

a Podczas burzy nie naleZy przytqczac’ ani odiqczac’: przewoddw transmisji

danych.

Zgodne z N Urzaidzenie BinGO! jest przeznaczone do stosowania w otoozeniaoh

przeznaczeniem biurowyoh. Jako router multiprotokoiowy ISDN urzadzenie BinGO! wykonuje

stosowanie, poteozenia typu iSDN w zaieZnoéoi od konfiguracji systemu. W celu unikania

eksploatacja niepoZadanyCh opiat naieZy koniecznie nadzorowaé produkt.

N Urzqdzenie BinGO! speinia obowiqzujace zasady bezpieczenstwa dia

urzadzen informatycznych przeznaczonych do stosowania w otoozeniu

biurowym.

K Zgodne z przeznaozeniem uZytkowanie systemu wediug wymogdw norm

IEC 950/EN 60950 jest zagwarantowane tylko przy zamontowanej pokrywie

obudowy (chiodzenie, zabezpieozenie przeciwpoz’arowe, eliminaoja

zak’rocen)

H Temperatura otoczenia nie powinna przekraczac’ 50°C. NaleZy unikac’

bezpoéredniego dziaiania promieni sionecznych.

W NaleZy uwaZaC, aby do wnetrza urzadzenia nie wnikaty Zadnego rodzaju

przedmioty (np. spinacze biurowe) bad: cieoze (udar pradowy, zwaroia).

Zapewnio wystarczajeice chiodzenia urzqdzenia.

M W sytuacjach awaryjnych (np. uszkodzona obudowa Iub elementobsiugi,

wniknieoie cieczy badz’ ciai oboych) naiez'y natychmiast przen/vaé zasilanie

urzqdzenia pradem eiektrycznym i zawiadomio serwis.

Oczyszczaniei fi Urzqdzenie moZe byc’ otwierane tyiko przez odpowiednio przeszkolony

naprawa personel. Naprawy urzqdzenia naieZy w zwiaizku z tym zlecac’ wyieicznie

autoryzowanyrn przez firme BinTeo punktom serwisowym. informaoji na

ternat lokaiizacji tyoh punktdw moZna zasiegnaé w punkcie sprzedaZy.

Otwieranie obudowy urzadzenia bez upowaZnienia lub jego niefaohowe

naprawy moga wywoiywaé powaZne zagroZenia dla uZytkownika (no.
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poraz'enie pradem). Niedozwolone otwieranie urzqdzen pociqga za sobq

utrate gwarancji udzielanej przez firme BinTec Communications AG oraz jej

odpowiedzialnoéci cywiinej za skutki uZytkowania produktu.

Urzqdzenia pod Zadnym pozorern nie wolno czyécic’: na mokro. Dostanie sie

wody do wnetrza urzadzenia moZe wywoiywac’: powaZne zagroZenia dla

uZytkownika (np. poraZenie prqdem) oraz powaz'ne uszkodzenia produktu.

Nigdy nie stosowaé Srodkéw do szorowania, zasadowych Srodkéw

czyszczacych, ostrych iub szorujacych érodkéw pomocniczych.
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General Safety Precautions in 15 Different Languages

Consideracoes genéricas em matéria de seguranca em portugués

Nos paragrafos que se seguem, encontra consideracées em matéria de seg-

uranca que tera de respeitar estritamente a0 lidar com o Router.

Transportee I Transporte e armazene o BinGO! apenas na embalagem original ou

armazenamento noutra adequada para o efeito que o proteja contra embates fortes e

pancadas.

lnstalacéoe I Antes de proceder a instalacao e a colocacao em funcionamento do

colocacéo em funcio- BinGO! tenha em conta as indicacoes relativas as condicées ambientais

namento (cf. Dados técnicos). Utilize uma base consistente e lisa.

I Ao trazer o aparelho de um ambiente trio para a sala de trabalho, podem

formar—se goticulas tanto no exterior, come no interior do aparelho. Espere

até que o Router fique a temperatura da sala e absolutamente seco, antes

de 0 per a funcionar.

I Verifique se a tensao nominal constante da placa de caracteristicas da fon-

te de alimentagéo é a mesma da do local. 0 BinGO! so pode ser colocado

em funcionamento com a ficha da fonte de alimentacao BinTec Communi-

cations (5 V DC) original. A BinTec Communications AG nao se respons-

abiliza por danos decorrentes da utilizacao de outra ficha de fonte de ali-

mentagao.

I Ao proceder a cablagem, respeite a sequéncia, tal como descrito no man-

ual. Proceda primeiro a distribuicao das ligacoes LAN, RDIS e em série,

conecte depois a alimentacao de corrente e, para terminar, Iigue o BinGO!.

I Verifique se a cablagem, em especial da RDIS e da LAN, ficou bem feita,

antes de p6r o BinGO! em funcionamento. A ligacao RDIS do BinGO! néo

pode ser conectada a Ethernet do seu computador ou Hubs, a Iigacao

LANdo BinGO! nao pode ser conectada a sua ligacao RDIS.

I Para 0 cableamento, utilize unicamente o cabo fornecido juntamente. Se

usar outro cabo, a BinTec Communications AG nao se responsabiliza por
danos dai decorrentes.

I lnstale os cabos de maneira a mic constituirem uma fonte de perigo (peri-

go de tropecar) nem se danificarem.
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